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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes the results of evaluation of power 
semiconductor devices for electric hybrid vehicle AC drive applications. 
Th ree types of power devices were evaluated in the effort: high power 
bipolar or Darlington transistors, power MOSFETs and asymmetric 
silicon control rectifiers (ASCR). In the past five years, the 
advancement made in these three device techno!ogy is truly remarkable. 
Not only the performances of the devices are improved significantly but 
also the prices are reduced substantially. The Bipolar transistors, 
Including discrete device and Darlington devices, ranges from 100 A to 
400 A in current rating and from 400 V to 900 V in voltage rating. 
These devices are currently used by many equipment manufacturers as 
key switching elements inverters for AC motor drive applications. 
Power MOSFETs, on the other hand, are much smaller in current rating 
as compared to BJT. For the 400 V device, the current rating is 
limited to 25 A. For the main drive of an electric vehicle, device 
paralleling IS normally needed to achieve practical power level. For 
other EV related applications such as battery charger circuit, however, 
MOSFET is advantagous to other devices because of drive circuit 
simplicity and high frequency capability. Asymmetrical SCR is basically 
a SCR device and needs commutation circuit for turn-off. However, the 
device poses several advantages. Those are low conduction drop and 
low cost. 
The primary objectives of the evaluation are threefold: 
1. To evaluate these Jevlces from the pOint of view of electric car 
applications. 
2. To provide important data that are r,ormally not available or not 
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complete from the manufacturer's data sheet. 
3. To present the result In user-oriented format so that proper choice 
of devices and selection of drive conditions can be easily 
achieved. 
Because of various tests Involved and large amounts of data 
generated In this report, a description of the organization of the report 
will be given below for readers' convenience. The report is divided 
Into two volumes. Volume I describes the major tasks, test method and 
conclusions. Volume II summarizes the mass data generated, including 
the oscillograms, plots etc. Volume I consists of seven chapters. To 
provide those readers who are only interested In the project overview, 
key results are summarized in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 to 5 deal with 
bipolar transistors. I n Chapter 3, SIX sets of device parameters are 
evaluated: SWitching time, power losses, static characteristics, reverse 
recovery of diodes, deVice paralleling etc. In Chapter 4, reverse-bias-
second breakdown capabilities of power transistors are evaluated. A 
unique nondestructive secon-breakdown tester, constructed and tested 
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (VPI &SU) was used 
to evaluate these devices. I n Chapter 5, several base-drive circuit 
hardwares were evaluated, including a "smart" proportional current 
drive circuit developed at VPI&SU. The results of MOSFET evaluation 
are presented In Chapter 6, and ASCR results are presented in Chapter 
7. 
I n Volume II, the data are presented according to the chapter 
sequence of Volume I. The figures and tables in this volume are often 
referred In the text of Volume I. 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS 
A large volume of test results have been generated dur1.ng 
th1.s phase of 1.nvest1.gat1.on. For the benef1.t of the readers 
perspect1.ve before belabor1.ng W1. th the deta1.ls, some key 
results were extracted and summar1.zed here to prov1.de a qu1.ck 
overv1.ew. The summary presented her€ are based on detalled 
test results and/or 1.nvest1.gators observat1.ons. In some cases 
1.t 1.S rather d1.ff1.cult to quant1.ze the device propert1.es and 
rank them 1.n the order of preference as many readers w1.sh to 
see. As you know each dev1.ce often has 1.ts own strength and 
weakness. It 1.S d1.ff1.cult to draw a I1.ne in a sub)ect1.ve 
manner. The cho1.ce of dev1.ce 1.S often done based on the users 
fam1.11. ar1. ty W1. th the dev1.ce and often 1.S dictated by the 
partl.cular appl1.cat1.on and c1.rcumstance. For these reasons, 
the summar1.es and observat1.ons are g1.ven 1.n general 
statements. If the reader 1.S 1.nterested 1.n f1.nd1.ng out some 
spec1.f1.c deta1.ls, one should refer to the ma1.n text in Volume I 
and the support1.ng test results 1.n Volume I I. 
The summary w1.ll be presented accord1.ng to the following 
subJects. 
1. B1.polar Trans1.stors 
2. Base Dr1.ve C1.rcu1. t 
3 . Power FETs 
4. Asymmetr1.cal SCRs 
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2.1 BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR EVALUATION 
Table 2.1 summarizes the features of the dev~ces 
evaluated. A total of 11 dev~ces were evaluated. 
2.1-1. Switching Time 
Table 2.2 gives a rough class~ficat~on of the, sw~tch~ng 
speed of the devices evaluated. Except for one device 
(West~nghouse DAllS03008), the measured data agree well with 
the spec. provided by the manufacturers. 
2.1-2. Effect of Second Base Drive on the Turn-Off T~me 
Among the eleven devices evaluated, seven devices have 
the option of second base drive. Table 2.3 summarizes the 
effect of the second base dr~ve on the reduction of turn-off 
time. 
Significant reduction of storage time and fall t~me can be 
achieved by the use of the second base. This is especially true 
for devices without speed-up diode. A 30% reduction in both 
the storage time and the fall time has been observed. The 
increase of switching speed, in both the storage time and the 
fall tJ.me, however, must be accompanied by the increase of base 
dri ve circuit complexity. 
2.1-3. Switching Energy Losses 
Table 2.4 gives a relative comparison of switching energy 
losses of all the device evaluated. 
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2.1-4. Saturat10n Voltage 
Table 2.5 summar1zes the saturation voltage of the 
de\"lCes. 
2.1-5. Current Ga1n 
Table 2.6 summar1zes the curren gain of the dev1ces. 
2.1-6. Power Losses 
Table 2.7 summar1zes the power losses 
2.1-7. Effect of Collector-Em1 tter dv/dt and the Reverse 
Recovery of the Ant1-Parallel Diode 
In the operat1on of a three phase bridge 1nverter for AC 
dr1ves, a destruct1vely large turn-on current spike of 
trans1stor may occur. Th1s 1S caused, by two possible sources. 
One 1S the slow reverse recovery time of the ant1-parallel 
d10de of the totem pole deV1ce and the other 1S dv/dt stress 
that momentar1ly turns on the oppos1ng transistor in the totem 
pole. It 1S concluded that in all the transistors been 
evaluated, dv/dt effect 1S dominant 1n determinl.ng the turn-on 
surge current. It was observed that turn-on surge current 
could be 10 t1mes as h1gh as the steady state current if the 
base 1S not kept reverse b1ased. This accounts for one of the 
fa~lure modes of the trans~stor operation. By properly reverse 
b1as1ng the trans1stor that 1S subjected to h1gh dv/dt, the 
turn on surge current can be reduced 5 times. Th1S f1nd1ng has 
a dlrect ramlficatl.on on base Cl.rCU1 t design. 
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TABLE 2.1 
H1gh Power Trans1stors Evaluated 
No. Device Type Configuration Second Base Speed-.up Package Voltage&Current Drive Feature Diode Rating 
1 Westinghouse KD3245l0 Double Darlington Yes No Dual lOOA/450V Tottem-Pole 
2 Westinghouse DAll503008 Discrete Darlington Yes No Single 300A/400V 
3 Fuji ETN8l-055 Double Darlington Yes Yes Single 200A/550V 
4 Fuji EVM3l-050 Double Darlington No Yes Dual 150A/500V 
:J' 5 Mitsubishi QMI50DY-H Double Darlington Yes Yes Dual 150A/450V Tottem-Pole I 
6 Mitsubishi QM300HA-H Double Darlington Yes Single 300A/450V I Yes I 
I 
7 Mitsubishi QM300HA-2H Triple Darlington Yes Yes Single 300A/1000V 
8 Toshiba ST200M-R2G41 Double Darlington Yes Yes Dual 200A/900V Tottem-Po1e 
9 Toshiba S7300M2l Double Darlington No No Single 300A/900V 
10 Toshiba ST400G2l Double Darlington No No Single 400A/450V 
11 Toshiba ST400G-R2G4l Double Darlington Yes Yes Dual 400A/450V Tottem-Po1e 
- --- ---- -
No. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1l. 
TABLE 2.2 
Generalized evaluation of the switching times 
for each tested dev~ce 
---]----]----]--------------------agreeme~t with the 
~:~--~~- -~:- -::::~~~:~-~:~:-----
characteristic 
Device type 
----------------------------
I GROUP 
Westinghouse 1(0324510 M F F good 
Fuji EVM 31-050 M F M good 
Mitsubishi QM1500DY-H M F M good 
Fuji ETNS1-055 F M F good 
Toshiba ST200M S S S good 
---------------------------- --------------------
II GROUP 
---------~----------------- --------------------Mitsubishi QM300HA-H M F F good 
Mitsubishi QM300HA-2H S M M moderate 
Tosh1ba ST300M21 F S S moderate 
Westinghouse DA 11503008 S M S poor 
Toshiba ST400G S F S no data 
Toshiba ST400G21 F M M moderate 
---------------------------- --------------------
F 
-
fast 
M - moderate 
S 
-
slow 
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No. 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
TABLE 2.3 
The Second base drive effect on the 
storage and fall time 
------------
tS.[%J 
------------
Westinghouse KD324510 10-20 
Westinghouse DAl150300a 25-45 
Fuji ETNS1-055 30-35 
Mitsubishi QM150DY-H 20-25 
-----------
tf[%f 
-----------
10-25 
45-60 
10-20 
10-20 
Mi tsubi shi QM300HA-H NOT MEASURED * 
_;;;;;;;:;;~~;;::::~:: _______________ ~;;;; ___ l __ ;;;;~ ___  
*2nd base drive introduces large collector spikes, therefore, 
measurements were not performed (all measurements were 
performed w/o clamp or snubber circuit) 
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TABLE 2.4 
SWitchin9 ener9Y losses generalized data 
No. Characteristic ;;; ;;;~;;;~~[;~;~~~~~[;~~~I;~~~-Device Type 
I GROUP 
--------------------------- ---------
--------
l. Weatinqhouae 1CD324S10· L L L M M 
2. Fuji EVM31-0S0 M M M L L 
3. Mitaubiahi QM1SODY-H M M M L L 
4. Fuji ETNS1-OSS M M M M M 
5. Toshiba ST200M H H H H H 
--------------------------- ---------
-------- ----. 
II GROUP 
--------------------------- ---------
--------
6. Mitaubiahi QM300HA-H • L L L L L 
7. Mitsubishi QM300HA-2H M M M M M 
B. Toshiba ST300M21 M M M H H 
9. Westin9house DAl150300B M M M M M 
10. Toshiba ST400G H H H H 
___ ;J 1l. Toshiba ST400G21 L L L M 
--------------------------- --------- --------
• extrapolated to VCC = 300V 
L - low 
M - medium 
H - hiqh 
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TABLE 2.5 
The Saturation voltaee ranse for the forward forced 
gain ~n the range of 25 to 75 <Gf = 25-75) at collector 
current levels greater than 50% of rated current 
No. Characteristics 
Device Type 
1. Westinghouse KD324510 
2. Fuji EVM31-0S0 
3. Mitsubishi QM150DY-H 
4. Fuji ETN81-055 
5. Toshiba ST200M 
1-1.3 
1. 4-2.3 
1-1~2 
1-2.25 
1 4-5 
II GROUP 
good 
good 
good 
good 
,good 
---------------------------- ----------- -------------------
6. M1tsubishi QM300HA-H 
7. Mitsubishi QM300HA-2H 
8. Toshiba ST300M21 
9. Westinghouse DAl1503008 
10. Toshiba ST400G 
11. Toshiba ST400G21 
10 
1-1.3 
1.9-2.2 
0.9-1.2 
2-2.25 
1.1-2.2 
1.35-1.5 
good 
good 
good 
good 
no data 
good 
TABLE 2.6 
Current Gain Value at Maximum Rated 
Collector Current Level at VeE = 3V 
No. 
------------------------------
1. Westinqhouse KD324S10 
2. Fuji EVM31-0S0 
3. Mitsubishi QM1S0DY-H 
4. Fuji ETNS1-0SS 
S. Toshiba ST200M 
------------------------------
------------------------------
6. Mitsubishi QM300HA-H 
7. Mltsubishi QM300HA-2H 
S. Toshiba ST300M21 
9. Westlnqhouse DAl150300S 
10 .. Toshiba ST400G 
11. Toshiba ST400G21 
125 
eo 
190 
100 
60 
--------------------qood 
good 
good 
good 
qood 
--------------------
II GROUP 
230 
120 
160 
65 
95 
200 
qood 
good 
qood 
moderate 
no data 
CjJood 
------------------------------ ------- --------------------
* extrapolated 
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Table 2.7 
The Approx~mate Calculated Max~mum Operat~ng Frequency 
for the Duty Cycle 50% at the Max~mum Rated Collector 
Current and V =300V w~th Gf = G 1 = 50 cc r 
No. Character~st~c Conduct~on 
loss [%] 
SWltching Maxlmum i 
loss [%] frequency' 
Dev~ce Type 
1. West~nghouse KD324510 * 620 
2. West~nghouse DAl1503008 3000 
3. FUJ~ ETN81-055 
4. FUJ~ EVM31-050 
5. M~tsub~sh~ QM150DY-H 
6. M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-H * 
7 M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-2H 
8. Tosh~ba ST200M ~'r* 
9. Tosh~ba ST300M21 
10. Tosh~ba ST400G 
11. Tosh~ba ST400G21 
* extrapolated for V =300V 
cc 
** Gf = 25 
1000 
600 
690 
1380 
1980 
400 
1500*** 
400*** 
1500*** 
10 
10 
13 
20 
15 
15 
15 
251 
10 
901 
20 
***est~mated uSlng thermal res~stance data 
because PD data are not g~ven 
22 
90 
90 
87 
80 
85 
85 
85 
75 
90 
10 
80 
I 
<kH> 
15 
10 
6 
5 
11 
11 
8 
1 
4.5 
«1 
3.5 
2.1-8. Package Type 
1. For AC motor dr1ve app11cation in which a br1dge 1nverter 
conf1gurat1on 1S needed, the totem-pole power module (two 
tranS1 stors 1n ser1es), each wi th and anti-parallel d10de, 
1S des1rable for two reasons. The first reason 1S the 
conven1ence of inverter package wh1ch ul t1mately 
translates to a lower cost. The second reason 1S that the 
snubber1ng requ1rement can be much reduced because of a 
smaller paraS1 tic 1nductance associated W1 th the much 
shorter conductor length between the two tranS1 stors 
W1 th1n the module. In fact, a snubber across the bus, 
1nstead of S1X separate snubbers across each transistor of 
the 3 phase 1nverter, 1S often adequate if totem-pole power 
modules are used. 
2. In some applicat10ns where device paralleling 1S requ1red, 
power module (two separate transistor chips mounted on the 
same package) 1S also desirable. Current sharing between 
the two dev1ces are improved by a better thermal coupling 
of the dev1ces and by the qeometr1c symmetry of the 
package. 
2.1-9. Reverse B1as Safe Operating Area 
1. The RBSB behavior of a Darlington transistC"r depends on the 
magni tude of the reverse-base current. For a strong 
reverse-base drive, breakdown usually occurs before VCE 
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reaches VCE ( SUS)' The breakdown voltage may be greater 
than or less than VCE(SUS) and may ~ncrease w~th or 
decrease w~th the reverse base current depend~ng on 
dev~ces. For a weak dr~ve, the breakdown could occur 
several m~croseconds after the Darl~ngton transistor 
reaches the susta~n~ng mode. 
2. It has been observed that the RBSB voltage of a Darl~ngton 
trans~stor may vary s~gnificantly w~th the magn~tude of 
forward base current. Thi s suggests that a new parameter, 
forward base current, should be ~ncluded in the 
character~zat~on of RBSOA of a Darl~ngton transistor wh~ch 
has never been done in any manufacturers. 
Among the devices evaluated, only several are prov~ded 
w~th RBSOA Spec~fications. from the manufacturers. Those 
are 
West~nghouse KD32450 
FUJ ~ ETN81-055 
Fuji EVM31-050 
M~ tsub~shi QM300HA-H 
The RBSOA data, for all the four dev~ces ment~oned above, 
~s g~ven for only one f~xed reverse-bias current value. In 
all the RBSOA data prov~ded through th~s report, both 
forward current and reverse base current are varied to 
fully characterize the devices. It has been observed that 
200 V difference (~n 600 V devices) could results from 
d~fferent yet practical dr~ ving cond~ t~ons. 
3. The manufacturers' estimate for RBSOA is ~n general qUlte 
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conservat~ve. Yet, certa~n dr~ve cond~ t~ons were observed 
to cause device breakdown within the manufacturers 
spec~fIed RBSOA. 
4. The turn-off speed-up d~ode plays an ~mportant role ~n the 
RBSB behav~or of a Darl~ngton trans~stor. Us~ng the same 
base drIve c~rcu~t, a trans~stor may exhIb~t d~fferent 
breakdown voltage levels, depend~ng upon whether a 
speed-up dIode ~s present. If a d~ode ~s not present, the 
breakdown vol tage var~es w~ th the value of R2 (the res~stor 
~n parallel w~ th the em~ tter and base of the dr~ver 
trans~ stor) . 
5. RBSOA of a dev~ce ~s slgnIf~cantly altered by temperature. 
In some dev~ces, at h~gh collector current level, RBSOA 
~ncreases w~ th temperature. An ~ncrease of 100 V (for 600 
V dev~ce) has been observed from 25°C to 90°C. On the other 
hand, at low collector current level, RBSOA decreases w~ th 
temperature. A reduct~on of 20 V from 25°C to 90°C was 
observed. In other devices, RBSOA ~ncreases w~th 
temperature regardless of collector current level. 
Comments for each Trans~stor Evaluated 
West~nghouse KD324510 
Fu] ~ ETN81-055 
Fu ] ~ EVM 31-050 
M~tsubISh~ QM150DV-H 
• Generally speak~ng, these dev~ces can be rel~ably operated 
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up to rated curent without snubber or clamp circu~ t 
prov~ded that supply voltage ~s below 300 V for FUJ~ and 
Mi tsub~shi devices and 200 V for West~nghouse dev~ce. 
M~ tsub~ sh~ QM300HA-H 
• The fastest dev~ce among all dev~ces tested. 
• Large turn-off vol tage spike 
• Needs claim circui t for supply voltages greater than 150 V 
and the reverse current greater than 8 A 
• Demands careful design (lay-out) of collector circu~t to 
m~n~mize lead inductance 
M~tsubishi QM300HA-2H 
• Very fast device 
• Large 'turn-off vol tage sp~ke 
• Because of h:Lgh breakdown vol tage (900V) :L t can be operated 
wi th 300 V power supply without using clamp or snubber 
c:Lrcuit. 
• A very rugged device in our opinions 
Toshlba ST200M 
• Relatively slow device (compared w:Lth the s:Lm:Llar devlce 
ETN81-055) 
• No high voltage spike during turn-off 
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• Do not need snubber or clamp circul. t even for operatl.on 
from 300 V supply 
• Under the same conslderatl.ons, thl. s devl.ce is getting 
hotter than other sWltchl.ng devl.ces because poor thermal 
_ 0 is specifl.ed) . 
reSIstance (Rth(J-c)- 0.25 C/W 
ToshIba ST400G 
• Slow devlce (turn-on and off) 
• Relatlvely low voltage spike 
• Snubber and clamp cIrcuit is not necessary (except with 
hlgh reverse base current operatl.on) 
• Poor thermal reSIstance, the device usually gets very hot 
even at low duty cycle operation 
Westlnghouse DAl1503008 
• DrIver transl.stor rellabl.li ty (especially for hIgh reverse 
base current) l. s less than expected (two drl. ver devl.ces are 
lost durlng testl.ng under the condltl.ons wl.thl.n speclfl.ed 
ratIngs) 
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Tosh1ba ST300M21 and ST400G21 (press pack) 
• Low thermal res1stance, th1S 1S 1nterest1ng because 
ST400G21 and ST400G probably have the same Ch1P and ST400G 
has problems W1 th the thermal res1stance 
• ST300M21 doesn't need snubber or clamp. For ST400G21 the 
same conclus10n holds as for ST400G regard1ng clamp 
circu1t. 
2.2. BASE DRIVE CIRCUIT COMPARI SONS 
Three base dr1ve circults have been evaluated includ1ng 
the FUJl base-drive module, the Mitsub1Sh1 base-dr1ve module 
and the PERG base dr1ve. The th1rd base dr1ve c1rcult, 
des1gned by the Power Electronics Research Group (PERG), 
VPI&SU, uses a collector voltage feedback method that does not 
allow for d1rect compar1son with the f1rst two base dr1ves. 
Therefore, d1rect compar1son are made of the f1rst two drlve 
C1rCU1 ts and the preferred circu1 t lS compared to the PERG base 
dr1 ve based on proJ ected performance. 
The Fuj 1 c1rcui ts exh1b1 ted two undeS1rable 
character1st1cs: 
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1. H~gh levels of ~nterference suscept~b~l~ty requ~red very 
careful construct~on technlques to ach~eve a SUl tably 
work~ng c~ rcu~ t. 
2. Durlng the turn-off base drive cycle when applled to the 
power sw~ tch, a "notch1ng" 1n the base dr1ve C1rCU1 ts 
output occurred that could force the power sW1tch 1nto an 
undes1red operatlng mode. 
The M1tsublSh1 circu1t prov1ded two des1rable 
character1stlcs: 
a. Slnce uS1ng only one 1nput photocoupler an eaS1er 
system 1nterface lS prov1ded. 
b. The total electr1cal performance of the dr1 ve 1 s 
super10r to that of the FUJ1 except for a 25% faster 
turn-off t1me exh1b1 ted by the Fuj 1 dr1 ve. 
It lS concluded that the M1tsub1Sh1 base dr1ve should 
be preferred when compared to the FUJl dr1ve. 
When compar1ng the electr1cal performance of the 
M1tsub1Sh1 base dr1ve and PERG base dr1ve there are equally 
we1ghted pros and cons. However, when compar1ng the dr1ves 
from a funct~onal systems p01nt of V1ew, the PERG dr1ve 
offers many advantages W1 th respect to mon1 tor1ng and 
controll1ng the operat1ng parameters of a power electron1C 
sWltch. 
In conclus1on, for a "slmple" base dr1ve C1rcu~ ": 
appl1cat1on the M~tsub1Sh1 base dr1ve lS preferred over 
the FUJ1 C1rcu1t. If the storage t~me of a power 
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electronIC sWItch IS unImportant In the system desIgn then 
the Ml tsublShl base drIve IS comparable In electrIcal 
performance to the PERG base drIve. However, If comparIng 
the functIonalIty of the base drIve cIrcuIts at a systems 
level, the PERG drIve excels. The PERG drIve provIdes the 
followIng features: 
• A self regulated POSI tl ve base current, 
• A negatIve base current In·~urlng fast power sWItch 
turn-off at a constant current level, 
• AdJustable output current, 
• A selectable mInImum conductIng tIme to allow for 
dIscharge of any snubber networks, 
• ProtectIon agaInst deep saturatIon of the power 
sWItch, 
• ImmedIate lImItatIon of the collector current to avoId 
overcurrent operation of the power swi tch, 
• Monl torlng of the POSI ti ve and negatIve base drIve 
CIrcuIt power supplIes and programmable maXImum 
on-tIme. 
Only the devIce manufactured by SIemens of West 
Germany was tested. By all IndicatIons these devIces are 
not AsymmetrIcal SCRs (ASCR). NeIther the data sheets, 
test and characterIzatIons Indicate that these are ASCRs. 
As such theIr performance compared with tYPIcal ASCR IS 
performances IS poor. Further, In the most crItIcal 
parameter for Inverter operation, that of commutated 
turn-off tIme, t q , the SIemens devIces dId not meet the 
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manufacturer's spec1f1cat10n. It 1S concluded that 1n 
typ~cal motor dr~ve ~nverter app11cat10ns these dev1ces 
w1ll prov1de 1nfer10r performance compared w1th generally 
accepted, state-of-the-art alternat1ves. 
2 3. POWER FETS 
Table 2.10 summar1zes the rat1ng of the FET dev1ces 
evaluated 
2.3.1 Conduct10n Res1stance 
Table 2.11 & 2.12 summarizes the compari son of the 
conduct10n res1stance for d1fferent dev1ces. 
Comments 
• 
• 
R_ 1S 1ncreas1ng W1 th dra1n current IO for the 
-us (on) 
constant gate dr1ve (VGS ) i 
ROS(on} depends on gate-source voltage VGS . That 
dependence 1S very weak for all dev1ces and ~s(on} 1S 
sl1ghtly reduced W1 th 1ncreas1ng of VGS . Moreover, the 
1nfluence of VGS on ~S(on} 1S more pronounced at h1gher 
current levels, above the rated OC level, 1. e., at the 
levels allowed only 1n pulsed mode operat1on. The 
strongest 1nfluence of VGS on ROS(on} was observed for IRF 
441, where at the maX1mum pulsed drain current, change of 
VGS from 10V to 15V causes 10% decrease of Ros(on} from 
2.2r1 to 2.rI 
No Typ 
1 IRF 441 
-- ---------_. 
2 RFK 15N45 
(RCA) 
--1----------3 RFK 15N50 
(RCA) 
--1----------4 2SK 356 
(Toshiba) 
--1----------5 2SK 386 
(Toshiba) 
* supposed 
x unknown 
Io(A] 
8 
-----_. 
15 
-------
15 
-------
12 
------
10 
TABLE 2.10 
Power FET Ratings 
IOM(A] BVoss [V] Ros ( on) (11] Po[W] PACKAGE 
32 500 0.85 125 TO-3 
-------- 1----------- -----------
--------. 
--------
40* 450 0.85 x TO-3 
--------1------------ ------------ -------- --------
40* 500 0.85 x TO-3 
-------- ---------_. ----------- -------_. --------
30 250 0.25 120 TO-3 
-------- ---------- ----------- -------- --------
15 450 0.7 150 PLASTIC 
n~t stan ard 
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• RDS(on) lncreases wlth a lncrease of the case temperature 
TC for a gl ven Ves' The change of reSl stance value Wl th Tc ' 
also, depends on the dra1n current level. Its lS observed 
that the temperature coeff1c1ent of ~S(on) lS greater at 
hlgher current levels. Positive temperature coefflcient 
of RDS(on) is very deslrable for parallel operat10n of 
MOSFETs because lt tends to balance current sharlng 
through each dev1ce. 
In Table 2.11, the lntervals of the on-res1stance values in 
the full range of dra1n current at three dlfferent 
temperatures are glven. In fact, Table 2.12 general1zes 
the data gl ven 1n Appendix E. 
2.3.2 SWl tch1ng Tlme 
Table 2.13 summarlzes the SW1 tchlng t1mes for the devlces 
evaluated. 
Comments 
A. Turn-on delay tlme td(on) 
The maln concluslons about td(on) can be summar1zed as 
follows: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
t(on) lS almost 1ndependent of dra1n curren IDi 
td(on) depends on the gate drive cond1tlons (Ves and Res) 
stronglYi 
td(on) decreases wlth a 1ncrease of Ves i 
td(on) depends on the dev1ce typei 
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No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
TABLE 2.11 
On-reslstance values in the full range* 
of drain current at three different case 
temperatures TC = ·30; 75; 100~C for VCs=10V 
ROs(on) [ Sl ] RoS(on) [ $21 
at T -75°C C- at T =100·C C 
-----------
IRF 441 0.8 - 2 1.3 
-
2.6 1.4 
-
3.6 
. 
---------------------- ------------- -----------RCA RFK 15N45 0.45 - 1 0.7 
-
1.1 0.8 
-
1.5 
-----------
RCA RFK 15N50 0.55 - 1 0.7 - 1.1 0.9 - 1.4 
-----------
Toshiba 2SK 356 0.25 - 0.27 0.3 - 0.35 0.35 - 0.45 
-----------Toshiba 2SK 386 0.55 - 0.65 0.8 
-
1.1 0.9 - 1. 35 
* Full range means from low current up to maximum pulsed current 
allowed. At higher Tc then 30·C derated maximum, pulsed 
current values were taken. 
TABLE 2.12 
Devices Relatlve Categorization Regarding 
the On-Reslstance Values 
LOW 
RDS(on) 2SK 356 
MEDIUM 
Ros(on) RFK lSN45, RFK lSNSO, 2SK 386 
HIGH 
Ros(on) RF 441 
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• for all give dev1ce td(on) 1S 1n the range from 80 ns to 60 
ns. The upper range values correspond to smaller VGS; 
1. e., V GS = lOV. 
B. Rise T1me t 
r 
From the data obtained for the rise time we can draw the 
follow1ng conclusions: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
tr depends strongly on both drain current (ID> and gate 
drive conditions (VGS ' RGS ) i 
tr 1S 1ncreasing function of I D; 
tr is decreasing function of VGS; 
The influence of VGS on tr is stronger at the higher 
current levels (the range over D.C. current ratinq); 
the range of tr measured for two different Vas = 10 and 15V 
1S 5-30 ns at low currents and 300-400 ns at maximum pulsed 
current. 
c. Turn-On Time ton 
Turn-on time (ton) is given as a sum of turn-on delay time 
td(on) and rise time (t r ) i.e. 
t = t + t on d(on) r 
The general conclus10ns about ton can be summarized as 
follows: 
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No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
TABLE 2.13 
Typical ~anges of the Switching Times for 
each Device Tested for V = {10; 15V} and 
Full Range of 1D (up to ~~ximum pulsed rated)* 
Characteristics td(on, tr t td(off) t f on (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns) 
DEVICE TYPE 
1RF 441 60-80 35-370 100-440 10-20 40-80 
RCA RFK 15N45 60-30 35-370 100-440 30-50 120-240 
RCA RFK 15N50 60-80 35-370 100-440 30-50 90-170 
Toshiba 25K 356 60-80 30-420 90-500 15-30 30-140 
Toshiba 25K 386 60-70 5-120 65-190 10-20 30-40 
~'rdevices have different 1DM rating see Table 2.10 
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toff 
(ns) 
20-100 
150-290 
120-220 
45-170 
40-60 
• 
• 
ton depends on both 10 and VGS ; 
ton depends on 10 1n the very same manner as tr because 
td(on) 1S v1rtually 1ndependent of 10i 
o. Fall T1me t f 
• 
• 
• 
The ma1n obSerVa1:10nS regard1ng fall t.tme (tf ) are: 
t f depends on the drain current 10 for constant gate dr1ve 
so that t f l.ncreases as 10 1ncreases i 
t f 1S v1rtually 1ndependent of the gate voltage VGS 
condi t10n at all current levelsi 
the range of t f obta1ned for measured device 1n full 
current range 1S 15 ns-220 nSi 
E. Turn-Off Time t &f 0 .... 
Turn-off (t(off» t1me l.S given as a sum of turn-off delay 
t1me (td(off» and fall t1me (tf ) l..e. I 
The general conclusl.ons about toff can be summarl.zed as 
follows: 
• toff depends on both drain current IO and gate voltage VGS • 
It should be noted that t f depends on 10 and td(off) 1S 
l.ndependent of 10 . 
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2.3.3 Parallel Operat~on Cons~derat~on 
All f~ve device types were tested for two-dev~ce parallel 
operat~on. The ma~n concern in parallel operat~on is the 
stat~c and dynam~c load current shar~ng propert~es among 
dev~ces ~n parallel as well as the thermal stab~l~ty of that 
operat~on. The analyses of parallel operat~on was carr~ed out 
by mon~tor~ng the load current sharing at d~fferent currents 
levels for d~fferent gate-source voltages and duty cycles. 
From data obtained (presented in the Append~x H us~ng 
format expla~ned in sect~on 6.5.4) we can draw the follow~ng 
conclus~ons: 
• For all devices under cons~derat~on, stat~c shar~ng of 
load current at all drain current levels are relat~vely 
good. Generally speak~ng the static shar~ng ~s w~th~n SA 
d~fference in the ~nd~v~dual dra~n currents. The 
d~fference ~n current is caused e~ther by the spread of 
on-res~stance value or the effect of paras~t~c res~stance 
of the test circu~ t which was not ~dent~cal for both 
dev~ces, the second effect ~s perhaps prevalent. 
• Dynam~c sharing during the turn-on phase ~s good for all 
dev~ces and at all drain current levels. Sl~ght 
d~fferences were observed primar~ly because of 
non-equalized parasit~c inductances ~n ~nd~v~dual 
c~rcu~ t, in sp~ te of all precaut~on taken to avo~d that 
• Dynam~c shar~ng during the turn-off phase ~s also good for 
all devices and at all dra~n current levels 
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• The stable parallel operatlon were observed for all 
deVlces at all draln current levels except for Toshlba 2SK 
386 deVlce. 
2.4. ASYMMETRIC SCR 
Only the devlce manufactured by Siemens of West Germany 
was tested. By all indlcatlons· these devlces are not 
Asymmetrlcal SCRs (ASCR). Nelther the data sheets, test and 
characterlzatlons lndlcate that these are ASCRs. As such the1r 
performance compared W1 th tYP1cal ASCR' s performances 1S poor. 
Further, 1n the most cr1t1cal parameter for 1nverter 
operat1on, that of commutated turn-off t1me, t , the Slemens q 
deV1ces d1d not meet the manufacturer's spec1f1cation. It 1S 
concluded that 1n typlcal motor drive 1nverter appllcat10ns 
these deV1ces w1ll prov1de lnferlor performance compared w1th 
generally accepted, state-of-the-art alternatives. 
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3.0 EVALUATION OF HIGH POWER BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS 
In the past three years, dramatlc advancement has been 
made In hlgh power blpolar translstor lndustry. Devices of 
varlOUS ratlngs are commerclally avallable at much reduced 
prlces. In thls chapter, results of evaluatln of 11 
dlfferent translstor types from varlOUS companles wlll be 
presented. Devlces ratlng ranges from 100 A to 400 A In 
current and from 450 V to 1000 V In voltage. Table 3.1 
summarlzes the devlces ratlngs, the package 
avallablllty of the second base termlnal etc. 
types, 
In the presentatlon, test egulpment wlll be descrlbed 
flrst, and deflnltlon of varlOUS deVlce parameters wlll be 
glven. A summary of test results will then be presented. 
In the concludlng sectlon, test results wlll be evaluated 
and key observatlons and remarks wlll be summarlzed. 
Deta1led test data are presented 1n Volume II of the report. 
3.1 TEST TASKS 
task. 
SlX sets of devlce parameters wlll be evaluated In thlS 
A. SW1tch1ng T1mes 
Turn-on t1me ton 
Storage time ts 
Fall time t f 
B. SWltchlng Power Losses 
Turn-on Power Loss P
on 
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w 
...... 
-
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Device Type 
Westinghouse KD324510 
West1nghouse DAl1503008 
Fuji ETNS1-055 
Fuji EVM3l-050 
Mitsubishi QM150DY-H 
Mitsubishi QM300HA-H 
Mitsubishi QM300HA-2H 
Toshiba ST200M-R2G4l 
Toshiba ST300M2l 
Toshiba ST400G2l 
Toshiba ST400G-R2G4l 
Table 3.1. H1gh Power Transistors to be Evaluated 
Configuration Second Base Speed-Up Dr1ve Feature D10de 
Double Darlington Yes No 
Discrete Darlington Yes No 
Double Dar11ngton Yes Yes 
Double Darlington No Yes 
Double Darlington Yes Yes 
Double Darlington Yes Yes 
Triple Darlington Yes Yes 
Double Darlington Yes Yes 
Double Darlington No No 
Double Darlington No No 
Double Darlington Yes Yes 
Package Voltage&Current Rating 
Dual lOOA!450V Tottem-Pole 
Single 300A/400V 
I 
S1ngle 200A/550V 
I Dual l50A/500V I 
I Dual 
Tottem-Pole l50A/450V I 
Single 300A/450V I 
I 
Single 300A/lOOOV I 
I 
, 
Dual I 
Tottem-Pole 200A/900V I 
Single 300A/900V 
Single 400A/450V 
Dual 400A/450V Tottem-Pole 
-
Quasl-Saturatlon Loss P ( t) on qsa 
Turn-off Power Loss P
off 
C. Statlc Characterlstlcs 
Saturatlon Voltage VCE/sat 
Current Galn hFE 
D. Reverse Recovery Characteristics of Anti-Parallel 
Dlode and dv/dt Effect 
E. DeVlce Parallellng 
F. Effect of Second Base Drlve 
G. RBSB Characterlzatlon 
3.2 TEST EQUIPMENT 
The test equlpment conslsts of: 
Base Drlve Module 
Load Clrcult 
Power Supply (EMHP 300 V/100 A) 
TektronlX Current Probes 
TektronlX Digltal Processing Oscilloscope 7854 
(DPO) 
Tektronix 4052 Graphic Computing System and 
Hard Copy Unit 
The block diagram of the test equipment interconnection is 
glven ln Flgure 3.1. 
Detalled schematic of power transistor test Clrcu1t 1S 
given 1n F1gure 3.2. 
The base drlve module has the follow1ng features. 
Forward Drlve Selection (max 15 A) 
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0 ~ ~ L -'" HARD L GS r COpy , .... I'-IEEE-48~ / UNIT 7854 
" 
/ 
" 
, 
DPO 
~ t 
POWER 
SUPPLY HLOADJ BASE \ DRIVE D.U.T. 
I- MODULE 
~ 
F~g. 3.1 Test Set-Up 
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Slngle Base Reverse Drlve Select10n (max 20 A) 
Base Dr1ve Envelope Control for Average Supply 
Current 
Duty Cycle PWM Control 
The d1g1tal process1ng osc1lloscope is used for 
acqulrlng and process1ng relevant trans1stors waveforms for 
the sW1tch1ng t1mes and power losses calculat10ns wh1le the 
graph1cal computer term1nal 1S used for permanent data 
storage (magnet1c tape) and graph1cs representat10n of the 
measured data. 
3.3 TEST METHOD 
All data are generated as a funct10n of the collector 
current for var10US values of the forward (Gf ) and reverse 
(G
rl and Gr2 ) forced current ga1ns. Def1n1t1ons of Gf , Gr1 
and G
r2 are glven 1n F1g. 3.3. 
Dependlng on the measured character1st1c data are 
generated w1th the followlng parameters: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
TUrn-on t1me t -f(I }i vary1ng Gf on c 
Storage t1me t =f(I }i vary1ng G 1 
s c r 
Fall t1me tf=I(I c }; varylng Gr1 
Storage tlme with second base, 
ts=f(I C }; varylng Gr2 
• Fall tlme wlth second base 
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lBF1 
")0 B1 
~ / lBRl 
B2 \ 
oE 
lBR2 
Gf 
1 
c 
lBFl 
1 G = c rl 
lBRl 
1 G = c r2 
lBR2 
Flg. 3.3. The Forced Galns Deflnltlons 
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• Turn-on loss (crossover) 
Qon=f(Ic); varying Gf 
• Turn-on loss (quas~saturation) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Qon(qsat)=f(IC); vary~ng Gf 
Turn-on loss (total) Qon(tot)=f(IC); vary~ng Gf 
Turn-off loss Qoff=f(I
c
); varying G
r1 
Sw~tch~ng loss (total) 
Qtot=f(I C); varying Gr1 and Gf 
Saturat~on voltage VcE,sat=f(IC)i vary~ng Gf 
Current gain hFE=f(I C). 
Convent~onal def~n~ t~on of switching times ~s used. 
F~g. 3.4 shows such a defl.n~tl.on. Switching power losses 
def~n~t~on ~s also g~ven ~n the same f~gure, as well as ~n 
Flg. 3.5 for turn-on loss in more detalls. 
3.4 TEST RESULTS 
The dev~ces were tested under the following condit~ons. 
• Supply voltage ~s approx~mately 300 V for all 
dev~ces except the Westinghouse KD324~10 
(V
cc
=200 V) and the FUJ~ QM300HA-H (Vcc=175 V). 
• Case temperature is 300 C 
• No snubber circu~t was used 
The test results are presented in Appendices A to C. 
In Appendix A, measurements of switching characteristics are 
gl yen for each device type. The devices are presented In 
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Graph Tltle: TUT WAVEFORM TIMING DIAGRAM 
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F~g. 3 .5. Def~n~t~on of turn-on power losses. 
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the same order as listed 1n Table 3.1 earl1er. In Appendix 
B, the bulk data presented in Append1x A are reorganized 1n 
a fash10n that one can read1ly make comparison among devices 
of comparable rat1ng. Finally, 1n Appendix C, the test data 
of parallel operation of power trans1stors are presented. 
3.4.1 Test Results for Each DeV1ce (Append1x ~) 
The test results are gl ven 1n Append1x A from F1g. 
A.l.l to F1g. A.ll.13. There are several graphics glven for 
each dev1ce type. A descr1pt1on of the graph1cs and the 
111ustrat1on how to use them are glven below, uS1ng the data 
for West1nghouse's KD324510 as an example. 
Rlse-T1me t (F1g. A.l.l) 
on 
Th1S plot presents trans1stor r1se versus 
collector current magn1tude uS1ng forward gain (Gf=IC/IBFl) 
as the runn1ng parameter. For example, at 100 A, and 
forward ga1n of 50 (1. e. IBF = 2 A), the r1se time 1S 
approx1mately 0.6 s. 
Storage T1me t (F1g. A.l.2 and F1g. A.l.3) 
s 
Slnce the storage t1me 1S affected by both the forward 
ga1n and the reverse ga1n, two graphs are gl ven for each 
dev1ce. In one graph, the reverse ga1n 1S f1xed, but 
forward ga1n is a runn1ng parameter and 1n the other graph, 
the forward ga1n 1S f1xed and the reverse ga1n 1S a runn1ng 
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parameter. In both graphs, storage t1me is plotted versus 
collector current. This set of data prov1des the designers 
more complete data in choosing the desirable base dr1ve 
cond1tions. 
Fall T1me t f (F1g. A.l.4) 
Fall t1me 1S mainly a funct10n of collector current 
level and reverse gain. As can be seen from the data, 
reverse gain affects the fall t1me much more dramat1cally 
than collector current. 
Effect of Second Base Dr1ve on Storage T1me and Fall T1me 
(F1g. A.l.S and A.l.G) 
F1g. A. 1. S 1 S a plot of storage t1me vs. collector 
current for fixed forward ga1n and f1xed the f1rst base 
forced reverse ga1n (G
rl ) by vary1ng the second base forced 
reverse gain (G
r2 ). Not1ce that reverse ga1n of "lnf1n1ty" 
refers to the case when the second base 1S not used. As 1t 
can be seen from the f1gure, a slgn1f1cant reduct10n of 
storage t1me can be achieved by the use of the second base. 
The same thing applies to the fall t1me data shown 1n F1g. 
A.l.G. Th1S increase in switching speed, however, must be 
accompan1ed by the increase of base drive complex1ty. 
Turn-On SW1tching Energy Losses (Qon' Qon(qsat)' Qon(tot) 
(F1gS. A.l.7, A.l.a and A.l.9) 
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Graphs 7, a and 9 are all related to turn-on energy 
losses. Turn-on losses can be d~v~ded ~nto two per~ods, the 
cross-over per~od and the "ta~l~ng" per~od. The exact 
def~n~t~on of both per~ods ~s shown ~n F~g. 3.5. F~g. A.1.7 
~ s a plot of turn-on loss dur~ng cross-over per~od. F~g. 
A.1.a ~s a plot of turn-on loss dur~ng the "ta~l~ng" per~od 
and F~g. A. 1. 9 ~ s a plot of total turn-on energy losses. 
The voltage waveform "ta~l~ng" phenomenon ~s due to the 
quas~-saturat~on reg~on of a power trans~stor. The loss 
dur~ng the "ta~l~ng" per~od ~s also called quas~-saturat~on 
turn-on loss Qon(qsat)' It can be seen from both F~g. A.1.7 
and A. 1. a that the energy loss dur~ng the "ta~ l~ng" per~od 
~s s~gn~f~cantly h~gher than dur~ng the cross-over per~od. 
To f~nd out the average turn-on power loss, energy loss must 
be t~med by operat~ng frequency. 
Turn-Off Energy Loss Qoff (F~g. A.1.10) 
Th~ s graph ~ s a plot of turn-off energy loss as a 
funct~on of collector current us~ng reverse ga~n 
(Gr1=IC/IBRI) as runn~ng parameter. Us~ng th~s number, one 
can f~nd out turn-off power d~ss~pat~on at certa~n sw~tch~ng 
frequency by mult~ply~ng energy loss per turn-~ff by 
frequency. 
Total Sw~tch~ng Energy Loss Qtot (Fig. A.11) 
Th~s graph g~ves a plot of the sum of the turn-on 
losses and turn-off losses (Qtot=Qon(tot) + Qoff(tot) under 
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the d1fferent base dr1ve cond1t1ons. 
SW1tch1ng LOC1 (F1gS. A.1.12 and A.1.13) 
F1g. A .1.12 1 S for turn-on SW1 tch1ng locus and F1g. 
A 1 13 lS for turn-off. Both are for sW1tch1ng an 1nduct1ve 
load. 
Collector-Em1tter Saturat10n Voltage VCE sat (F1g. A.1.I4) 
In th1S graph, the trans1stor conduct1on drop is 
plotted aga1nst collector current for d1fferent forward 
ga1ns. 
Current Ga1n hFE (F1g. A.1.IS) 
In th1S graph, the trans1stor current gain lS plotted 
aga1nst collector current. Current gain data available 1n 
commerc1al catalogs are normally glven under the condit1on 
of S V conduct1on drop. In the present graph, however, 
current ga1n lS measured under the conditions of 3 V 
conduct1on drop. Th1S voltage level lS chosen because 1n 
electr1cal vehlcle appllcatlons, conduction loss lS of great 
concern and data avallable at 3 V conductlon drop should 
help the Clrcu1t deslgners to choose proper base drlve level 
to optlm1ze the power loss. 
Reverse Recovery Characterlstlcs of Antl-Parallel Diodes and 
dv/dt Effect (Flg. A.l.16) 
For each translstor, the dv/dt test was conducted for 
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two dr~ve condit~ons. In the f~rst dr~ve cond~t~on, the DUT 
was held off by open circu~t base and in the other cond~t~on 
the DUT's base was reverse b~ased by 4 V. These tests were 
conducted only for dev~ces w~th ~ntergrated d~odes. Those 
devJ.ces whJ.ch do not have an ~ntergrated d~ode were not 
tested because the results would be affected by the choJ.ce 
of the partJ.cular descrete dJ.ode. 
3.4.2 ComparJ.son of Dev~ce Sw~tchJ.ng Character~st~cs 
(Append~x ~) 
ComparatJ.ve test data plots generated for the dev~ces 
w~th s~mJ.lar current ratJ.ng are g~ven ~n FJ.g. B.1.1 to B.4.6 
J.n Append~x B. Four groups of tranSl.stors are formed as 
follows: 
150 A devl.ces 
FUJ~ EVM31-0s0 
MJ.tsubJ.shi QM1s0DY-H 
200 A devl.ces 
FUJ~ ETNB1-0ss 
Toshl.ba ST200M 
300 A devices 
Westl.nghouse DA11s0300B 
Ml.tsubJ.shl. QM300HA-H 
Ml.tsubishi QM300HA-2H 
ToshJ.ba ST300M21 
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400 A devl.ce 
Toshl.ba ST400G 
Toshl.ba ST400G21 
The Westl.nghouse KD324510 l.S the only device wl.th 100 A 
collector current ratl.ng. The Comparatl.ve data for the four 
groups of devl.ces l.nclude the followl.ng characterl.stl.cs. 
1. Turn-on tl.me 
2. Storage tl.me 
3. Fall tl.me 
4. Turn-on total energy loss 
5. Turn-off energy loss 
6. Total sWl.tchl.ng energy loss 
7. Collector-eml.tter saturation voltage 
8. Current gal.n 
For example, both ST400G and ST400G21 are 400 A, 450 V 
devl.ces. From the comparative data, it can be seen that 
ST400G21 l.S faster l.n current fall tl.me, and rl.se tl.me and 
conseqeuntly has less turn-off power loss but slower in 
storage tl.me, and also smaller l.n conduction drop. Sl.nce 
the storage tl.me l.S measured under the same forward gain, 
the longer storage tl.me of ST400G21 is due to higher current 
gal.n of the devl.ce. In other words, the devl.ce (ST~OOG21) 
l.S more heavily saturated under the same forward current 
gal.n condl.tl.on. 
Comparl.son of other devl.ces are gl.ven l.n the same 
format. This l.nformation enables the designer to make an 
intelligent decisl.on based on overall device performances. 
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3.4.3 DeVlces In Parallel (Appendlx g) 
Because only one devlce type, the FUJ 1 EVM31-050 has 
two separate translstors In the same package, test data are 
generated for the FUJ 1 devlce, only. The test data are 
generated at the dlfferent collector current levels, base 
drlve condltlons, and case temperatures and 
T =lOOoC). At each collector current level and a glven base 
c 
drlve, several osclllograms are taken to provlde lnformatlon 
of load current sharlng through each dev1ce. 
3.5 TEST RESULTS INTERPRETATION 
Because of the enormous amount of data generated In 
th1S report, 1t 1S rather d1ff1cult and 1neff1c1ent to have 
the readers 1nterpret these results. In th1S sect1on, the 
authors attempt to sort out these results, 1nterpret them 
and draw conclus10ns concern1ng the followlng b1polar 
translstor character1stlCS. 
sWltch1ng times 
effect of second base dr1ve 
energy losses 
saturat10n voltage 
current ga1n 
sW1tchlng load tlme 
antl-parallel d10de 
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parallel operat~on 
~.~.1 Sw~tch~ng T~mes Cons~derat~on 
As was stated earl~er the sw~tch~ng t~mes 
measurements were performed for each dev~ce under the 
d~fferent base dr~ve cond~t~ons and collector current 
levels. However, because of the broad range of dev~ces 
current rat~ngs, compar~ son of the sw~ tch~ng performances 
for all dev~ces wh~ch were tested ~s not pract~cal. 
Therefore, the eleven dev~ces be~ng tested are d~v~ded ~nto 
two groups accordllng to the~r current rat~ngs. The f~rst 
group conta~ns the dev~ces w~th collector current rat~ng up 
to 200 A, wh~le the second group conta~ns the dev~ces w~th 
current rat~ng ~n excess of 200 A. 
Compar~sons of sw~tch~ng performances ~s g~ven in Table 
3.2. 
The last column ~n the table descr~bes the degree of 
agreement between measured data and the manufacturer's 
spec~f~ed data based on the l~m~ted ~nformat~on prov~ded ~n 
the manufacturer's spec~f~cat~on sheets. 
As ~ t can be seen from Table 3.2, there ~ s a good 
agreement between the measured and spec~f~ed data fo~ most 
devl.ces bel.ng tested. Only apparent d~sagreement between 
measured and spec~f~ed data has been found for West~nghouse 
DAl1503008 dev~ce, and that d~screpancy ~s pr~mar~ly ~n 
storage t~me values. 
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Table 3.2 
Generalized evaluation of the switchinq 
times for each tested device 
~~~ -----------~~;~;~~;~~;~~~------------]----]-;;~;;;;~~-~~~~-~h;-
Device type ton ts t f specif1ed data 
--- ------------------------- ---------- ---- --------------------
I GROUP 
1. West1nqhouse KD324510 M F 
2. FUJ1 EVM 31-050 M F 
3. M1tsubish1 QMI500Y-H M F 
4. FUJ1 ETN81-055 F M 
5. Tosh1ba ST200M S S 
II GROUP 
---t-------------------------- ----------6.1 Mitsub1sh1 QM300HA-H M F 
7.1 M1tsub1shi QM300HA-2H 
I 
I 8.1 Toshiba ST300M21 
9.! West1nqhouse DA 11503008 
S 
F 
S 
s 10.l Toshiba ST400G 
11. Tosh1ba ST400G21 F 
--- --------------------------------
F - fast 
M - moderate 
S - slow 
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M 
S 
M 
F 
M 
F qood 
M qood 
M qood 
F qood 
S qood 
F good 
M moderate 
S moderate 
S poor 
S no data 
M moderate 
3.5.2 Effect of the Second Base Drive 
For these devices with the accessible second base, 
lomprovement of turn-off switching characteristlocs is 
possloble. The amount of improvement of the storage tlome and 
the fall t1me w1th the second base dr1ve relative to no 
second base dr1ve case depends on forced ga1n of the second 
base dr1ve In Table 3.3, the percentage of 
1mprovement of the storage tlome and the fall t1me loS shown 
for the forced ga1n 1n the range of G
r2=25-100. For the 
h1gher G
r2 , ts and t f are expected to be shorter. 
From Table 3.3 1t can be seen that for the most deV1ces 
the 1mprovement 1S about 20-30% 1n storage time and 10-20% 
1n fall t1me. Max1mum 1mprovement in storage t1me was 
observed for Westlonghouse DAl1503008 (approximately 45% for 
G
r2=25), and the fall tlome (approxlomately 60% for Gr2=25). 
3.5.3 SW1tching Energy Losses Consideration 
Compar1sons of sW1tching energy losses 1S glven 1n 
Table 3.4 Comparison has' been made for two groups of 
devloces depend1ng on their current ratings as 1 t has been 
done prevloously. 
Beslodes the total SWlotch1ng energy losses per sWlotchlong 
per10d, Table 3.4 also contalons separate data for sWlotchlong 
losses dur1ng the turn-on and the turn-off phase, lo. e. , 
Qon(tot) + Moreover, during the turn-on phase, 
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No. 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
7. 
Table 3.3 
The Second base drlve effect on the 
storage and fall tlme 
Westlnghouse KD324510 10-20 
Westlnghouse DAl1503008 25-45 
FUJl ETN81-055 30-35 
MltsublShl QM150DY-H 20-25 
10-25 
45-60 
10-20 
10-20 
MltsublShl QM300HA-H NOT MEASURED * 
MltsublShl QM300HA-2H 5-10 10-20 
Toshlba ST400G 20-25 40-50 
* 2nd base drlve lntroduces large collector splkes, therefore, 
measurements were not performed (all measurements were 
performed w/o clamp or snubber c~rcu~t) 
SO 
Table 3.4 
SW2tch2ng energy losses general2zed data 
No. Characterist2c 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
S. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
I!. 
DeV2ce Type 
--------------------------
West2nghouse KD324Sl0 L 
FUJ2 EVM31-0S0 M 
M2tsub2Shl. QM1S0DY-H M 
F2J2 ETN81-0SS M 
Tosh2ba ST200G H 
--------------------------
--------------------------
M2tsub2Sh2 QM300HA-H L 
M2tsub2Shi QM300HA-2H M 
Tosh2ba ST300M21 M 
West2nghous DA11S03008 M 
Tosh2ba ST400G H 
Tosh2ba ST400G21 , L 
--------------------------
extrapolated to Vcc = 300V 
L - low 
M - med2um 
H - h2gh 
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--------- --------
L L 
M M 
M M 
M M 
H H 
--------- --------
II GROUP 
--------- --------
L L 
M M 
M M 
M M 
H H 
L L 
--------- --------
-----
M M 
L L 
L L 
M M 
H H 
----------
----------
L L 
M M 
H H 
M M 
H H 
M M 
-----
separate loss data are prov1ded for the crossover (Q ) and 
on 
quas1saturat1on phases (Q ) where Q -Q + on(qsat) on(tot}- on 
Qon(qsat}· 
If one stud1es the loss data presented 1n Append1x A 
and B he can concede that the turn-off loss contr1butes to a 
large port1on of the total SW1 tchlng energy loss. Thls 
1mpl1es that the devlces wlth longer fall tlme have a 
greater total switch1ng energy loss. In addl tlon from the 
test data one can see that durlng turn-on phase the 
contrlbutlon of the quaslsaturatlon energy loss to the total 
turn-on energy loss lS most slgnlflcant. 
3.5.4 Saturatlon Voltage Conslderatlon 
The saturatlon voltage level for a glven collector 
current depends strongly on the forward base current, l.e., 
forward forced galon Gf . For lower Gf , the devloce loS more 
saturated than for hlgher Gf . Furthermore, saturatlon 
voltage depends on collector current level and 1S smaller at 
lower currents. 
In Table 3.5 the range of the saturatlon voltage for 
each devlce, wlth the forward forced galn Gf varylng from 25 
to 75, are glven. The test results show good agreement wlth 
the speclfled data. It can be seen that the saturatlon 
voltages for almost all devlces are In the range of 1 to 2.2 
V, except for the Tosh1ba ST200M dev1ce Wh1Ch has VCE ,sat=5 
V at Ic=200 A and Gf =75. If we examlne the current galn of 
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Table 3.5 
The Saturat~on voltage ranges for the forward 
forced ga~n ~n the range of 25 ~o 75 (Gf = 25-75) 
at collector current levels greater than 50% of 
rated values. 
No. Character~st~cs 
Dev~ce Type 
-------------[------------------
agreement w~th the 
VcE,sat[v] specif~ed data 
------------- ------------------
I GROUP 
--------------------------- --------------------------------
1. West~nghouse KD324510 
2. FUJ~ EVM31-050 
3. M~tsub~sh~ QM150DY-H 
4. FUJ~ ETNSI-055 
5. Tosh~ba ST200M 
6. M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-H 
7. M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-2H 
S. Tosh~ba ST30021 
9. West~nghouse DAl150300S 
10. Tosh~ba ST400G 
11. Tosh~ba ST400G21 
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1-1. 3 
1.4-2.3 
1-1.2 
1-2.25 
1.4-5 
II GROUP 
1-1.3 
1.9-2.2 
0.9-1.2 
2-2.25 
1.1-2.2 
1.35-1.5 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
good 
no data 
good 
the Tosh1ba ST200M at IC=200 A (Append1x A F1g. A.S.lS) we 
can conclude that for Gf =7S the dev1ce lS out of saturat10n. 
3.S.S Current Ga1n Cons1derat1on 
In most cases, the current data glven by manufacturers 
are suff1c1ently deta1led. For the ma)Or1ty of the eleven 
dev1ces tested, current ga1n spec1f1cat1011 lS glven at VCE=S 
V or VCE=2 V. In order to avo1d repet1t10n, we have tested 
the current ga1n of the dev1ces at V CE=3 V, 1. e. 1n the 
quas1saturat10n reg10n. 
The current ga1n values at the maX1mum rated collector 
current levels at VCE=3 V are glven 1n Table 3.6. 
From Table 3.6 one can see that Tosh1ba ST400G2l, 
M1 tSUb1Sh1 QM300HA-H and M1 tsub1Sh1 QMlSODY-H are h1gher 
ga1n dev1ces, wh1le Tosh1ba ST200M and West1nghouse 
DAllS0300S are lower current ga1n dev1ces. 
3.S.6 SW1tch1ng Load L1ne Cons1derat1on 
The sW1tch1ng load llne character1st1cs dur1ng turn-on 
and turn-off are presented in Append1x A. The pr1mary 
concern 1 s the voltage stress dur1ng turn-off phase. The 
sp1ke voltage (overtshoot) value lS related to the C1rcu1t 
layout (paras1t1c 1nductance) and ~ev1ce turn-off speed 
Wh1Ch lS dependent upon reverse forced ga1ns G
r1 and Gr2 . 
In Table 3.7 the voltage sp1ke magn1tudes, as the 
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Table 3.6 
Current Ga~n Value at Maximum Rated 
Collector Current Level at VCE = 3V 
No. 
Dev~ce Type 
Character~st~c agreement w~th the 
spec~fied data * 
I GROUP 
1. West~nghouse KD324510 125 good 
2. FUJ~ EVM31-050 BO good 
3. M~tsub~sh~ QM150DY-H 190 good 
4. FUJ~ ETNBI-055 100 good 
5. Tosh~ba ST200M 60 good 
~ II GROUP __________________________________ 1 __________________________ _ 
6. M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-H 
7. M~tsubish~ QM300HA-2H 
B. Tosh~ba ST300M21 
9. West~nghouse DA1150300B 
10. Tosh~ba ST400G 
11. Tosh~ba ST400G21 
* extrapolated 
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230 
120 
160 
65 
95 
200 
good 
good 
good 
moderate 
no data 
good 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Table 3.7 
The Voltage Sp~ke Magn~tude as the Percentage 
of D.C. Level dur~ng Turn-Off Phase at Max~mum 
Collector Current' and Gf = Gr1 = 50 
Clamp C~rcu~t 
needed for operat~on 
Voltage Sp~ke 
[%1 of DC 
Level w~th VCC = 300V I 
--------------------
West~nghouse KD324510 
West~nghouse DAl1503008 
FUJ~ ETN81-055 
FUJ~ EVM31-050 
M~tsub~sh~ QM150DY-H 
M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-H 
M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-2H 
Tosh~ba ST200M 
Tosh~ba ST300M21 
Tosh~ba ST400G 
Tosh~ba ST400G21 
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30 
25 I 
yes 
Recommended 
35 Recommended 
25 Recommended 
25 Recommended 
75 yes 
35 not necessary 
10 not necessary 
15 not necessary 
20 Recommended 
25 Recommended 
percentage of DC level for G
r1=SO, are given. The 
percentage of voltage overshoot is determined from the turn-
off SW1 tch1ng load llne as the d1fference of the maX1mum 
collector voltage and steady-state blocking voltage. 
The table summar1zes the severeness of voltage 
overshoot dur1ng turn-off. It 1S observed that some devices 
regu1re a clamp circu1t or a snubber c1rcuit while other may 
not regu1re snubber Clrcult at all. The conclUSlon is based 
on test results performed at the supply voltage of 300 V and 
Wl th mlnlmum parasl tlC lead length posslble Wl th our test 
clrcult layout. 
3.5.7 Antlparallel Dlode and dv/dt Consideratlon 
The reverse recovery characteristlcs of the antl-
parallel dlode and the dv/dt turn-on characteristics of the 
Darllngton translstor are critical to the reliability of 
motor drl ve power clrcuts. These two characteristics are 
dlfferent in nature but the effect is the same. A 
dangerously large turn-on trapsistor current spike may occur 
if the dlode characteristics or the dv/dt characteristics of 
the transistor is lmproper. It will be explained i.n the 
next paragraph how these characteristics affect the turn-on 
current splke. 
In a power circult with a loop conslsting of two 
serially connected power Darlingtons and a voltage source, 
the problem mentioned above may occur. Commonly-used two-
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quadrant chopper for DC motor dr~ve and br~dge ~nverter for 
AC motor dr~ve are two examples. The two-quadrant chopper 
w~ll be used as an example to expla~n the effect of the two 
character~st~cs ment~oned above: 
(1) Reverse recovery of the ant~-parallel d~ode 
and, 
(2) dv/dt turn-on of the Darl~ngton. 
F~g. 3.6 shows a two-quadrant DC chopper circu~ t ~n 
wh~ch two Darl~ngton modules are needed. When QT conducts, 
current flows through QT' L and the motor. When QT cuts 
off, ~nduct~ve current flows through D2 and trans~stor Q2 ~n 
reverse d~rection. The problem ar~ses when QT turns on 
aga~n. A short c~rcu~t loop ~s formed by (Vs ' QT' D2 ) or 
(V s' QT' Q2) . D2 ~s temporar~ly conducting ~n reverse 
d~rect~on because of stored charge. Q2 ~s falsed turn-on 
because of dv/dt. The fact that a reverse current flows 
through Q2 pr~or to QT conduct~ng makes Q2 more suscept~ble 
to false dv/dt turn-on. The severeness of the short c~rcu~t 
depends on the magn~ tude of source voltage, the paras~ t~c 
~mpedance of the loop, the magn~tude of free-wheel~ng 
current through the diode D2 , and the trans~ stor Q2. In 
th~s sect~on, the Darlington transistors were evaluated ~n 
th~ s re spect . 
presented. 
Test Set-Up 
The test set-up and the resul ts w~ 11 be 
F~g. 3.6 shows the test set-up for evaluat~ng the d~ode 
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1 
FIe;. 3.6. Test set-up for dv/dt measurements 
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recovery and dv/dt turn-on character~stics of a Darl~ngton 
trans~ stor. When QT conducts, current flows from source 
through the load and QT. When QT cuts off, ~nduct~ve 
current freewheels through DUT (both the d~ode D2 and the 
trans~stor Q2) ~n reverse direct~on. When QT beg~ns to 
conduct aga~n, a large current sp~ke may occur depend~ng on 
the DUT character~st~cs. Collector current of DUT ~s 
measured at the instant of QT turn-on. Because both the 
transistor and the ant~-parallel d~ode are ~n modular 
package, ~t ~s not poss~ble to d~st~nguish the current sp~ke 
caused by d~ode and by the trans~stor dv/dt. However, ~t 
has been proven earl~er that both the diode and the 
trans~stor contr~butes to the turn-on sp~ke. [Ref. 1] The 
measurement result ~s, therefore, a comb~ned effect. In 
fact, from the user's po~nt of v~ew, the comb~ned effect ~s 
of the most ~mportant concern. 
Several conclusions are drawn from th~s evaluation: 
The current sp~ke caused by the comb~ned effect of 
d~ode and trans~stor can be destruct~ve. In some 
cases, the current spike ~s 5 or 6 times of the 
bw~tched current level. 
A drast~c reduct~on of turn-on current sp~ke can 
be accompl~shed by mainta~ning a reverse-b~as 
dr~ve on the DUT trans~stor when a h~gh d\-/dt ~s 
appl~ed. The conclusion has ram~fications on the 
des~gn of base drive circu~t. 
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From the manufacturer's spec1f1cat10ns, all the 
ant1-parallel d10des used 1n the Darl1ngton 
modules are of fast recovery type. Th1S 1S 
conf1rmed 1n the evaluation. The main cause for 
large current sp1ke 1S false dv/dt tr1gger1ng. As 
ment10ned above, 1 t 1S possible to minimize such 
tr1gger1ng by proper des1gn of base dr1ve C1rcu1t. 
3.5.8 Parallel Operat10n Considerat1on 
Several deV1ces out of the total eleven dev1ces be1ng 
tested have two dev1ces 1n the same package. However, only 
FUJ1 EVM31-050 dev1ce has two dev1ces separated, wh1le for 
all others, the two deV1ces are connected 1n totem pole 
conflgurat10n (see Table 3.1) . Therefore, parallel 
operat1on of two dev1ces 1n the same package is only 
posslble for FUJ1 EVM31-050. The ma1n concern 1n parallel 
operat1on of b1polar dev1ces 1S the load-current shar1ng 
because of the pos1t1ve current temperature coeff1c1ent and 
deVlce character1st1cs (static and dynam1c) spread. The 
parallel operat1on character1zation of the FUJ1 EVM31-050 
was carr1ed out by monitor1ng the current shar1ng oi the two 
deVlces at d1fferent collector current levels, base dr1ve 
condl t10ns and case temperatures. Data are generated at 
case temperatures The elevated 
temperature tests were performed using controlled 
temperature hot-plate. 
At both case temperatures, current shar1ng was 
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mon1tored at three d1fferent load current levels, 1.e., at 
100 Ai 100 A and 300 A. As the FUJi EVM31-050 1S rated for 
the maX1mum current of 150 A, the maX1mum load current of 
300 A 1S allowed for the two dev1ces 1n parallel. In order 
to exam1ne the effect of base dr1ves on the collector 
o 
current shar1ng the tests at T =30 C were performed for two 
c 
d1fferent base drives, that 1S, IB(tot)= 5 A and 10 A. 
From the data presented 1n Append1x C we can conclude 
that: 
• very good stat1c current shar1ng among the two 
paralleled dev1ces eX1st at both case temperatures 
and at all collector current levels up to the 
maX1mum rated value. 
• very good dynam1c collector current sharlng among 
the two paralleled devices eXlst at both case 
temperatures and at all collector current levels up 
to the maXlmum rated value. 
• very good statlc and dynamlc base current sharlng 
eXlst for all base current drlves employed ln both 
forward and reverse dlrectlons and at both 
temperature levels. 
• the only not1ceable difference ln base curent 
sharlng was observed at the very end of the turn-on 
phase. One deVlce carrles more current than the 
othe. l.e., one waveform has current overshoot and 
the other undershoot. ThlS causes some unbalance ln 
the collector currents. After some time both base 
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currents become almost equal. 
• at h1.gher collector current levels, stat1.C current 
shar1.ng ~ s not qu~ te equal. Th~s ~s ma~nly caused 
by d~fferences ~n current ga~ns. 
3.6 COMMENTS ON THE TEST RESULTS 
Each of the dev~ces were evaluated under var~ous base 
dr~ve cond~t~ons. Unll.ke the data prov~ded by the 
manufacturer, wh~ch are normally obta~ned under a f~xed 
dr~ve cond~t~on, the results presented ~n th~s report enable 
the users to read~ly perform trade-off analys~s. 
• Good agreement was 
measurement po~nt and 
found between spec~f~c 
the l~m~ ted manufacturers 
data except for one dev~ce. A large d~screpancy 
(2 to 1) of storage t~me (measured t~me ~s longer) 
was observed ~n West~nghouse's DAl1503008 dev~ce. 
• S~gn~f~cant reduct~on of storage t~me and fall 
t~me can be ach~eved by the use of the second 
base. 30% reduct~on was observed. The ~ncrease 
of sw~tch~ng speed, however, must be accompan~ed 
by the ~ncrease of base drl.ve c~rcu~t complex~ty. 
• Among the dev~ces evaluated, Ml.tsub~6h~ dev~ces 
QM300HA-H and QM300HA-2H have the fastest current 
fall t~me, wh~ch may not be des~rable as expla1.ned 
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~n the follow~ng comment. 
For electr~c car motor dr~ve appl~cat~on, the 
trans~stor operat~ng sw~tch~ng frequency ~s 
normally below 2 KHz. A very fast dev~ce is not 
necessary. In fact, a very fast turn-off dev~ce 
often requ~res large snubber to reduce the 
collector turn-off vol tage sp~ke to save level. 
Generally speak~ng, the device ruggedness reduces 
and conduct~on drop ~ncreases when the switching 
speed ~s ~ncreased. 
For battery-charger appl~cat~on, however, h~gher 
sw~ tch~ng frequency ~s desirable because of 
reduct~on ~n charg~ng current r~pple and ~nductor 
s~ze. 20 KHz operat~on ~s often desirable. 
The max~mum operat~ng frequency of the dev~ces can 
be determ~ned from the sw~tch~ng loss data and the 
conduct~on loss ~nformat~on. The follow~ng 
cr~ ter~a are employed for the calculat~on of the 
max~mum operat~ng frequency: 
•• Max~mum collector current 
•• Supply voltage V =300V 
cc 
•• 50% duty cycle drive 
•• forward and reverse forced ga~n of 50 
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•• The dev1ces can be operated at the maX1mum 
power d1ss1pat10n level spec1f1ed by the 
dev~ce manufacturer. 
The value of the calculated maX1mum operat1ng 
frequency along w1th sW1tching and conduct10n 
power losses and the maX1mum poss1ble dev1ce power 
d~sslpat~on are presented 1n Table 3.8. 
• Trans~stor package plays an ~mportant role ~n 
gett~ng user's acceptance. 
Most of the deV1ces have a d1screte fast reverse 
recovery d10de 1n the same power module except 
West1nghouse DAllS03008. 
For AC motor dr1 ve appl1cat10n 1n Wh1Ch a br1dge 
1nverter conf1gurat1on lS needed, the totem-pole 
power module (two trans1stors 1n ser1es) lS 
des1rable for two reasons. F1rst of the reasons 
1S the conven1ence of 1nverter package. The 
second reason 1S that the snubber1ng requ1rement 
can be much reduced because of smaller paras1 t1C 
1nductance assoc1ated with the module. In fact, a 
snubber across the bus, instead of SlX separate 
snubbers across each trans1stor of the 3 phase 
inverter, lS often adequate 1f totem-pole power 
modules are used. 
Darl1ngton ~n one package reduces not only the 
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Table 3.8 
The Approx~mate Calculated Max~mum Operatlng Frequency 
for the Duty Cycle 50% at the Maxlmum Rated Collector 
Current and V =300V wlth G = G = 50 
cc f r1 
----1----------------------- ----------No Characterlstlc Spec~f~ed 
PD[W] 
! Devlce Type 
---------
1. West~nghouse KD324510 * 620 
2. West~nghouse DAl1503008 3000 
3. FUJl ETN81-055 1000 
4. FUJl EVM31-050 600 
5. M~tsublShl QM150DY-H 690 
6. M~tsub~sh~ QM300HA-H * 1380 
7. Mltsub~shl QM300HA-2H 1980 
8. Toshlba ST200M ** 400 
9. Toshlba ST300M21 1500*** 
10. Toshlba ST400G 400*** 
11. Tosh~ba ST400G21 1500*** 
* extrapolated for V =300V 
cc 
** Gf = 25 
-----------
Conduct~on 
loss [%] 
-----------
10 
10 
13 
20 
15 
15 
15 
251 
10 
901 
20 
***estlmated uSlng thermal reslstance data 
because PD data are not glven 
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---------
Sw~tch~ng 
loss [%] 
---------
90 
90 
87 
80 
85 
85 
85 
75 
90 
10 
80 
-------- -
Max~mum 
frequency 
<kH> 
---------
15 
10 
6 
5 
11 
11 
8 
1 
4.5 
«1 
3.5 
problems Wl th paraSl tlC elements but also eaSler 
to assemble. Weestlnghouse translstor DAllS03008 
lS the only one wlth dlscrete deVlce. A separate 
drlve translstor lS needed to form a Darllngton. 
Thls lS a dlstlnct dlsadvantage. 
• Reverse recovery tlme of the antl-paralleled dlode 
plays an lmportant role In determlnlng the overall 
rell ablll ty of the power tranSl stor operatlng In 
the ClrCUl t. A very large turn-on current splke 
of the tranSl stor may result from a slow reverse 
recovery of the antl-parallel dlode of the 
OppOSl te devl.ce l.n the totem-pole conflguratlon 
such as a three-phase brldge lnverter for AC drlve 
or a two-quadrant chopper for DC drlve. The large 
surge current may cause devlce fallure due to 
forward- blas second breakdown or outrlght burnout 
of the bondlng Wlre. 
In a totem-pole connectlon, the translstor may be 
subJected to a sudden voltage rlse. ThlS dv/dt 
stress may cause the Darllngton translstor to 
momentarlly turn on and results In a large ~urn-on 
splke current. It lS essentlally to apply a 
reverse blas to the devlce even when the 
translstor lS not conductlng but ltS antl-par~llel 
dlode conducts. It lS observed experlmentally 
that by properly reverse blas the translstor, as 
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~nd~cated above, the current sp~ke can be reduced 
by 5 t~mes. 
• The current shar~ng (both collector current 
shar~ng and base current shar~ng) of two dev~ces 
~n one package under all cond~t~ons tested 
exh~b~ts very good character~st~cs. Currents are 
fa~rly equally shared by the two paralleled 
dev~ces at both 300 and 100oC. B~polar trans~stor 
parallel~ng, ~n general, presents more problems 
than what was encountered ~n th~s ~nvest~gat~on. 
It ~s suspected that the two ch~ps ~n the same 
package are better matched. The good thermal 
coupl~ng also helps the s~tuat~on. 
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4.0 REVERSE BIAS SECOND BREAKDOWN TESTING OF BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Reverse Blas Second Breakdown (RBSB) lS a prlmary fallure 
mode of power translstor when lt lS sWltched off under an 
lnductlve load. The ablllty of a translstor to wlthstand RBSB lS 
dlrectly related to safe operatlng area (SOA) of the transistor. 
However, the data provlded by devlce manufacturers are, ln 
general, very conservatlve estlmates 
destructl ve tests. The reason for such 
nondestructlve testlng lS dlfflcult, 
deVlces. 
based upon certaln 
an lnadequacy lS that 
especlally for large 
VPI&SU has lnl tlated an effort, sponsored by NASA/DOE, to 
construct a nondestructlve tester for such purposes ln 1982. 
Nondestructlve testlng of RBSB is essentlal for two reasons. 
F1rstly, a h1gh power deV1ce 1S too expenS1ve to perform a 
destructlve test, and such a test can only provlde a data p01nt. 
Secondly, nondestructlve testing enables one to obta1n 
repet1t1vely data pOlnts for the very same deVlce under dlfferent 
drlvlng condltl0ns. The tester can be used effectlvely to 
perform parametrlc study of a device. The tester WhlCh was 
designed and fabricated at VPI&SU has been successfully tester at 
the rated capabillty 1000 V, 120 A. 
In thlS chapter, RBSB test results will be given for the 
transistor types given in Table 3.1. For each transistor tested, 
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the results are documented by a set of osc1llograms obta1ned 
under var10US dr1ve cond1 t10ns, and the data from each set of 
osc1llograms are summar1zed by a Reverse B1as Safe Operat1ng Area 
plot. 
4.2 RBSOA CHARACTERIZATION 
RBSOA character1zat1on of a dev1ce can be establl.shed by 
repeatly perform1ng the RBSB test1ng of the same dev1ces under 
d1fferent operat1ng cond1t10ns and dr1ves. The RBSB test1ng has 
been performed on all dev1ces l1sted 1n Table 3.1. For some 
dev1ces the RBSB test1ng can be conducted successfully up to 120 
A, the maX1mum capab1l1ty of the tester, wh1le for other dev1ces 
the non-destruct1ve RBSB test1ng can only be performed at a lower 
current levels. In general, the deV1ce RBSOA can be 
character1zed after accumulat1ng suff1c1ent RBSB test data wh1ch 
are performed at var10US collector current levels and d1fferent 
forward and reverse base currents. For four-term1nal dev1ces an 
add1t10n reverse dr1ve for the second base, also, has been 
app11ed and cond1t10ns for RBSB has been determ1ned. In 
add1t10n, some dev1ces have been tested at the room temperature 
as well as elevated temperature. 
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4.3 TEST RESULTS PRESENTATION FORMAT 
A large amount of data was acqu~red dur~ng the 
nondestruct~ve second breakdown character~zat~on of the dev~ces 
l~sted ~n the Table 3.1. All test results are presented ~n the 
form of osci llograms as shown in Appendix D. For reader's 
convenience these results are also presented ~n a graph~cal form, 
~.e., RBSOA plots wh~ch, ~n essense, summarizes the test results 
presented in the Appendix D. 
4.3.1. INTERPRETATION OF OSCILLOGRAMS 
Figures D.1. 1 to D. 13.6 show the osc~ llograms of the test 
resul ts for DUT under var~ous c~rcui t condi t~ons. Take Flg. 
D.1.1 as an example. A fam~ly of three VCE waveforms ~s recorded 
in this f~gure. Each waveform corresponds to a different forward 
base current. As can be seen from the f~gure, V CE waveforms 
start at nearly zero voltage, correspond~ng to the turn-on of the 
dev~ce. When the base dr~ve turn-off signal ~s appl~ed, the 
voltage VCE r~ses to a peak magnitude at which second breakdown 
occurs and VCE drops sharply. The fast dv/dt reduct~on of the 
V CE waveform tr~ggers the shunt circuit. The shunt circuit 
qu~ckly d~verts the collector current from the device and saves 
the dev~ce from permanent damage. From the figure, it can be 
seen that the breakdown voltage is 760 V when forward base 
current IBF is 2 A. All the three tests were conducted at 
collector current of 20 A. 
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4.3.2 RBSOA PLOTS 
F~g. 4.1 ~s a typical RBSOA plot obta~ned from data p01nt 
documented 1n the osc1llograms (F1g. D.l.l to Fig. D.l.1S). Th1S 
is a plot of breakdown voltage and collector current levels for 
d1fferent forward and reverse base current levels. The collector 
current levels at Wh1Ch the deV1ce were tested are 20 A, 40 A, 60 
A, 80 A, and 100 A. For example, po~nt [1] at the upper r~ght 
corner ~n F1g. 4.1 refers to forward base current IBF = 2 A and 
IBR 
breakdown occurs at 100 A and 730 V. 
reverse base current of = 4 A. The transistor second 
The dotted llne 1nd1cates 
the data g1ven by manufacturer. Al though the gl ven data 1 s 
conservat1ve compared w1th most of the measured data, there 1S a 
data p01nt 1ns1de the RBSOA. 
4.4 TEST DATA ANALYSIS 
In th1S sect1on, d1scuss1on of the RBSOA data for each 
dev1ce are presented. Pr~or to the d~scussion, 1t 1S 1mportant 
to note that the non-destruct1ve second breakdown test1ng 
performed on these dev1ces, 1n some cases, 1S not fully 
non-destruct1ve. In fact after certain number of RBb~ test~ngs, 
one can observe some degree of degradat10n on certa1n dev1ces, 
part1cularly at h1gh collector current level. On the other hand, 
for some dev1ces the repet1 t1 ve non-destruct1 ve test1ng can be 
performed at the maX1mum rated tester current (120 A). It would 
be des1rable to relate the d1fference 1n the RBSOA propert1es to 
the 1nternal structure of the dev1ces. Th1 S 1 s, however, not 
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within the present scope of ~nvestigat~on. 
Because the limited number of data points can be obtained 
before a discernable degradation can occur, the most complete 
RBSOA characterization are obtained using more than one device. 
For example in Fig. 4.1 a most complete RBSOA data of the 
Westinghouse KD324510 are presented. However, these data are 
obtained from three dev~ces. The specific test data obta~ned ~n 
each device are listed in F~g. 4.2 to 4.4. 
4.4.1 THE RBSOA TEST DATA AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
In the following sections, the interpretat~on of the 
measured RBSOA character~stics of each dev~ce ~s presented. All 
RBSOA test results were obtained at the case temperature Tc=30
aC. 
Only the first base was used for turning off all power devices 
except, for the West~nghouse DA 11503008. 
• Westinghouse KD 324510 
The complete RBSOA character~zat~on of the dev~ce was 
performed using three devices for the collector current up to 
100 A. The plots of the tests results are g~ven in the plots 
F~g. 4.1 to F~g. 4.4. Fig. 4.1 represents the combined 
,measured RBSOA for all three dev~ces, while f~g. 4.2 to 4.4 
represent the RBSOA of individual devices. From the plots, ~t 
can be seen that, in general, the manufacture spec~f~ed RBSOA 
is conservative. However, some measurement data are well 
wi thin the spec~fied RBSOA. In fact, the measured po~nt for 
the reverse base current IBR=2A are all outs~de the specified 
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RBSOA. For IBR=4A some measurement data at lower collector 
current range are ~ns~de the specif~ed RBSOA . 
. Moreover, it can be seen that the RBSOA are affected by the 
forward and reverse base drive conditions. Increase of the 
reverse dr~ ve or forward drive may decrease or increase the 
RBSBA voltage depending on the collector current level. In 
general one can state that the influence of the reverse drive 
on the RBSOA characteristic is usually stronger then the 
forward base drive. 
• West~nghouse DA 11503008 
The plot of measured points of RBSOA for Westinghouse DA 
11503008 is g~ven in Fig. 4.5. It is interesting to note that 
the measured RBSOA points are obtained using the second base 
drive. If one merely use only first base drive in RBSOA 
testing of DA 11503008, a second breakdown could not be induced 
at all current levels even for a very strong base drives. 
As an example, in Appendix D fig. D. 2.2 represents an 
attempt to breakdown DA 11503008 at 100 A collector current 
w~th I BR=16A trough first base. Oscillogram shows no occurance 
of second breakdown event. To explain such behavior of the 
Westinghouse DA 11503008 we have to recall that DA ~1503008 is 
descrete Darlington and that it was tested without using any 
resistor across the base-emitter junction of the input device. 
During the turnoff the stored charge in the input device is 
removed with the reverse current and ~nput device (smaller 
device) turns-off first. Consequently the stored charge in the 
output device can not be removed through base, but rather must 
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I 
recomb1.ne. S1.nce during turn-off phase the base of the output 
device loS essencially, open, no severe non-un1.form collector 
current flow is possible and SB does not occur. In fact, the 
device turns off 1.n sustaining mode of operation, i. e., the 
collector voltage stays at primary breakdown voltage during the 
1.nductor d1.scharge. 
When the second dr1.ve loS employed dev1.ce goes to SB because 
the second base current causes current constr1.ct1.on of the 
collector current of the output device. In flog. 0.2.3 
(Appendix 0) the two tests W1.th and w1.thout second base dr1.ve, 
when other cond1.t1.ons are the same, are shown. 
Few measured data of RBSOA are shown to be outs1.de of the 
spec1.fl.ed RBSOA. Specl.fl.ed RBSOA ll.es below the 600V line. 
Hl.gh curent RBSB testl.ng was not successful l.n the dl. screte 
Oarll.ngton case, l..e., for the OAI1503008 devl.ce. 
• FUJl. ETN8I-055 
The RBSOA for FUJl. ETN8I-055 were measured USl.ng two devl.ces 
up to 100A collector current. The measured data are presented 
the fl.gs 4.6-4.8. In fl.g. 4.6 the combl.ned RBSOA for both 
devl.ces are gl.ven, whl.le l.n fl.g. 4.7 and fig. 4.8 the RBSOA for 
the l.ndl.vidual transistors are shown. Agal.n, as in ~he case of 
the Westl.nghouse K03245I0, the RBSOA depends strongly on the 
reverse base current as well as forward base current. All 
measured points, except two points, 
specl.f1.ed RBSOA for I BR=6 A at Tc=125
DC. 
are outsl.de of the 
The two measured data 1.ns1.de the specl.fl.ed RBSOA regl.on were 
obtal.ned immedl.ately before devl.ce failure although no apparent 
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degradat10n of the dev1ce character1st1cs were observed. 
• FU]1 EVM 31-050 
In RBSOA character1zat10n of the FUJ1 EVM 31-050 only one 
dev1ce were used for the entire current range up to 120 A. The 
measured RBSOA plot 1S shown in Fig. 4.9 along with the 
spec1f1ed RBSOA for I BR=4A. 
From the plot in Fig. 4.9 it can be clearly seen that all 
measured po~nts, except three at the collector current of 20 A, 
are outs1de the specJ.fJ.ed RBSOA. However, all three points 
1nsJ.de the spec1f1ed RBSOA correspond to the reverse base drive 
All measured point for IBR=4A are outs1de the 
spec1f1ed RBSOA. In addition, the measured points at higher 
current levels (>60A) are shown to be substantially outsJ.de the 
spec1f1ed RBSOA. 
M1tsub1sh1 QM150DY-H 
The RBSOA measured for the MJ.tsubJ.shJ. QM150DY-H under 
d1fferent base drive conditions is given in F1g. 4.10. For 
each collector current level a different device was used 
because of dev1ce fa1lure after several tests. S1nce the 
M1tsub1sh1 QM150DY-H was tested up to 60A collector current the 
RBSOA 1n f1g. 4.10 represents combined RBSOA area for three 
dev1ces. As no manufacturer's specification concernJ.ng RBSOA 
are given comparison can not be made. 
However, for al) measured points the second breakdown 
voltage is higher then 550V. 
• Mitsubishi QM300HA-H 
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VCE(V) 
For th1S dev1ce only few successful tests could be performed 
and those scattered p01nts are shown 1n f1g. 4.11. Along w1th 
manufacturer spec1f1ed RBSOA for I BR=4A. As the matter of 
fact, the RBSB tester was capable to perform non-desctruct1ve 
test1ng only at llm1ted cases. From F1g. 4.11 one can oQserve 
that at the collector current of 80 A the second breakdown 
voltage 1S between SOOV and 600V depend1ng on the forward base 
current. 
• M1tsub1Sh1 QM300HA-H-2H 
The M1tsub1Sh1 QM300HA-H deV1ce 1S a h1gh-voltage 
h1gh-current deV1ce rated at VCEO = 1000V. Because the clamp 
voltage llm1tat1on of the second breakdown tester (max. clamp 
vol tage around 1100V), the second breakdown phenomenon could 
not take place even at the maXlmum tester current IC=120A and 
h1gh current base dr1ve I BR=16A as 1 t 1S 1llustrated 1n F1g. 
D.7.1 1n Append1x D. As we see from f1g. D.7.1 dev1ce voltage 
dur1ng turn-off reaches a present clamp voltage and stays at 
that voltage wh1le the 1nductor energy dlscharges. 
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• Toshlba ST200M 
The RBSOA characterlzatlon of the Toshlba ST200M devlce was 
done uSlng only one devlce for the entlre collector current 
range, l. e., from 20A up to 120A. The obtalned results are 
shown In flg. 4.12. From flg. 4.12 We can see that at the 
lower collector currents (~40A) the RBSOA extends to hlgher 
collector voltages (>700V), while at the higher collector 
current (~60) the breakdown voltage lS conslderably smaller, 
«600V) . In fact, from flg. 4.12 It lS clear that the measured 
pOlnts are grouped In two dlstlnctlve groups depending on the 
collector current level Wl th tranSl tlonal collector current 
level around 60A. To verlfy the measured results, l. e., to 
verlfy that the second breakdown testlng hasn't altered the 
RBSB characterlstlcs of the DUT, we had performed two 
addltlonal tests. Nalmly, after full RBSOA characterlzatlon we 
tested the deVlce agaln In the lower current range (Ic=20A and 
40A) under the same base condltlons as we had done before. The 
results are shown In flgs. D.8.16 and D.8.17 and from those we 
can conclude that SB characerlstlc dldn' t change even after 
flfty four repeatatlve tests. In addltlon, we also dldn't 
observe any change collector leakage current. No 
manufacture data concernlng RBSOA characterlstlc are avallable 
for thlS devlces. 
• Toshlba ST300M21 
The measured RBSOA for the Toshlba ST300M21 lS glven In fig. 
4.13. In the RBSB testing three deVlces were used, l.e., the 
collector current levels of 20A and 40A were characterlzed 
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4.13 • Measured RBSOA for the ToshIba E:T300M21 for ISF=2A( )l I =4A(2)· I ==8A(3) and SF ' BF 
I BR=2A(6); 4A(0); 8A(0). Heasured POInts belong to three dIfferent deVICE'S, I.C. 
POInts for 20 A and 40 A b('lon~ to one. for 6(1 A to another and 80 A to a thIrci devIce. 
us~ng one device, wh~le for the collector current levels of 60A 
and aOA one dev~ce for each level was used for RBSOA 
character~zat~on. The Toshiba ST300M21 dev~ce is rated at 
VCEO=900V. As we see, except two point at IC=60A all measured 
points have the second breakdown voltage in excess of 900V. 
Somewhat surprising results were obtained at Ic=60A where 
two po~nts belonging to IBR=aA have considerably lower second 
breakdown voltage (in the range of 600V to 700V). Also, from 
the osc~llograms in Appendix 0, it can be seen that second 
breakdown can not be initiated for some base dr~ve cond~tions 
(for example Fig. 0.9.1) In fact, no second breakdown mode of 
operat~on can be observed at all collector current levels for 
the reverse base drive of I BR=2A. 
• Tosh~ba ST400G21 
The RBSOA characterization for the Toshiba ST400G21 dev~ce 
were performed up to 60A using two dev~ces. 
At the collector current levels above 60A no 
non-destructi ve test was possible, i . e. , only one test was 
performed at that level successfully. From l~mited number of 
data shown in F~g. 4.14 it can be seen that the range of second 
breakdown voltage for this device, up to 60A collec~'r current, 
is around SOOV to 600V. No manufacturer's data for this dev~ce 
is available. 
• Toshiba ST400G 
No RBSOA measurement result of these devices ~s ava~lable 
because all four devices were destroyed dur~ng other dynam~c 
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fOl- 1.0 1\ .111(1 40 1\ Il'vt'l belon!' to Olll' ,lnl' the POlllt ,It (,0 ,\ to another (Ic-Vlce. 
testlngs. 
4.4.2 THE RBSOA TEST DATA AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
The Westlnghouse KD324510 devlce was characterized for RBSOA 
at the elevated case temperature TC=100
oC. The test results are 
summarlzed ln nlne plots, 1.e., ln flgS 4.15 to 4.23 uSlng the 
osclllograms from Appendlx D (sectl0n D.12). The plots present 
slmultaneously the RBSOA characterlstlcs at TC=30 oC and Tc=100 oC 
under dlfferent base drlve condltlons. From the glven plots we 
can conclude that the temperature lnfluence on RBSOA strongly 
depends on base drlve condi tlons and collector current level. 
These effects can be summarlzed as follows: 
• For the same collector current level, the RBSB voltage at the 
elevated temperature can be hlgher or lower than that at the 
room temperature, dependlng on the base drlve condltlons (see 
flgS. 4.15 and 4.16 for I C=40A, for example) 
• For the same base drl ve the temperature effect on the RBSB 
voltage depends on the collector current level. At low current 
level (I C=20A) and hlgh current level (I C=80A), the RBSB 
voltage lncreases with the temperature. However, at the 
current range, IC=40 - 60A, no clear relatl0n can be observed 
between the breakdown voltage and the case temperature. 
• It appears that for a weak reverse drlve, the RBSB voltage 
lncreases wlth the case temperature, wh~le for a stronger 
reverse base dr~ve, the breakdown voltage can be elther 
lncreased or decreased as the case temperature rlses. 
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FIg. 4.23. Measured RBSOA for the FUJI EVM31-050 for IBF 8 A and IBR = SA for two dIfferent case 
temperatures. ([]- case temperature T 30°C; ()- case temperature T = 100°C) 
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• The breakdown voltage under the same base dr~ve and at the same 
collector current level can vary as much as l50V as the case 
temperature ~ s var~ed from 30 GC to lOOGC. (see F~g. 4.18, for 
example) . 
4.4.3 THE RBSOA CHARACTERISTICS WITH A SECOND BASE DRIVE 
Influence of the second base dr~ve on RBSOA was ~nvest~gated 
us~ng the West~nghouse KD324510 dev~ce. The test results, i.e., 
the RBSOA plots w~th and w~thout the second base dr~ve employed 
are shown ~n f~g. 4.24 to 4.26 for three d~fferent base dr~ve 
cond~t~ons. In fact, for all three plots the forward base 
current and the second base reverse current were held constant 
(I BF=4A, I BR2=4A) . 
var~ed (I BR=2,4,8A). 
Only the f~rst reverse base current was 
Each plot presents the RBSOA w~ th and 
w~thout the second base dr~ve employed so that ~nfluence of the 
second dr~ve can be clearly seen. 
As we can observe from f~gs. 4.24 to 4.26, the influence of the 
second base dr~ve on RBSOA ~s very complex. However, ~t appears 
that the second base dr~ve has a stronger effect at lower 
collector current levels, at which the second base dr.·re tends to 
reduce the RBSOA. 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
From the tests resul ts obta~ned we can draw the follow~ng 
conclus~ons concern~ng RBSOA character~st~cs of the h~gh power 
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b1polar dev1ces: 
1. The RBSB behav10r of a Darlington trans1stor 
depends on the magn1tude of the reverse-base 
current. For a strong reverse-base dr1ve, 
breakdown usually occurs before reaches 
VCE(SUS) The breakdown voltage may be greater 
than or lower than VCE(SUS) and may e1ther 1ncrease 
or decrease w1th the reverse base current depend1ng 
on dev1ces. For a weak dr1ve, the breakdown could 
occur several m1croseconds after the Darl1ngton 
trans1 stor reaches the susta1n1ng mode. As W1 th 
the s1ngle BJT dev1ce, th1s mode 1S not well 
understood. 
2. It has been observed that the RBSB voltage of a 
Darl1ngton trans1stor may vary s1gn1f1cantly W1 th 
the magn1tude of foward base current. Th1s 
behav10r has not been observed for s1ngle BJT 
dev1ces. It suggests that perhaps a new parameter, 
forward base current, should be 1ncluded 1n the 
character1zat10n of RBSOA of a Darl1ngton 
trans1stor. 
3. The turn-off speed-up diode plays an 1mportant role 
1n the RBSB behavior of a Darl1ngton tranS1 stor. 
Using the same base dr1ve c1rcu1t, a trans1stor may 
exh1bit different breakdown voltage levels, 
depend1ng upon whether a seed-up d10de 1S present. 
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If a diode is not present, the breakdown voltage 
varles wlth the value of R2 , the resistor in 
parallel with the emitter and base terminals of the 
dr1ver transistors. 
4. RBSOA of a dev1ce 1S signif1cantly altered by 
temperature. At h1gh collector current level, 
, 
RBSOA 1ncreases W1 th temperature. An increase of 
100 V (for 600V device) has been observed from 25 DC 
On the other hand, at low collector 
current level, RBSOA may decreases or increases 
w1th temperature. 
5. The second base dr1ve may e1ther increase or 
decrease the RBSOA or a device. At lower collector 
current levels, the RBSOA generally decreases as 
the second reverse drive is applied. 
6. I t has been observed that most manufacture 
spec1f1ed RBSOA data tend to be conservative as 
compared to our measurement data. Nevertheless, 
there exist a few measurement data at low collector 
current levels well within the specified RBS~~. 
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5.0 DESIGN, EVALUATION AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED BASE DRIVE 
MODULES 
Reduc~ng the we~ght and volume of electron~c systems ~n 
electr~c veh~cle dr~ves ~s of primary ~mportance. One 
potent~al area for reduct~ons is the base drive c~rcu~try 
wh~ch' must be ~ncluded w~ th each electron~c power sw~ tch. 
Present methods employ hybr~d~zed or ~ntegrated c~rcuit 
modules wh~ch are offered by many manufacturers of power 
electron~c sw~tches. These modules may offer better 
operat~onal character~stics, more functions and certa~n 
levels of protect~on. Their offer~ng varies from s~mple 
pr~m~ t~ ve sw~ tching ampl~f~ers to more sophist~cated base 
dr~ve and mon~tor~ng systems. 
Th~s proJect w~ll evaluate three different base dr~ve 
modules or c~rcu~ ts of wh~ch two are hybrid~zed and the 
th~rd constructed around an ~ntegrated c~rcu~t. These are: 
M~tsub~sh~ M57215L 
FUJ~ EXB-356 
PERG Base Dr~ve 
5.1 TASKS 
The follow~ng are tasks ~nvolved w~ th evaluat~ng the 
base dr~ve modules listed above. 
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5.1.1 CONSTRUCTION 
The M1 tsUb1Sh1 base dr1ve lS constructed slm1lar to 
that 1n the appl1cat1on note shown 1n F1g. 5.1.1. Th1S 
c1rcu1 t uses the M1 tsub1Sh1 hybr1d module and assoc1ated 
components (for 1ncreased power output). The addi t10n of 
the assoc1ated components causes some decoupl1ng of any 
protect1on C1rCU1 try offered by the modules and 1ncreases 
the overall size. However, the electr1cal 1solat1on, TTL 
compat1b1l1ty, etc. are ma1nta1ned. 
The FUJ1 base dr1ve circuitry 1S a repl1cat1on of the 
appl1cat1on c1rcuit shown 1n F1g. 5.1.2a and b. No c1rcu1t 
mod1f1cat1ons have been made. However, the central hybr1d 
base dr1ve module from FUj1 does requ1re external 
trans1stors to 1ncrease 1tS output power capab1lity to dr1ve 
the larger power sW1tch1ng dev1ces proposed for test1ng In 
th1S program. 
Two FUJ1 base dr1ve circu1ts needed to be constructed. 
The f1rst construct1on, FUJ1 Base Dr1ve Board No. 1 
(FBDB-1), developed a repetitive false tr1ggering condit1on 
dur1ng operat1on. The source of false tr1gger1ng was 
lsolated to the photo coupler stage internal to the hybrid 
base dr1ve module. After all external sources of poss1ble 
conducted n01se, etc. were el1m1nated or d1scounted the 
false tr1gger1ng prevailed. A second FUJi Base Dr1ve Board 
No. 2 (FBDB-2) was constructed w1th the same deslgn rules as 
the first, such as, symmetry, m1nimum spac1ng, tW1sted 
leads, ground planes, etc. The second board, FBDB-2 I was 
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2. BASE AMPLIFIER OUTPUT TYPE 
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3. NECESSARY DRIVE CONDITION OF QH100DY-H 
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Fig. 5.1.1 
Mitsubishi Base Drive Circuit 
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free of th1s false tr1gger1ng regardless of the hybr1d FUJ1 
base dr1ve module used. The present test1ng uses the FBDB-2 
c1rcu1t. 
The PERG base dr1ve C1rCU1 t 1S des1gned around the 
Thomson-CSF Components Corporat10n's UAA4002 "Control 
C1rcu1 t for Fast SW1 tch1ng Trans1stor". Th1 s dev1ce was 
selected because of 1tS many protect1ve features as 11sted 
1n F1gure 5.1.3a and because of the 1nternal current source 
and base current divers10n circu1try wh1ch prov1des a closed 
loop adapt1 ve base dr1 ve control scheme (shown 1n F1gure 
5.1. 3b) . The basic PERG base dr1ve C1rcu1t 1S shown 1n 
F1gure 5.1.3c. No mon1tor1ng opt10ns have been 1mplemented 
1n the development but w111 be at the developments 
conclus1on. 
All base drive C1rCU1 ts use dual power suppl1es, on-
board f1lter capac1tors and conform to med1um frequency 
construct10n rules such as ground planes, m1n1mum spac1ng, 
tW1sted pa1r w1r1ng, etc. 
5.1.2 STATIC TESTS 
The M1tsub1sh1 and FUJ1 base dr1ve C1rcu1ts requ1re no 
feedback 1nformation from the power deV1ce. Therefore, 
these two-port systems can be stat1cally tested uS1ng the 
base-to-emi tter Junct10ns of the actual power tranS1 stors 
(DUT, DeV1ce Under Test) wh1ch they w1ll dr1ve w1thout 
hav1ng the DUT energ1zed. The stat1c tests cons1st of 
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Integrated Circuits 
D. C. HOPKINS 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 
CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR FAST SWITCHING TRANSISTOR 
• Direct dnve of the sWitching transistor 
• Self regulated positive base current (mix 0 5 AI 
• Negative base current ensunng fast turn-off (mix 3 AI 
• The output current can be Increased by means of one (or morel external 
transistor. 
• MInimum conducting time (or no conductlonl to allow the discharge 
of a R DC network 
• Protection against a saturation failure of the power tranSistor dUring a 
conducting penod, With an aJustable detection threshold. 
• Immediate limitation of the collector current 
• Watching of the poSitive supply of the chip (Vcel. 
• Watching of the negative supply With adJUstable threshold 
• On-chlp thermal protection 
• Programmable maximum ON time 
• TTL and CMOS compatible. 
• Can be drlved With alternate pulses 
• AdJustable delay between the rising edge of the Input Ilgnal and the 
beginning of the positive base dnve. 
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UAA4002 
CONTROL CIRCUIT 
FOR FAST SWITCHING 
TRANSISTOR 
CASE CB·79 
OPSUFFIX 
PLASTIC PACKAGE 
PIN ASSIGNMENT 
IS2 lSI 
V- V· 
INH VCC 
SE VCE 
E IC 
R- RSO 
RT Ro 
CT GND 
SP820~A 1/8 
UAA4002 
OUTPUT STAGE "ON STATE" 
ON state 
The pOSItive stage achIeves a very eff,c,ent drive of the 
sWItching transIstor Its features are essentIally 
• D,rect drtve (no transformer) 
• The transIstor stays In a quaSI saturatIon mode, and 
thus has a reduced storage tIme. 
• The drIVe energy IS strictly limIted to what IS necessary. 
• Easy Implementation 
K 1 IS closed to turn the posItIve stage on 
6/8 
-------------, 
UAA4002 
______________________ J 
Voltage VeE across transIstor a IS • 
VeE :: Vo+ RS IS1 
If the requIred drive current IS greater than 0 5 A, one 
external NPN tranSIStor may be added 
In thIS case 
VeE:: 2 Vo+ RS IS1 
The maKI", 1m value of the posItIve base current IS settled 
by the 11m Itatlon resIstor R (I S 1 < 0 5 A) 
A regulatIon loop IS used to keep a In a quasI saturatIon 
mode the more a gets saturated, the more dIode 0 
wIll shunt an Important part of the drive current 'bl, 
through dIode 0, 
RS IS a low reSIStor (about 1 il) whIch helps to stabIlize 
the regulatIon loop 
300 V 
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--------, Vee 
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I _______ .J
Fig. 5.1.3b. 
Output Drive of UAA4002 117 
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measur~ng the current levels for sourcing current to the 
base of the DUT, s1nk current levels for extract~ng charge 
from the base of the DUT, r1se t1me, fall t1me, and 
propagat~on delays for these base dr1 ve c~rCU1 ts. These 
tests are performed at room temperture and at 1ncreased 
temperatures. 
Because the PERG c1rcu1try regu1res active feedback for 
development the stat1c and act1ve test ~s 1ncorporated along 
w~th the c1rcu~t development. 
5.1.3 ACTIVE TESTING 
Although the stat~c test~ng prov1des much ~nformation 
about the base dr1ve c1rcu1t's own character1st1cs, the 
operat1on of the ma1n power sW1tch1ng trans1stor (DUT) when 
dr~ven by th1s base dr1ve module 1S paramount. Therefore, 
the performance of the base dr1ve c~rcuitry w~ll be 
evaluated ~n l~ght of the performance of the power sW1tch. 
Variations 1n base dr1ve performance between the static 
test1ng and active testing should be m1nor w1th most 
contr~butions from the paras1tic feedback capacitances (such 
as M1ller capac~ tance dur1ng the act1ve versus non-active 
operat10n) . 
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5.1.4 DATA SHEET COMPARISONS 
Manufacturer's data sheets provide specific data for 
specific operatinq points of their products. Conversely, 
desiqners are interested in the information across a wide 
operatinq reqion. From the user's point of view, thl.s 
necessi tates the testinq as described in the above two 
sections. 
In the Test Results section, the manufacturers data is 
compared wl.th the measured data. 
5.2 TEST EQUIPMENT 
5.2.1 STATIC TESTS 
- - -
Basl.c electronic equipment was used for the statl.C 
test1ng as reported in th1s 1nterim report. The equipment 
l.ncluded an oscilloscope, power supplies, siqnal qenerators, 
etc. The equipment used for the active testinq is described 
l.n section 3.2, Characterization of Hiqh Power BJT. 
5.3 TEST METHOD 
Because the base dr1ve circu1 ts are constructed 
pr1marl.ly around a base drl.ve module or l.ntegrated cl.rcul.t, 
ll.ttle can be done by the desl.gner to change the cl.rcul.t's 
characterl.stl.Cs. Therefore, tests of the base drl.ve 
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c~rcu~ts w~ll only be term~nal character~zat~ons. 
5.3.1 STATIC TESTING 
The test circuit of Fig. 5.3 is used to test the 
Mitsubishi and Fuji base drive circuits. The base drive 
circui t is operated at the manufacturer's required supply 
vol tages and w~ thin the manufacturer's suggested limits. 
The base-to-em~tter junction of a DUT 1S used as a load for 
the base dr~ve C1rcu1t. Under this load condition, the 
sw~ tch1ng wave forms of the base-to-emi tter voltage and 
base-to-em1tter current are recorded. 
1mportance is the rise and fall times 
Of particula1:' 
(tbr , t bf ) of the 
current and the magnitude of the forward and reverse base 
currents (Ib1 , Current levels are checked for 
adequacy and the integrity of the output wave form from the 
base drive circuit is observed for any abrupt changes in ib 
WhlCh may cause the DUT to operate outside the safe 
operat1ng area (such as momentary inadequate drive of the 
DUT during assumed forward conduction or severe oscillations 
in base current during turn-off). Finally, the propagation 
delay between the n.se of the input signal and subsequent 
output actlvat~on of the base current to the DUT ~s 
documented. 
H~gh temperature effects at approx~mately lOOoC are 
also qual~tat~vely recorded. 
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5.3.2 ACTIVE TESTS 
Act~ ve test~ng of the dev~ces w~ 11 be used as the 
pr~mary bas~s of compar~son. Therefore, the cr~t~cal 
operat~ng character~st~cs as outl~ned below w~ll be acqu~red 
and the needed parameters extracted. 
S~nce rel~able comparat~ve data are needed the max~mum 
operat~ng current rat~ngs of the OUTs at 100 to 150 A have 
been selected. To test at h~gher current levels would 
requ~re a change ~n the output current ampl~f~cat~on stage 
of the base dr~ve c~rcu~ts. Th~s amplif~cat~on stage 
somewhat ~solates the load (OUT) from the base dr~ve 
modules. Hence, such test~ng at h~gher currents (i.e. 400 
A) would then make the tests and compar~son of the base 
dr~ve c~rcu~ts more dependent on the electromagnet~c 
env~ronment, topolog~cal construct~on and des~gner 
exper~ence, all of wh~ch can have cons~derable var~at~on. 
Only after the base dr~ve compar~son and select~on ~s made 
can the effect of these gener~c var~ables be quant~f~ed and 
poss~bly m~n~m~zed. 
The Act~ve Tests' test plan ~s: Three BJT dev~ces w~ll 
be used for OUTs: 
M~tsub~sh~ QM150DY-H 
FUJi EVM 31-050 
Westinghouse KD 324510-10 
The OUTs w~ll be operated at 50% and 100% of max~mum 
collector current and applied VCE of approx~mately 200V. 
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Under these conditions the OUT's collector current 
characteristics for rise time, tri fall time, tfi and 
storage time, ts will be recorded. The OUT's base current 
character1st1cs (base drive circuits output) for magn1tude 
and transition time will be recorded. Also, the phase 
d1fference (propagation delay) between the 1nput current 
s1gnal (or voltage signal) and the OUT's base current and 
collector current will be recorded for both turn-on and 
turn-off. For th1s low voltage test the OUT's base-to-
emitter voltage will be recorded for completeness but only 
at 100% collector current. 
Base dr1ve circut tests include operat1ng the OUTs at 
h1gh voltage where base current, base-to-em1tter voltage and 
collector current trans1t1on character1st1cs w1ll be 
recorded at the h1ghest collector current ava1lable. Of 
part1cular 1mportance is the measurement of the 1nput 
vol tage and/or current s1gnals to the base dr1 ve modules. 
At h1gher voltages the 1nterelectrode capac1tance could have 
an apprec1able effect. 
5.4 TEST RESULTS 
Th1s sect10n conta1ns the result1ng test data from the 
Stat1c and Act1ve Tests. Upon th1s data the "Evaluatlon of 
Test Results" 1n section 5.6 is concluded. 
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5.4.1 STATIC TESTING 
~.~.!.! MITSUBISHI BASE ORIVE MODULE (M57215L) 
The base dr1ve module circu1ts were connected as 
prevlously outl1ned and the M1tsubish1 transistor, QM300-HA-
H was connected as the static load. The tests were 
conducted and results are shown in Table 5.1, Stat1c Tests 
of Mltsubish1 Base Orlve Clrcult. The recorded measurements 
are well wlthln keeping of the publ1shed data by the 
manufacturer. All these tests were run at room temperature. 
H1gher temperatures were lntroduced to observe the change in 
propagat1on delay. At approx1mately 1000C the propagat1on 
delay between the lnput signal and the output excurS10n at 
the base of the devlce under test was less than the 
manufacturer's guaranteed ratlng, as des1red. 
The wave forms of the base current dellvered to the OUT 
are shown in Flgures 5.4.1a and 5.4.1b. In Flgure 5.4.1a, 
the current flowlng lnto the OUT reached ltS steady state 
value of 5.6 A 1n less than 1 m1crosecond. The reverse 
current applied to turn the OUT off reached the peak value 
of 2 A ln less than 0.5 mlocroseconds and dellvered thlS 
current for approxlmately 6.5 mlocroseconds. 
The F1gures S.4.1a and S.4.1b are the voltages across 
the series res1stors RF and RR' respectively. Small 
excursions such as the turn-off peak current shown lon Flog. 
S.4.1a durlong the negatlove translotloon loS an lonternal current 
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Table 5.1 
Stat1c Tests of M1tsub1Sh1 Base 
Forward Base Reverse Base 
Current of OUT Current of OUT 
I peak 3.6 A 2.10 A 
I Steady State 3.6 A 0.42 A 
R1se T1me (t 1 0.84 ~s <0.5 ~s 
r 
Fall T1me (tfl O. 3 ~ s 3.5 ~s 
Pulse W1dth 6.5 ~s 
Propagat1on Delay 4.4 ~s 4.4 ~s 
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Forward Base Current of DUT 
vert. 1 A/div 
horiz. 20 ~s/div. 
Fig. 5.4. la • 
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Reverse Base Current of OUT 
Vert. 0.71 A/dlV. 
Hor~z :, lJs/d~v 
hg. 5.4.1b. 
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Propagation delay 
'rert. 2 V/div. Input S~gnal 
1 V/div. Vbe of DUT 
20 l1s/d~v. 
F~g. 5.4.lc. 
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passed between the source and slnk trans1stors of the base 
dr1ve c1rcu1t as 1ndicated 1n F1g. 5.5. 
F1gure 5.4. lc shows the 1nput voltage waveform across 
the optal coupler and the voltage across the base to em1tter 
of the DUT. These two synchronIzed waves display the 
propagat1on delay at room temperature between the 1nput 
slgnal and the f1nal act1vat1on of the DUT. Through a 
repet1t1on of these tests , the measurements d1d not change 
and the1r expected wave shapes were In keep1ng W1 th the 
publ1shed manufacturers 1nformat1on. 
5.4.1.2 FUJI (EXB-356) 
The glven appl1cat1on C1rcu1t shown 1n F1g. 5.l.2b 
requ1res a base-to-em1tter capac1tor externally connected to 
the DUT. From prel1m1nary test measurements this capac1tor 
provIdes a deceptIve base drIve cIrcuIt sWItchIng 
performance. Further 1nvest1gat1on 1nto the capac1tors 
usefulness has been undertaken. From a qual1tatIve 
assessment of the base dr1ve C1rCUI t operat1on W1 th the 
suggested 0.15 F, 1t 1S eas1ly seen that the added 
capaCItance retards the turn-off of the DUT. (ThIS 
1nvestIgat1ve test used an actIvated DUT.) Rather than 
dIscount thIS capaCItance completely I a lower value I c = r 
0.015 F 1S used to partly ma1ntaln any effects known to the 
manufacturer and that have escaped thIS author. 
As noted In sectIon 5.1.1, two Fu] 1 Base DrIve Boards 
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(FBDB-1 & 2) had to be constructed due to the descr~bed 
false tr~gger~ng problem (see sect~on 5.1.1). The second 
construct~on, FBDB-2, d~splayed no problem from false 
tr~gger~ng. Therefore, the FUJ ~ tests are conducted us~ng 
th~s second board. 
The test results are summar~zed ~n table 5.2 cons~stent 
w~ th the manufacturer's data. S~nce the output current 
ampl~f~cat~on stage of the base dr~ve c~rcu~t ~s s~mply an 
open collector trans~stor no mean~ngful measurement of 
forward base current can be made unless the DUT ~s connected 
and energ~zed as shown ~n F1gure 5 1. 2b. For these tests 
the DUT was energ1zed W1 th 5 V and a maX1mum of 8 A 
collector current. 
Shown 1n F~gures 5 4.2a and b are the FUJ1 base dr~ve 
c1rcu1t test results. The base character~st1cs of the DUT 
~n F~gures 5.4.2a shows ~n the center trace the dr1ve 
current ava1lable from the base dr1ve c~rcu1t. Forward 
dr~ve, ~s del~vered from a Darl~ngton connected 
trans~stor (FUJ1 ET206 connected between collector and base 
of the DUT) and not d1rectly from the base dr1ve C1rcu~t. 
There 1S a Schottky d10de connected ~n ser~es W1 th the 
collector of the ET206. At low DUT collector currents when 
the DUT ga1n 1S h1gh the Schottky d~ode prevents Darl1ngton 
act~on by the ET206. Current del~vered from the base dr~ve 
C1rcult passes through the base-to-em~tter Junct~on of the 
ET206 and dlrectly dr1ves the DUT allow1ng for a VCE(sat) to 
be achleved. At h1gher load (DUT) currents the ET206 
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Table 5.2 
Stat1c Tests of FUJ1 Base Or1ve C1rcu1t 
I peak 
I Steady State 
R1se TJ!ne (t ) 
r 
Pulse W1dth 
Propogat10n Delay 
F<jlrward Base 
Current of OUT 
(note 1) 
(note 1) 
1.0 llS 
.. 6 llS 
Reverse Base 
Current of OUT 
2 A 
0.05 A 
1.1 11.3 
2.1 A/2 llS 
7.5 llS 
7 IlS 
Note 1: The current ampl1f1cat10n stage at the base dr1ve output 
forms the Oarl1ngton dr1ve conf1gurat10n. The forward 
Ib 1S dependent on the Vcb of the OUT. 
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T1.me 
Vbe: 
Ib: 
1 1.n 
5 ].Js/div 
5 V/div (A) 
1 A/div (B) 
5 ma/div (C) 
(Base Drive Module) 
F1.g. S.4.2a. Base Characterist1.cs of 
OUT 
A 
B 
I: 10 A/div (B) 
c 
1. : 5 mA/div (C) 1.n 
Fig. 5.4.2b. Collector Character1.st1.cs 
of DUT 
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prov1des more of the drive current as the collector-to-base 
voltage, V
cb ' of the DUT 1ncreases. There 1S no var1at1on 
1n the base-to-em1tter current of the ET-206. Th1s C1rcu1t 
conf1gurat1on does not prov1de a mean1ngful measurement of 
the forward DUT base current dur1ng stat1c test1ng. 
S1nce the reverse (turn-off) base dr1ve to the DUT 1S 
supp11ed d1rectly from the base dr1 ve C1rCU1 try bypass1ng 
the ET206 through a d1ode, the negat1ve gOlng waveshape of 
the center trace 1n Figure 5.4. 2a accurately dep1cts the 
reverse base dr1 ve current to the DUT. The h1gh rate-of-
change of reverse curent (dIb2/dt ) and the effect of the 
base-to-em1tter capac1tor are seen 1n the 1n1t1al negat1ve 
trans1 t10n of the current. Upon further 1ncreases 1n DUT 
operat1ng voltage (and current) the "notch1ng" decreased. 
Th1S effect w1ll be of part1cular 1nterest dur1ng act1 ve 
test1ng. 
From Flgures 5.4.2a and b, the propagat~on delay 
between the 1nput slgnal to the base drlve module and 
outputs of the base drlve C1rCUl t and DUT can be seen. 
These were well Wl th1n speclflcatlons. However, the Fu] 1 
modules were observed to operate at slgnlf1cantly elevated 
temperatures. Th1s also, precluded any hlgh temperature 
tests. 
5.4.1.3 PERG BASE DRIVE 
The PERG Cl rCUl t lncorporates a slngle ChlP control 
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c~rcu~t for sens~ng, act~ve feedback control and monltorlng: 
Supply voltage 
On ch~p tempera~ure 
M~n~mum and max~mum on t~me of OUT 
Saturat~on voltage 
Em~tter current 
Add~t~onal curcu~try enables the base drlve Clrcult to 
prov~de proport~onal base current to the OUT along Wl th 
suff~c~ent reverse base current and hold~ng current. The 
c~rcu~try ~s TTL and CMOS compat~ble. 
S~r.ce the base dr~ve provides proport~onal base current 
dependent on the OUT's collector-base voltage, static 
test~ng cannot be performed. Refer to the "Actlve Test~ng" 
results for comparat~ve data. 
5.4.2 ACTIVE TESTING 
The follow~ng ~nformatlon ~s cr~ tlcal for compar~sons 
of base dr~ves. We compare the character~st~cs of the OUTs 
dur~ng sw~tch~ng rather than the actual base dr~ves 
character~st~cs s~nce the end result ~s what ~s requ~red. 
Llsted ~n table 5.3 ~s the summary data of the Act~ve 
Test~ng. The table ~s d~v~ded ~nto three columns accord~ng 
to the base dr~ve module or base dr~ve c~rcu~t used. The 
hor~zontal d~v~s~ons l~st the d~fferent sw~tch~ng t~mes for 
the on and off trans~ t~ons of current flow~ng through the 
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Tah)'" 1).3 
Summary Data of lll.t IV.' T('stlny 
I -: HltsublShl Base DrIve FUJI Base DrIve Pf:R(, 3a',e Dr I ve I 
---1----- eQM1~CDY - "l~VH~ -050 I ,,"324 510 I QH150DY-1I EVM31-050 K0324510 QIH50DY-H E.V/13)-USl· KD324510 
I 
rurn-on I t 0.17 0.14 0.12 2.0 1.3 0.54 O.B 1.03 1.0 r 
'r--- - ------- -- - ---- --.- - -- --- - - - --- --- -
0.5 I (l1s) tdl 3.1 2.9 3.1 11 12 12 3.8 4.2 3.2 cmax 
--
--
Turn-on t 0.30 0.34 0.24 2.2 1.9 0.73 1. 35 2.3 1.6 
r 
I------- --- --- r-- - --
-
I (11 5 ) tdl 3.0 2.9 3.0 11 12 12 5 3.2 3.2 cma:: 
Turn-off t f 1.4 0.99 1.3 0.64 0.52 0.59 0.21 1.0 0.25 
- --~ ------
0.5 I cmax (l1s) ts 20 13 19 14 13 14 1.9 1.4 1.7 
I 
-
...... 
W 
0- td 33 20 30 22 21 22 3.3 2.8 2.4 
Turn-off t f I 1.1 1.0 1.2 0.75 0.91 0.73 1.3 2.5 .79 
-- ------ --
1------ --- -- -----
I ( 115) t 11 5.8 11 11 10 11 2.0 2.2 1.39 
cmax s 
td2 18 11 19 19 20 19 3.3 3.6 
, 2.7 
-- ---- - ------
I (A) 1'10 150 100 150 150 100 1')0 150 100 
cmax 
OUT Mfgr. HltsU. FUJI West. MltsU. FUJI West. MltsU. FUJI \"Jest. 
FIgures 3.4.3 3.4.4 3.4.5 3.4.6 3.4.7 3.4.8 3.4.<) 3.4.10 3.4.11 
--- --
DUTs. The data is taken at half load (one half of the 
maX1mum collector current allowed) and at full load. At the 
very bottom of the chart 15 l1sted the maX1mum current for 
each dev1ce and the manufacturer of the dev1ce. 
The terms l1sted W1 th1n the table and the cr1 t1cal 
1nformat1on on the follow1ng osc1llograms are def1ned below. 
A graph1cal descr1pt1on of these terms 15 also found 1n 
F1gure 1. 4. 
t : r1se t1me of the collector current of the DUT 
r 
tD1: delay t1me between the ln1t1at1on of lnput to the 
base dr1ve and the r1se t1me of the collector current 
t f : fall t1me of the collector current of the DUT 
ts: storage t1me of the DUT dur1ng turn-off tD2: Delay 
t1me between the 1n1t1at1on of the s1gnal to the base dr1ve 
and the f1nal fall of the current 1n the DUT. 
There are two test Clrcu1ts used 1n th1s evaluatlon. 
If the DUT 15 dr1ven by the M1tsub1sh1 or FUJ1 base drlves, 
then the c1rcuit in Figure 1.2 15 used w1th a source voltage 
of approximately 200 V. If the DUTs were driven by the PERC 
base drlve then the c1rcuit in Flgure 5.1.3c was used wlth a 
source voltage of approx1mately 100 V. 
~.~.~.1 Mitsublshl Base Drlve Module (M57215L) 
The information in Table 5.3 is extracted from 
osclllograms shown the followlng flgures. The 
lnformatlon regardlng sWltchlng tlmes for the MltsublShl 
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base dr!. ve dr!. vJ.ng the MJ. tsubJ. shJ. transi stor J. s shown J.n 
the sequence of FJ.gures S.4.3a-e. As shown J.n Fig. 5.4.3a, 
thJ.s base drJ.ve provides a SA peak turn-on base current to 
the DUT. It then settles out to an increasJ.ng 2.5-5.0 A 
constant current. The propagation delay measured between 
the J.nJ.tJ.atJ.on of the signal to the base drJ.ve and the fJ.nal 
rJ.se tJ.me of current at the collector loS approxJ.mately 5.1 
mJ.croseconds. In Fig. b, the reverse current exceeds 2 A 
for turn-off and loS sustaJ.ned at a reverse bJ.as voltage of 7 
V whJ.ch provJ.des aporJ.xJ.mately .5 A of contJ.nual reverse 
base current after the J.nJ.tJ.al peak. SJ.nce these DUTs are 
DarlJ.ngtons, the reverse current wJ.II reach zero before the 
collector current begJ.ns to fall sJ.nce the maJ.n clearJ.ng 
current provJ.ded by the base drJ. ve is to turn off the 
saturated drJ.ve transJ.stor wJ.thJ.n the DarlJ.ngton. When the 
DUT loS operatJ.ng at full load, a larger amount of clearJ.ng 
charge requJ.red from base drive. However, the base dr1ve 
uses a fJ.xed capacJ. tance for charged storage. Therefore, 
the tJ.me J.nterval for reverse current from the base drJ.ve J.S 
shortened when turnJ.ng off the devJ.ce under full load 
condJ. tJ.ons. At full load, a peak current for turn-on J.S 
reached at approxJ.mately 4.5 A and settles out to a full 3 A 
maJ.ntaJ.nJ.ng current. There loS some oscJ.llatJ.on J.n the 
collector current due to the J.nductance WJ. thJ.n the load 
cJ.rcuJ.try. 
Shown J.n FJ.gure 5.4.3e J.S the output characterJ.stJ.cs of 
the base drJ.ve cJ.rcuJ.try. Shown J.S the voltage of the base-
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MltsublShl BD 
:::.. T :::.-USODY-H 
F 
Turn-on @ 75A 
Input = 1 V/div (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
I = 20 A/div (C) 
c 
Time = Ills 
Fig.5.4.3a. 
Turn-off @ 75 A 
1 20 A/d1V (A) 
C 
Ib = 1 A/d1V (B) 
Input = 1 V/d1V (C) 
Tlme = 5).ls 
Figure 5.4.3b. 
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MltsublShl Base Drlve 
DL'l QM 15CDY-H 
Turn-on @ 150 A 
Input = 1 V/div (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
I = 40 A/div (C) 
c 
Time = Ills 
Fig. 5.4.3c. 
Turn-off @ I50A 
Ib = 1 A/d~v (A) 
I = 40 A/div (B) 
c 
Input = 1 V/d1V (C) 
Time = 5~s 
Fig. 5.4. 3d. 
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M~tsub~shl Base Dr~ve 
DUT: QM150DY-H 
nUT Base Characteristic at 150 A 
Vbe 1 V/div (A) 
Ib = 2 A/d~v (B) 
Time = 50~s 
F~gure 5.4.3e 
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to-em~tter (output of the base drive of the DUT). Revealed 
~s the constantly appl~ed reverse voltage (approx~mately 7 
V) to the DUT. The source of th~s voltage should be of h~gh 
~mpedance s~nce the trans~stor could be operated ~n a 
reverse conduct~ng mode with an except~onally low ga~n. 
Th~s occurs qu~te often ~n full-br~dge c~rcu~try. 
In F~gures S.4.4a-e show the switching results for the 
M~tsub~sh~ base dr~ve dr~v~ng the FUJ~ DUT. Shown ~n Figure 
S.4.4a ~s the half-load character~st~cs. Aga~n the 
M~ tsub~sh~ base dr~ve offers a peak current pulse dur~ng 
turn-on wh~ch ~s very advantageous. At turn-off the reverse 
pulse aga~n exceeds 2 A. The FUJ~ dev~ce responds w~th a 
slowly r~s~ng turn-on and a slowly falling turn-off. As 
seen ~n F~gure S.4.4c, at full load the turn-on pulse ~s 
qu~te small and unfortunately, ~nadequate for the turn-on of 
the FUJ~ trans~stor. At the r~s~ng current edge, the dr~ver 
transistor starts to turn-on, however, the total Darl~ngton 
ga~n ~s too low and the maJor trans~stor does not have 
suff~c~ent charge to beg~n ~ ts turn-on process. In F~gure 
S.4.4d, the turn-off character~st~c ~s very su~table. W~th 
the reverse current ~n excess of 3 A, the FUJ~ DUT turns off 
qu~ckly, as ~nd~cated ~n Table 3 w~th a 1.0 m~crosecond fall 
t~me. 
As shown ~n F~gure S.4.4e, there ~s some ~nductance 
w~th~n the leads of the base dr~ve c~rcu~t go~ng to the DUT. 
Th~s ~s ev~dent by the overshoot voltage on the top trace 
dur~ng turn-on. Dur~ng turn-off the lnductance has 
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M1tsub1Sh1 Base Dr1ve 
DUT: EVM31-050 
B 
c 
Turn-on at 75 A 
Input = 1 V/d~v (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
1 .,. 20 A/d~v (C) 
c 
Time = l~s 
F~gure 5.4.4a 
Turn-off at 75 A 
Ib = 1 A/d~v (A) 
1 = 20 A/d~v (B) 
c 
Input = 1 V/d~v (C) 
T~me = 5\.ls 
F~gure 5.4.4b 
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·::-'I. .. JlShl Sase DrIve 
• ,_ T EVM 31-050 
c 
Turn-on at 1S0A 
Input = 1 V/div (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
I = 40 A/div (C) 
c 
T~me = 1lls 
F~gure S.4.4c 
Turn-off at 1S0 A 
Ib = 1 A/d~v (A) 
I = 40 A/d~v (B) 
c 
Input = 1 V/d~v (C) 
T~me = 5lJs 
F~gure 5.4.4d 
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MltsublShl Base Drlve 
DUT: EVM 31-050 
DUT Base Characteristics at 150 A 
Vbe m 2 V/d1V (A) 
Ib = 2 A/div (B) 
T1me = 50 J.l S 
F1gure 5.4.4e 
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m~n~mized effect and the current source characteristic of 
the drive provides the h~gh reverse current. 
Shown ~n Figure S.4.5a is the turn-on character~st~cs 
of the Westnghouse OUT driven by the M~tsub~sh~ base dr~ve. 
The overshoot current from the base dr~ve ~s sign~f~cant and 
helps the West~nghouse OUT turn on abruptly. The reverse 
current shown ~n F~gure b is s~m~lar to the M~tsub~sh~ base 
dr~ve c~rcu~t dr~ving ~ts own M~tsub~shi dev~ce (F~gure 
5.4. 3b). At turn-off the same character~st~cs and 
observations can be made as in the prev~ous F~gures 5.4.5. 
Aga~n F~gure 5.4.5e shows the same character~st~cs as ~n the 
earl~er F~gure 5.4.3e and the same conclus~ons can be made. 
It should be noted that the M~tsub~sh~ company packages the 
West~nghpuse dev~ce ~n Japan for West~nghouse. It ~s 
~nteresting to note that the West~nghouse and M~ tsub~ sh~ 
OUTs have many ~dent~cal character~st~cs. As w~ll be seen 
later, the West~nghouse OUT appears to have better sw~tch~ng 
character~st~cs than the M~ tsub~sh~ dev~ce from all three 
base dr~ve c~rcu~ts. 
~.1.~.~ FUJI BASE DRIVE MODULE (EXB-3S6) 
The follow~ng three sets of osc~llograms are the result 
of the FUJ~ base dr~ve c~rcu~t dr~v~ng the three dev~ces 
under test. 
character~st~c 
Shown ~n F~gure S.4.6a ~s the turn-on 
for the FUJ ~ base dr1 ve dr~ v~ng the 
M1 tsub~sh~ power Darl~ngton trans~stor (OUT). Shown lS a 
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MltsublShl Base Drlve 
C:" :- rCD32451Q 
c 
Turn-on at 50 A 
Input - 1 V/div (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
I = 10 A/div (C) 
c 
Time .. 1lls 
Figure 5.4.5a 
Turn-off at 50 A 
I 10 A/d~v (A) 
c 
lb = 1 A/div (B) 
1nput = 1 V/d~v (C) 
T~me = 5~s 
Flgure 5.4.5b. 
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MltSublShl Base DrIve 
l<D 324510 
Turn-on at 100 A 
Input = 1 V/d1V (A) 
lb = 1 A/div (B) 
I = 20 A/d1V (C) 
c 
Time = IllS 
F1gure 5.4.5c 
Turn-off at 100 A 
I .r- 20 A/div (A) 
c' 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
Input = 1 V/div (C) 
T1me = 5).1s 
Figure 5.4.5d 
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M1tsub1Sh1 Base Dr1ve 
OUT: KD324510 
DUT base characteristic at 100A 
Vbe = 1 V/div (A) 
lb = 2 A/div (B) 
Time = SOilS 
Flgure 5.4.5e 
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.r 
sll.ght peak current overshoot from the base drl. ve whl.ch 
helps to rapl.dly turn the device on. The rl.se tl.me for the 
collector current is measured at 2 ml.croseconds Wl. th a 
propagation delay (between the l.nl.tl.ation of a sl.gnal to the 
base drive and final rise collector current l.n the DUT) of 
approxl.mately 11 ml.croseconds. Durl.ng turn-off there l.S a 
peak reverse current that has an unusual characterl.stl.c. 
Reverse current reaches a peak value of approxl.mately one 
amp, then reduces to zero current l.n approxl.mately 4 
ml.croseconds and then wl.ll peak agal.n for an l.nterval of 
approxl.matly 7 microseconds to clear the transl.stor. It 
should be noted l.n the Fu)l. base drl.ve confl.guratl.on that a 
thl.rd tranSl.stor l.S used as a drl.ver forml.ng a trl.ple 
darll.ngton confl.guratl.on. Unll.ke the typl.cal turn-off of a 
Darll.ngton transl.stor, the reverse base current contl.nues 
after the clearl.ng of the mal.n power transl. stor. Further 
l.nvestl.gatl.on of thl. 5 l. 5 gl. ven l.n the followl.ng sectl.on 
evaluatl.ng the test results. At full load, shown l.n Fl.gure 
5.4. 6c, the overshoot current agal.n helps to turn on the 
power transl.stor. Durl.ng turn-off, the unusual 
characteristl.c of reverse current notchl.ng exceeds the zero 
level (posl.tl.ve I b ) followed by a reverse current pulse In 
the reverse dl.rectl.on for approxl.mately 6 ml.croseconds. 
Agal.n thl.s wl.ll be l.nvestlgated l.n the followl.ng sectlon. 
Fl.gure 5.4. 6e shows the combl.ned base characterlstlcs of 
base to eml. tter voltage and base current (output from the 
base drl.ver). 
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FUJI Base DrIve 
, 150DY-H 
Turn-on at 75 A 
Input • 2 V/div (A) 
Ib - 0.5 A/div (B) 
I - 20 A/div (C) 
C 
Time 511s 
Figure 5.4.6a 
Turn-off at 75 A 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (A) 
Input = 2 V/d~v (B) 
I = 20 A/d~v (C) 
c 
T~me = 511S 
hgure 5.4.6b 
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FUJl Base Drlve 
DU ~~ lSODY-H 
1.5 7 
Turn-on at 150 A 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (A) 
Input = 2 V/div (B) 
I = 40 A/div (C) 
c 
Time = 5J.1s 
Figure 5.4.6c 
Turn-off at 150 A 
Input = 2 V/d1V (A) 
I = 40 A/d1v (B) 
c 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (C) 
Time = 5)Js 
Figure 5.4.6d 
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FUJi Base Drive 
[Hl'T': QM 150DY-H 
OUT Base Characteristics at 150 A 
Vbe - 2 V/div (A) 
Ib - 0.5 A/div (B) 
Time ." 50~s 
Figure 5.4.6e 
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The F~qure set 5.4.7 shows osc~llograms result~ng from 
the FUJ~ base dr~ve c~rcu~t dr~v~ng a FUJ~ trans~stor (th~s 
comb~nat~on· ~s recommended ~n the appl~cat~on l~terature). 
As seen in F~qure 5.4. 7a, there ~s, due to a test set-up 
malfunct~on, a s~gn~f~cant overshoot in the collector 
current. However, the base current does prov~de adequate 
drive for the trans~stor. In the turn-off shown ~n F~gure b 
the same character~stic as previously noted appears. The 
turn-off dr~ve current ~n the base cont~nues as the 
collector current drops. Again, th~s w~ll be explained ~n 
the follow~ng sect~on. Shown ~n F~qure 5.4.7c ~s the turn-
on of the DUT under full load (150 A). Aga~n, there ~s 
suff~c~ent dr~ve from the base dr~ve to prov~de a h~gh rate 
of r~se of current ~n the DUT. The reverse turn-off shown 
~n F~qure 5.4.7d does not d~splay the severe notch~ng ~n the 
turn-off base current as seen prev~ously. The slope of the 
base turn-off current go~ng from forward to reverse 1S 
rather slow w~th a peak turn-off current of 1.25 A. 
Cons~derable osc~llations show up on the reverse turn-off 
wh~ch ~s attr~buted to a large lead 1nductance. To further 
show the base drlve character1st1c, Flqure 5.4.7e shows the 
base to eml tter voltage and base current (output from the 
base dr~ve clrcu~t) at the lnput (base) of the DUT. As can 
be seen, a large overshoot current ~n the base 1S ava1lable. 
The followlng set of osc1llograms shows the response of 
the West~nghouse trans1stor to the FUJ1 base dr1ve c~rcu1t. 
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['uJ1 dase DrlVe 
D~T· EVM 31-050 
Turn-on at 75 A 
Input = 2 V/dlV (A) 
I 40 A/dlV (B) 
C 
Ib ~ 0.5 A/dlV (L) 
Tlme = 511S 
Flgure 5.4.7a 
Turn-off at 75 A 
Input = 2 V/dlV (A) 
Ib = 0.5 A/dlV (B) 
I = 20 ~/dlV (C) 
c 
Tlme .. 511S 
F1gure 5.4.7b 
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FUJl Base Drlve 
Dl "1: E m31-050 
Turn-on at 150 A 
Input = 2 V/div (A) 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (B) 
I = 20 A/div (C) 
c 
Time = 511S 
Figure 5.4.7c 
Turn-off at 150 A 
Ib = 0.5 A/d1V (A) 
Input - 2 V/d1V (B) 
I = 40 A/d1V (C) 
c 
T1me = 511s 
F1gure 5.4.7d 
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FUJ1 Base Dr1ve 
OUT: EVM 31-050 
DUT Base Characteristics at 150 A 
Vbe = 2 V/div (A) 
Ib = 1 A/div (B) 
Time = SOllS 
Figure S.4.7e 
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In Fl.gure S.4.Sa the overshoot current turns the 
Westl.nghouse devl.ce on abruptly. The current then bUl.lds 
slowly to the full current provl.ded by the base drl.ve. The 
reverse base drl.ve current l.S sl.ml.lar to that shown l.n the 
oscl.llograms S.4.6a&b depl.ctl.ng the Ml.tsubl.shl. DUT's 
response from bel.ng drl.ven by the FUJl. base drl.ve module. 
Shown l.n Fl.gure 5.4. Sc l.S the turn-on of the Westl.nghouse 
transl.stor at full load. The overshoot base drl.ve current 
from the FUJ l. drl. ve Cl.rcul. t does aSSl.st l.n the turn-on of 
the Westl.nghouse devl.ce. An unusual response l.S shown at 
turn-off, F~gure 5.4.Sd. The reverse base current beg~ns to 
reach a peak value of 1 A, then, reverses dl.rectl.on 
prov~dl.ng almost a 1 A forward drl. ve l.nto the DUT for a 
short 2 m~croseconds. It then reverses dl.rectl.on agal.n to 
prov~de the reverse current flow requ~red to clear charge ~n 
the DUT. Th~s actl.vl.ty occurred w~th a collector current of 
100 A. In F~gure 5.4.Sf shows more acceptable 
character~stl.cs when the collector current l.S only 95 A. It 
appears the small threshold of 5 A aggravates th~s turn-off 
character~st~c ~n the base dr~ve cl.rcul.try. 
5.4.2.3 PERG BASE DRIVE 
The follow~ng set of osc~llograms use a d~fferent 
cl.rcul.t for evaluatl.ng the base drlve performance wlth the 
DUTs. Shown In F~gure 5.4. 9a ~ s the turn-on and turn-off 
characterl.st~cs of the PERG base drlve and the Mltsublshl 
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FU~l '3ase Drl.ve 
Dl T: DU24510 
B 
Turn-on at 50 A 
Input = 2 V/div (A) 
I 10 A/div (B) 
c 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (C) 
Time - 5\Js 
Figure 5.4.8a 
Turn-off at 50 A 
I = 10 A/d1V (A) 
c 
Input = 2 V/div (B) 
Ib = 0.5 A/d1V (C) 
T1me = 5'.ls 
F1gure 5.4.8b 
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;"1]"]1 Base Drlve 
K2 324510 
Turn-on at 100 A 
Input = 2 V/div (A) 
I 20 A/div (B) 
c 
Ib = 0.5 A/dlV (C) 
Tlme = s~s 
Flgure s.4.8c 
, -
" +-
Turn-off at 100 A 
I = 20 A/dlV (A) 
c 
Input = 0.5 A/div (B) 
Ib = 2 V/dlV (C) 
Tlme = Sus 
Flgure S.4.8d 
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c 
] 
- ..t •• :.1se Dr 1 ve 
OK324510 
OUT Base Characteristics at 100 A 
Vbe = 2 V/div (A) 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (B) 
Time = SOlls 
Figure S.4.8e 
Turn-off at 95 A 
I = 20 A/div (A) 
c 
Input = 2 V/d1V (B) 
Ib = 0.5 A/div (C) 
T1me = 5 ~s 
F1gure S.4.8f 
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DUT. Remember that th~s dr~ve c~rcu~t uses feedback 
informat~on from the collector to base voltage of the DUT 
prov~d~ng proport~onal base dr~ ve. At turn-on there ~s a 
m~n~mum on t~me for the base dr~ve c~rcu~ try 
prov~des a max~mum 
approx~mately 1.75 
~nput current to the DUT. 
A. After ~n~t~al turn-on 
which also 
This ~s 
the base 
current ~s adJusted accord~ngly to ma~nta~n the appropr~ate 
operat~ng cond~t~ons for the DUT. At turn-off there ~s no 
feedback mechan~sm ~ncorporated and a max~mum reverse 
current ~s appl~ed, shown ~n F~gure 5.4.9b. In th~s 
osc~llogram we see a very strong turn-off current of 
approx~mately 10 A ~nto the DUT. The DUT operates 
accord~ngly. At full load the turn-on character~st~c, shown 
~n F~gure 5.4.9c aga~n prov~des a m~n~mum turn-on current of 
approx~mately 3 A and the DUT has an abrupt turn-on. At 
turn-off under full load the same current character~st~c as 
prev~ously ~s prov~ded to the DUT. In these four 
osc~llograms, the collector current of the DUT and the base 
dr~ve are all well behaved. In F~gure 5.4.ge ~s a compos~te 
photo show~ng the base dr~ve voltage and current (~nput to 
the DUT). From these osc~llograms come the results that are 
entered ~nto Table 5.5. 
The follow~ng set of osc~llograms show the response of 
the FUJ~ DUT to the PERC base dr~ve. In F~gure 5.4.10a the 
turn-on response of the DUT at half load ~s ~nd~cated. The 
collector current of the DUT br~efly r~ses abruptly I then 
there ~s a slow trans~t~on to full current. Th~s may be due 
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to a lack of suffl.cl.ent base drl. ve of the early turn-on 
stage. In Fl.qure b l. s the turn-off characterJ. stl.C. Agal.n 
the 10 A l.S appll.ed for a ml.nl.mum 2.5 m1croseconds whl.le the 
DUT turns off. The turn-off, llke the turn-on, 1S rather 
sluggl.sh except for the fl.nal trans1 t1on. Dur1ng the off 
tl.me of the trans1 stor, a constant 5 V 1 S applIed to the 
device. At full load turn-on, shown 1n F1gure 5.4.10c, the 
PERG base drl.ve suppll.es a turn-on current of approx1mately 
2 A (due to a change of the ser1es base reS1 stance to 1.3 
ohms and the use of a bypass capac1 tor across th1S ser1es 
base reSl.stor of 35 F). Some d1ff1culty of the turn-on at 
full load was encountered Slnce the automat1c shut-down 
mechanism of the base drl.ve 1ntegrated C1rcu1t was act1vated 
at the 140 A level. The dl.ffl.culty encountered was that the 
current bUl.ldup of the collector current was slow compared 
to the requl.red tl.me llm1tatl.On 1n the reduct1on· of 
collector to base voltage sensed by the Integrated cIrcu1t. 
Sl.nce the collector current d1d not bUIld suffIcIently In 
tl.me and the collector base voltage had not dropped to a low 
enough level, the l.ntegrated C1rCUl.t would command the turn 
off of the transl.stor. By provId1ng a SlIght Increase In 
the l.nl.tl.al turn-on base current to the FUJI DUT the 
collector base voltage dropped to a suffICIent level to 
allow the l.ntegrated CIrC4I t to contInue l. ts base dr1 ve 
functl.on at the 150 A full load current rat1ng for the DUT. 
The turn-off curve shown In F1gure 5 4.10d shoHs the InItIal 
current surge from the base drIve CIrCUI try and the well 
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behaved turn-off of the DUT. There appears to be a sllght 
problem W1 th the DUT rather than the base drive and the 
rap1d turn-off of 1tS collector current. In Figure 5.4.l0e, 
the base drive current from the c1rcu1try to the DUT and the 
base-em1tter voltage of the DUT 1S shown. The abrupt rise 
of base current and the abrupt trans1t1on to reverse current 
1S well documented. Shown 1n F1gure f is the collector to 
em1 tter voltage of the DUT. As previously ment1oned, the 
Vce of the deV1ce was slow to drop at turn-on. It was th1s 
vol tage that caused the 1ntegrated c1rcui t to cease 1 ts 
dr1ve operat1on detecting a "fault" cond1tion. 
In F1gures 5.4 .lla-e are shown the response of the 
West1nghouse trans1stor to the PERG base dr1ve. In F1gures 
5.4.1la&b are the turn-on and turn-off character1st1cs 
slm1lar to those of the M1tsub1Sh1 dev1ce 1n F1gure 5.4.9. 
The same comments apply. In F1gures 5.4.llc&d the turn-on 
and turn-off character1st1cs of the DUT at full load (100 A) 
are shown. They are well behaved and W1 th1n acceptable 
operat1ng llm1 ts. The last osc1llogram 1S F1gure 5.4.11e 
Wh1Ch shows a compos1te base character1st1c of the DUT 
(output of the PERG base dr1ve). As 1nd1cated by the top 
trace a turn-off current 1S prov1ded for 
approx1mately 5 m1croseconds. The base dr1 ve then, goes 
1nto a proport1onal current dr1ve mode prov1d1ng the m1n1mum 
current necessary to keep the collector base voltage w1thln 
a predetermined amount. The lower trace shows the base-to-
emltter voltage ln the forward and reverse (turn-off) mode. 
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5.5 EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS 
5.5.1 S~ATIC TESTS 
5.5.1.1 MITSUBISHI BASE DRIVE MODULE (M57215L) 
Rev~ew~ng the wave forms of F~gure 5. 4.1a for the 
forward base dr~ve current to the OUT, we see a very fast 
r~ s~ng current pulse to the base. For such h~gh-current 
power sw~tches as tested ~n th~s proJect ~t ~s ~mportant 
that the base drl. ve current rl. se to l. ts maXl.mum value as 
qUl.ckly as possible. The given 0.84 microsecond rise t~me 
current pulse l.S very sUl.table to get the mal.n power dev1ce 
(OUT) conduct~ng as qul.ckly as possible w~ th~n ~ ts safe 
operat~ng area. The turn-off port1on of F~gure 5.4.1a ~s 
~nd~cat~ve of the current flow through the base module and 
the reverse current through the OUT. The amount of 
overshoot 1nd1cates that a small overlap per~od eX1sts when 
the source and s~nk trans~stors of the dr1ve module may be 
on at one t~me. Thl.s does not h~nder the turn-off 
propert1es of the base dr1ve C1rcu1t. As shown 1n F~gure 
5.4.1b a very fast r~s~ng reverse current flows from the 
base of the OUT. A s~gn~f~cantly long t~me (6.5 
m~croseconds) ~s g~ven for the dev~ce for the DUT to turn 
off. A hold1ng current w~ th a peak value of 0.5 A 1S 
ava~lable to ma1ntal.n the OUT ~n the off state dur1ng the 
non-conduction part of the cycle. Th1S current 1S suppl~ed 
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through the series res1stor and the negat1ve supply. 
In summary I the DUT will see a very st1ff current 
source for turn on and turn off base current pulses. ThJ.s 
J.s J.ndJ.cated by the very fast rJ.se tJ.me of the forward base 
current and reverse base current from the base drive module 
cJ.rcuJ.ts. 
5.5.1.2 FUJI BASE DRIVE CIRCUIT (EXB-356) 
RevJ.ewJ.ng the waveforms of FJ.gures 5.4.2a and b J.t can 
be seen that the FUJJ. drJ.ves operated margJ.nally wJ.thJ.n the 
manufacturer's spec1f1cat1ons. The propagat1on delay as 
measured between 1nput to the base drJ.ve C1rcu1t and 
actJ.vatJ.on of the DUT was slJ.ghtly larger than the 
specJ.fJ.catJ.on. However I an extra output stage was added 
between the Fu] J. base drJ. ve module and the nUT whJ.ch can 
account for the J.ncreased delay. At elevated temperatures 
thJ.s propagatJ.on delay wJ.ll J.ncrease due to the opto-coupler 
stage J.nternal to the hybrId module. Thl s delay Increase 
most probably wJ.ll remaIn WI thIn 15 s whJ.ch 1 s the delay 
allowable for the MJ.tsublShl drJ.ve. 
WJ.thout actJ.ve testJ.ng J.t IS dJ.ffJ.cult to exactly 
measure the foward rJ.se tJ.me but wJ.thJ.n the constraJ.nts of a 
OUT actJ.vated at low voltage and low current the rJ.se tJ.me 
equalled the specJ.fJ.catJ.on of 1 s. The rIse tIme of 
reverse current was also approximately 1 s. 
The reverse current drIve IS characterJ.zed by the 
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manufacturer by a rate of change of current from forward to 
reverse. Considering the first abrupt transition from 
forward to reverse base current flow the base dr~ve c~rcuit 
operated well within specif~cation. This should be ver~fied 
dur~ng the active test. 
5.5.1.3 PERG BASE DRIVE 
S~nce the PERG Base Drive uses active collector voltage 
feedback no static test~ng can be performed. Refer to 
Sect~on 5.5.2.3 for active test results. 
5.5.2 ACTIVE TESTS 
Th~s sect~on will evaluate the Act~ve Results from 
above sect~on 5.4 and w~ll be the bas~s for the Evaluatlon 
Sum~ary ~n Secton 5.5.5. 
5.5.2.1 MITSUBISHI BASE DRIVE CIRCUITS 
- - - -
This section w~ll compare the operation of the three 
DUTs:Mitsubishi, Fuji and Westinghouse, when driven by the 
Mitsub~shi base drive circuit. 
From the Figure Sets 5.4.3, 5.4.4, and 5.4.5 we see 
that at full load the turn-on base current overshoot 
provided by the Mi tsublShl base drlve c~rcu~ t ass~sts ln 
turn~ng the DUT on rap~dly for two of the three devlces. In 
the Fuji device, the collector current does not rlse 
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immediately. This appears to be due to the base drive 
c~rcu~t conf~guration and can be corrected if the base dr~ve 
c~rcu~t parameters are mod~fied. 
W~th a storage t~me of 5.8 m~croseconds, wh~ch ~s half 
that of the other two DUTs, the FUJ~ dev~ce appears to be 
the more su~table DUT to be dr~ven by th~s M~tsub~sh~ base 
dr~ve c~rcu~t. Th~s lower storage t~me is a result of lower 
~nternal shunt res~stance between base and em~ tter ~n the 
ma~n trans~stor w~th~n the FUJ~ Darl~ngton DUT. Th~s lower 
shunt res~stance allows a h~gher reverse current flow ~n the 
dr~ver trans~stor to sweep out charge more qu~ckly. Th~s 
low res~ stance also expla~ns why the base dr~ ve c~rcu~ t 
f~nds d~ff~culty turn~ng on th~s Fuji DUT. The MltsublShl 
and Westlnghouse DUTs have comparable parameters at full 
load. To reduce thelr storage t~me, an lncrease ln reverse 
base current would be needed. 
CONCLUSION. The three dev~ces appear to be su~ tably 
drlven by thlS M~tsublShl base drlve clrcu~t provlded some 
based drlve parameters are changed, i.e. for the FUJl 
dev~ce, a higher turn-on base current is necessary whereas 
for the Mi tsublShl or Westinghouse a hlgher turn-off base 
current ~s requ~red. These changes can be implemented by 
chang~ng the values of RF and RR (F~g. 5.3) respectively. 
5.5.2.2 FUJI BASE DRIVE CIRCUIT 
ThlS sectlon compares the performance of the three DUTs 
when dr1ven by the FUJ1 base drl.vu Cl.rCUl.t. As shown in 
Fl.gures 5.4.5, 5.4.6, and 5.4.7. 
A slgnlfl.cant d1fference can be seen between the three 
DUTs durlng turn-on. The best performer lS the West1nghouse 
deVlce when dr1ven by th1S base drlve. It lS assumed that 
the hlgh ga1n of the West1nghouse dev1ce contr1butes to 
th1S. Th1S lS expla1ned by v1ew1ng the c1rcu1t 
conf1gurat1on of the FUJl. base dr1ve given 1n F1gure 5.1.2 
and 1tS operatl.on as descr1bed 1n F1gure 5.1. The FUJl base 
dr1ve C1rCUl.t uses a th1rd trans1stor 1n a tr1ple darllngton 
conf1guratlon to dr1ve the DUTs. However, the th1rd 
trans1stor lS not act1vated for very h1gh ga1n DUTs but 
rather acts as a serl.es d10de between the base drlve Clrcult 
and the DUT's 1nput (base). The hlgh galn Westlnghouse DUT 
responds as 1f 1 t were d1rectly drl ven from the FUJ 1 Base 
Drlve Module. 
At turn-off the FUJl. base drlve C1rcult lS acceptable 
when dr1v1ng the FUJl. translstor at full load. Even at part 
load th1 s base drl. ve Cl.rCU1 t performance 1 s unacceptable. 
At turn-off the base dr1ve current beglns to flow out of the 
DUT then at the peak reverses dlrectlon and beglns flowlng 
back lnto the deV1ce or, at least, reaches a mlnlmum turn-
off current. The reverse current then contlnues to peak 
agaln and turn off the deVlce 1n a natural manner. ThlS 
actlon can be expla1ned by v1ewlng carefully the lnteractlon 
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of the three trans2stors composing and the output trans2stor 
of the FUJl base drlve and the DUT. When the current (Ib1 ) 
flow2ng from the base drive MODULE reverses direct20n (Ib2 ) 
a port2on of the current,Ib2 , is drawn through the base to 
emitter junct20ns of all three transistors and the remainder 
bypass2ng 2n the shunt base to em2 tter resistances in the 
DUT. Th2s reverse current begins to turn off the internal 
dr2ve trans2stor of the darl2ngton DUT before the base dr2ve 
C2rcu2t output trans2stor (DTR, Fig. 5.1.2b) begins to turn 
off. When the voltage across the em2 tter to collector of 
the Darl2ngton dr2ve trans2stor builds, the DTR's forward 
collector current beg2ns to 2ncrease, thus reduc2ng or 
stopp2ng the reverse current flow out of the base of the 
DUT. The recovery of the DTR and DTU continues unt2l the 
eventual forward b2asing of the 'base to emitter bypass 
d~ode' of the DTR. Then, the Darlington DUT recovers as 
normal. The dr2ve trans2stor of the Darlington 2S no longer 
seen as a saturated trans2stor and this cond2 t20n dur2ng 
turn-off accounts for the collector current and base current 
reach~ng zero at th~ same t2me. Th2S same turn off 
character2st2c 2S observed in the results of the PERG base 
dr~ve when the dr2ve trans2stor of the darl2ngton 2S not 
saturated. There w2ll be a c02nc2dent zero2ng of the base 
and collector currents. 
It can be concluded that none of the three DUTs 2S 
acceptabe W2 th th2 s base dr2 ve . For acceptable operat~on 
the output trans2stor of the base dr.2ve C2rcu2t (DTR) must 
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be sIzed such that It WIll be mInImal In SIze compared wIth 
the drIve transistor of the DarlIngton. Thi s make s the 
CIrcuIt hIghly dependent upon the characterIstIcs of the DUT 
such as temperature, gaIn, etc. 
5.5 2.3 PERG BASE DRIVE 
Thl s sectIon compares the three DUTs performance when 
drlven by the PERG Base DrIve as previously outlIned. 
The turn-on characterIstics IndIcate the DUT's are 
adequately drIven. However, the FUJI DUT IS the least 
desIrable due to the low effectIve gaIn exhIbIted. For thIS 
drIve CIrcuIt to accommodate the FUJI devIce a change In the 
serIes base resIstance, RB=1.3 ohms (refer to FIgure 5.1.3c) 
was requIred along wIth a bypass capacItor across thIS 
resIstor of value 35 F. An alternatIve SolutIon would be 
to use a hIgher speed, lower V ( t) devIce for the current 
ce sa 
sourcIng transIstor (FIgure 5.1.3b). A good candIdate for 
thIS transIstor would be the recently reIntroduced germanIum 
transIstors by companIes i.e. GermanIum Power DeVIces 
Corp., SInce they have a low V WhICh IS deSIrable. Also 
ce 
the temperature dependence of the germanIum tranSIstor IS 
not crItIcal In thIS applIcatIon. 
The best performIng DUT at turn-off IS the WestInghouse 
deVIce WIth the 790 nanosecond fall tIme and a 1 39 
mIcrosecond storage tIme. All deVIces, however, are 
acceptable. 
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To conclude, the Mi tsubishi and Westinqhouse dev~ces 
are the preferred devices to be driven by th~s dr~ve 
c~rcu~ t, s~nce the Fuj i requl.res the hiqher quall. ty output 
drl.ve staqe whl.ch translates into a hl.qher cost. 
~.§ EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Th~s sect~on compares the three base dr~ve c~rcu~ ts 
h1ghl1ght1ng each of their advantages. Fortunately, there 
lS suff1C1ent commonality to allow for two conclud1nq 
summar1es as q~ven l.n the last subsectl.on 5.5.5.2. 
5.6.1 BASE DRIVE CIRCUIT COMPARISONS 
Slnce the PERG base dr~ve uses a feedback mechanlsm for 
regulatlng the amount of base current to the DUT and the 
M1tsub1Sh1 base drl.ve circuit and FUJl. base dr1ve c1rcult 
does not, the latter two c~rcul. ts w1ll be evaluated flrst 
and then the chol.ce wl.ll be compared w~ th the PERG base 
drlve. 
Independent of performance compar~sons, the FUJl base 
drlve had two undes~rable characterl.stl.cs. As outl~ned 1n 
sectlon 5.1.1, two FUjl base drlve c~rcult boards had to be 
constructed because of the hl.qh level of ~nterference 
suscept~b~ l~ ty exhl.bl. ted by the FUJ 1 c~rcu~ t whereas the 
M1tsub~sh1 board exh~blted ll.ttle 1f any 1nterference 
suscept~bll~ty. In fact, the M~tsub~sh~ board was more 
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"loosely" laid out than the Fuj i ' s circul. t and yet, 
outperformed the Fuji circuit. Another undesirable 
characterl.stic of the Fuji base drive Cl.rCUl.t l.S the base 
drl. ve "notching" explained in sectl.on 5.4.2.2 where the 
reverse base current is not steadl.ly appll.ed to sweep out 
~harge from the main OUT. Other than performance 
characterl.stics The Mitsubl.shi cl.rcuit has an advantage 
compared to the FUJi in the l.nput drl.ve cl.rcul.try requl.red. 
Sl.nce the Ml.tsubl.shi uses only one l.nput photocoupler l.t 1S 
easl.er to l.nterface with and appears to be more dependable. 
Comparl.ng the electrical performance characterl.st1cs of 
the two base drl.ve cl.rcuits, refer to table 5.4, the 
Ml.tsubl.sh1 cl.rcuit drl.ves the OUT suff1c1ently to cause a 
faster rl.se tl.me of the collector current and a shorter 
delay tl.me (from l.nl. tl.atl.on by the l.nput sl.gnal to the 
actual actl.Vat1on of collector current of the DUT) . 
However, the fall tl.me of the collector current of the DUT 
1S faster by approximately 25% for the FUJ1 base drl.ve 
C1rCUl.t. The storage time and turn-off delay t1me of the 
two base drl.ves are comparable. 
Because of the undesirable actl.on of the reverse 
current from the Fujl. base drive C1rCUl.t, the l.nterference 
susceptl.bl.ll.ty and the small marg1n of performance 
l.mprovement of the FUJ i drl. ve, the Ml. tSUb1 shl. base dr1 ve 
cl.rcul.t l.S the preferred Cl.rCUl.t of the two. 
Next a comparison l.S made between the M1tsub1Sh1 base 
drl. ve Cl. rcul. t and the PERG base dr1 ve. From a funct10nal 
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systems point of v~ew, the PERG base drive offers a number 
of advantages when monitoring and controlling the DUT' s, 
operat~ng parameters, such as, overvoltage, overcurrent, 
m~nl.mum on-time, etc. as described l.n section 5.1.5. The 
M~tsubl.sh~ 
components 
drl.ve would require 
to provide the same 
many discrete external 
functions. The PERG base 
drl.ve also, prov~des for fewer components, smaller s~ze, 
ll.ghter wel.ght, hl.gher rel~ab~l~ty and easier assembly. 
Unfortunately, the PERG dr~ve has no galvonic l.solation. 
Agal.n using Table 5.4, a comparison between the 
M~ tsubish~ and PERG drl.ves can be made. The Ml. tsubl.shl. 
Cl.rcul. t provl.des a faster collector current rl.se t~me of 
approxl.mately 0.3 ml.croseconds which l.S flo ve tl.mes faster 
than that provl.ded by the PERG drl.ve (averaged). The PERG 
dr~ ve, however, prov~des a O. 23 m~crosecond fall tl.me at 
half load and a storage tl.me of only 1.7 microseconds whl.ch 
l.S an order of magnl. tude lower than that provl.ded by the 
M~tsub~sh~ drl.ve. Surprl.sl.ngly, at full load the fall t~me 
of the DUT' 5 collector current l.S comparable for e~ ther 
drl. ve. F~nally, the delay tl.me of the dr~ ves at turn-on 
(approx~mately 5.5 m~croseconds) l.S comparable but the PERG 
excells at turn-off w~th only a 2.9 m~crosecond delay t~me 
whJ.ch J. s approxJ.mately one order of magnJ. tude faster than 
the Ml.tsub~shl. dev~ce. 
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~.§.~ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For a "slmple" base drive circuit the Mitsubishi base 
drive 1S preferred over the Fuji. Surpris1ngly, if the 
storage time of the DUT is unimportant in the system design, 
the Mi tsubishi base drive is also comparable to the PERG 
dr1ve. If consider1ng the base drive circu1ts at a systems 
level, then the PERG base drive excels. The PERG dr1ve 
prov1des a self-regulated positive base current, a negat1ve 
base current 1nsuring fast turn-off at a constant current 
level, adJustable output current which can be 1ncreased by 
means of one or more external tranS1 stors, a selectable 
m1n1mum conduct1ng t1me to allow for d1scharge of any 
snubber networks, protect1on against saturat10n of the DUT, 
1mmed1ate llm1tat1on of the collector current to avold 
overcurrent operatlon of the DUT, mon1torlng of the posltlve 
and negat1ve base dr1ve C1rCU1 t power suppl1es and 
programmable maXlmum on-tlme. 
Because the PERG base drlve uses a dual reslstor 
feedback scheme to determ1ne the proportlonal base drlve to 
the DUT, the base drlve Clrcult must be opt1mlzed for the 
devlce under test. Also, the output drl ver stage for the 
Thompson-CSF Integrated Clrcult (as outllned ln Sectlon 
5.1.1) should be optlmlzed for the current range that lt 1S 
to be used In. 
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5.7 PERG Base Dr~ve Development 
The term "optimum base drive" has many different meanings to 
users of power transistors. Th~re are some common desired 
functions within each meaning and these are incorporated in the 
PERG Drive. There are four major preferred functions as 
discussed below. 
Many power electron~c c~rcuits ~ncorporate small 
res~stor-capac~tor c~rcu~ts to soften the harsh sWltching 
tranSlents that appear across the power sw~tch~ng devices. These 
"snubber clrcults" store energy durlng the period when transostor 
1 s cut-off. However, durlng the perlod when the transi stor 1 s 
turned on these snubbers must be dlscharged. Such a requlrement 
may necessltate a "m~nlmum on-time" operatlon of a power switch. 
The PERG Base Drlve lncorporates a "mln~mum on-t~me" functlon. 
As a precautlon ln lnductlve sWltchlng clrcuits, a "maxlmum 
on-tlme" llml t may be needed as a precaut10n against system 
malfunctlons or power sW1tching dev~ce overloads. The PERG Dr1ve 
lncorporates a "max1mum on-t1me" llm1 t for the power swi tchlng 
dev1ces. 
Almost all hlgh power b1polar sWltch1ng dev1ces use a 
"bllateral base current" as a dr1ve requ1rement. The PERG Drlve 
prov1des such a drlve condltlon. The forward turn-on current for 
the power devlce 15 controlled by feedback whereas the reverse 
base current for turn-off 1S at a preset level. 
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The most 1mportant feature of the base dr1ve 1S to prov1de 
proport1onal base current. This assists the trans1stor in many 
ways such as, fast sW1tch1ng and more rugged operat10n. The PERG 
dr1ve prov1des this function by mon1 tor1ng the power SW1 tching 
dev1ce's collector base voltage and adjusts the base current to 
keep the voltage w1th1n a preset bound. This method 1nherently 
prov1des a means for over-current protect10n by turn1ng-off the 
trans1stor when the bound1ng parameter 1S exceeded. 
In summary the PERG Drive prov1des the follow1ng functIons 
for power sW1tch operat10n: 
• M1nImum on-t1me for power sWItch operat10n: 
• Max1mum on-t1me 
• Bipolar base current 
• Proport10nal base drIV~ 
• Current l1m1t1ng 
The follow1ng subsect10ns w1ll detaIl the theory Involved In the 
proport1onal base dr1ve along wIth the conceptual evolutIon of 
such a C1rCU1 t. The last subsectIon documents the laboratory 
development and test1ng of the PERG DrIve. 
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5.7.1 Theory of Operat10n for Proportional Base Drive 
Nearly all high power transistors fabricated today are of a 
Darl1ngton conf1guration [1] as shown schematically in Fi-JUre 
5.7.1. From th1s configuration 1t can be shown that the 
transistor, T2 , never operates in the steady state satu.ration 
reg10n where the collector-base junct10n 1S forward biased. This 
1S desirable, as will be discussed later, for fast switching 
trans1stors. However, the transistor, T1 , can operate well 1nto 
saturation unless 1tS base drive circuit controls its region of 
operat10n. It is then the intent of a proportional drive circuit 
to control the "level of saturation" of transistor Tl by varying 
the amount of base current, I B, delivered to Tl in proportion to 
the collector (load) current of trans1stor T2 . 
How m1ght th1s proport10nal current drive be accomp11shed? 
It can be shown from dev1ce physics that the current through a 
trans1stor dev1ce causes changes 1n the collector to base voltage 
drop, V
cb . A preferred reg10n of operation, as depicted on the 
s1mp11f1ed term~nal character~st1cs in F1gure 5.7.2, 1dentif1es 
th1s relatlonsh~p. Th1s preferred region is known as 
quas~-saturat~on. If a trans1stor operates to the right of this 
reg~on a excess~ve amount of power can be diss1pated due to the 
h1gh V
cb . If the trans~stor operates to the left in deep 
saturat~on then m1n1mum power 1S d1ss1pated. However, very high 
storage times are observed during switch~ng that l~mits the 
trans1stor I s max~mum operat~ng frequency and greatly increases 
the sw~ tch~ng loss. Ideally, operat~on ~n the m~d-region is 
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preferred to minimize Vcb and the sw~tching loss. 
To prov~de a more quant~tat~ve approach to the control 
problem a small derivat~on of the phys~cal parameters compris~ng 
the collector-base voltage is now undertaken. F~qure 5.7.3 shows 
a one dimensional view of a high voltage b~polar power 
transistor. The area of most ~nterest ~s the n-reg~on and ~ts 
-interface at p-n . In this area the collector-base voltage ~s 
due to: 1) the electr~c f~eld due ~n the deplet~on reg~on of the 
base-collector junction, 2) the electric f~eld created ~n the 
space charge region due to h~gh level ~nj ect~on of minor~ ty 
carriers, and 3) the electr~c f~eld caused by the spac~al 
current-res~stance product ~n the bulk n material. The 
expressions for these voltages can be read~ly der~ved from the 
Bas~c Current-Dens~ty equat~ons. The currents due to the flow of 
pos~tive change (holes) ~nd negat~ve charge (electrons) per unit 
area are: 
where 
= q~n n E + q D V nn 
-19 q = magn~tude of electron~c charge (1.6xlO C) 
~ = hole and electron mob~l~ty (450 cm2/v-s and 
1500 cm2/v-s respect~vely) 
p,n = hole and electron concentrat~on, respect~ve1y 
E = electr~c f~eld 
A = d~ffus~on coeff~c~ent equal to (0.059 Iv) 
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(1) 
(2) 
v = grad1ent of charge concentration. 
The maJor flow of current through th1s high gain transistor is 
due to electron flow. The hole current density can be considered 
neglig1ble, therefore, from equation (1) 
0.0 = q ~p P E - q Dp(dp/dx) 
which 1mplies that 
-1 E(x) = (KT/q) p (x) (dp(x)/dx) (3) 
Th1S represets the electric field in the n- reg10n (The depletion 
layer effect 1S not 1ncluded.) Cornbinlng (3) and (2) and 
realiz1ng that for h1gh level 1nJection the gradients dp/dx and 
dn/dx are equal 
In = -2qDn (1+Nd/2p) dp/dx (4) 
where n=p(x)+Nd from charge neutrality constra1nts. S1nce Jp = 
0, the collector current 
J c = -In 
and the solut1on to equat10n (4) 1S 
p(x) = p(O) - (J
c
x/2qDn)+(Nd/2) In (p(O)/p(x». (5) 
Now we can V1ew any part of the n- reg10n and find the voltage 
drops. 
Referring back to F1gure 5.7.2, the two extremes of the 
guas1-saturat1on reg10n are labeled at A and AI. To the r1ght of 
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A' the collector-base Junct10n is reversed biased and the 
transistor operates 1n the act1ve mode. At point A' the electric 
field caused by the collector-base Junction's deplet10n layer 1S 
countered by an applied base-collector voltage, hence, there 1S 
no space charge region since there 1S no forward 1nJect1on. The 
only voltage drop occurr1ng across the collector-base term1nals 
is due to the electric field caused by the collector current 
flowing thru the bulk n- material. From equat10n (2) where Vn=O, 
In=Jc and n=Nd, the voltage drop in the bulk mater1al 1S 
x 
Vb = - J E dx = JCW/qllnNd 
o 
(6) 
th1s equation shows the general results [2] that the slope of the 
l1ne de11neat1ng act1ve and quas1-sat 1S given by 
(7) 
where A is effect1ve cross sectional area 
W 1S the width of the n- reg1on. 
(Note: W can be obta1ned by applY1ng equation 
(6) at low current levels) 
At the other extreme of quasi-saturation, point A, the 
trans1stor is near1ng entry 1nto hard saturat1on. This can be 
character1zed 1n F1gure 5.7.2 by a complete saturat10n of the n 
reg10n w1th m1nor1ty hole car1ers 1njected from the p-n 
interface and extend1ng to the - + n -n 1nterface w1th the 
constra1nt that the concentrat10n of holes reaches a nominal 
amount at the 1nterface. Th1s 1S dep1cted by the dotted l1ne. 
These 1nJected carr1ers ava1l themselves for charge transport and 
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consequently, modulates (reduces) the res~stance of th~s n 
reqion. Two electric fields prov~de th~s effect. The f~rst ~s 
caused by a Junct~on voltage, V , due to the deplet~on layer at 
. J 
the metallurg~cal junct~on wh~ch must be overcome to prov~de 
charqe inJect~on. The second f~eld from voltage, Vs ' ~s due to 
the charge qrad~ent of the space charge layer in the modulated 
reg~on. S~nce the ent~re operat~nq req~on from A to A' ~n F~qure 
5.7.2 ~s of ~nterest, the voltages VJ and Vs will be expressed as 
a funct~on of the amount of quas~-saturat~on and related thru the 
d~stance x that the ~nJected charge passes w~th~n the n- req~on. 
The space charge req~on produces an electric f~eld (hence, 
voltage) as expressed ~n equat~on (3). Us~ng equat~on (5) as the 
l~m~ts 
x p(x) 
Vs = -f Edx = f 0.0259/p(x) dp(x) 
o p(o) 
= 0.0259 In (p(o) Nd/2.1x1020 ) 
where p(o) = Po + Pno' Px = Pno 
n~ = 1. 45 x 10
10 -3 cm 
(8) 
The amount of ~nJected charge at the p-n ~nterface can be 
expressed as 
(9 ) 
However, p ~s the un~form background charge concentrat~on found 
no 
throughout the n - reg~on. From equat~on (5) for p(x) = Pno at 
some correspond~ng value Xc 
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(10) 
Solving equation (9) and substitutl.ng equatl.on (10) we have an 
expression for the junction voltage: 
Finally, the voltage from collector to base of a power transistor 
l.n quasl.-saturatl.on can be calculated from [3] 
Vcb = 
for p(o) » Pno 
J (W-x ) 
c c 
KT 
KT 
ln ( 
q 
ln (1 + - ) 
q 2qD
n
P(o) 
) 
(11) 
To ease the analysis the last term can be assumed to have a 
negligl.ble effect. 
To operate the transistor at point A l.n Fl.qure 5.7.2 the 
entl.re n- regl.on l.S modulated, l..e. Xc = wand the maJor voltage 
drop from collector to base l.S due to the second term in equation 
(11). This indicates that Vcb = f(ln p(o» and from equation (5) 
p(o)a J
c
. However, our interest lies nearer to operatl.on at the 
AI point of Fl.qure 5.7.2. As can be seen from equatl.on (11) for 
x =0 the fl.rst term doml.nates whl.le the second term makes a 
c ' 
minor contrl.butl.on. Thl.s l.S the key that shows the dl.rect 
dependence of Vcb on collector current and that whl.ch has been 
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successfully used [4] to der~ve a proport~onal base dr~ve. The 
PERG dr~ve dev~ates l~ttle ~n theory from prev~ous des~gns. 
5.7.2 Proport~onal Drive C~rcu~t Evolut~on 
One method of proport~onal base dr~ve control ~s the 
var~ation of base current to ma~nta~n constant Vcb voltage. Th~s 
has been done, h~stor~cally, ln the "Baker Clamp" topology for 
driv~ng trans~stors shown ~n F~gure 5.7.4. To prevent the 
trans~stor from saturat~ng excess base current ~s dlverted 
through the upper d~ode. When assum~ng equal forward drops 
across the forward conductlng dlodes, the Vcb equals zero. 
Relatlng thlS to equat~on (11) lt can be seen that the conduct~on 
drop in the collector ~s approx~mately equal to the voltage drop 
1n the modulated and unmodulated n reg~on countered by the 
voltage drop of the forward b~ased p-n ~nJect1ng Junct~on. Two 
drawbacks to th1 s approach are: l) The amount of modulat~on 
var~es w1th temperature (due to ga~n change) and causes vary~ng 
sW1tch1ng t~mes; 2) though the base current to the translstor ~s 
proport~onal, the base dr~ ve supply current does not change. 
Th~s later drawback ~s cons~derable s~nce one ma~n advantage to a 
proport~onal drlve lS the energy savlngs In the base drive 
suppl~es. A s~mple remedy suggested by D.C. Hopklns at VPI SU ~s 
shown ~n F~gure 5.7.5. The m~ddle dlode of the c~rcu~t ~n F~gure 
5.7.4 ~s replaced by the base-emltter Junct~on dlode of the dr~ve 
trans~stor In F~gure 5.7.5. Now, the amount of excess current 
bypass~ng the maln trans~stor's base (through the upper d~ode) 1S 
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reduced by the ga~n of the dr~ve trans~stor. Ideally, the Vcb of 
the main trans~stor ~s still zero volts. 
Unfortunately, ma~nta~n~ng a constant VCb ~s not des~rable. 
As shown by equation (7) the Vce vs Ic character~st~c g~ves a 
preferred stra~ght l~ne relation to the threshold edge of 
quas~-saturat~on. We have assumed Vb ~s constant and V =Vb + e ce e 
Vcb · Therefore, we must vary Vcb w~th changes of Ic. Th~s would 
be s~mple to ~mplement ~n F~gure 5.7.5's c~rcuit if the 
trans~stor gain, h fe , was constant. Th~s last assumtion about 
constant gain ~s not a ser~ous l~m~ tat~on s~nce a base dr~ve 
c~cu~t des~gn can be opt~m~zed for full load operat~on that would 
prov~de max~mum performance and energy sav~ngs. At low loads any 
error, though possibly large ~n percent would have a minor effect 
because of the small magn~tude of load curent. 
To prov~de a larger Vcb at h~gher collector currents wh~ch 
requlres hlgher base currents, a ser~es base res~stor, Rb , can be 
connected as shown ~n Flgure 5.7.6. Th~s res~stor provldes the 
l~near relatlon between V cb and Ic There st~ll needs to be 
incorporated and offset term ~ndlcated In equatlon (11) and 
accurately ~dent~fled by Mr. Rlppel (reference 4) . The 
addl tlonal reslstor, Rf , In Flgure 5.7.6 allows the base drlve 
clrcult to control the Vcb In magnltude and degree of varlatlon 
as a functlon of Ic. Aga~n, refer to reference 4 for a practlcal 
step by step procedure for chooslng the reSl star values Rb and 
Rf . ThlS entlre development assumes a flxed current supply, IB1 
as shown In Flgure 5.7.6. 
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5.7.3 Circuit Development 
The ma~n component the PERG Base Dr~ve Circu~ t ~s the 
Thomson-CSF Components Corporation's integrated circuit (IC) UAA 
4002 "Control Circuit For Fast Sw~ tching Transistor" shown ~n 
Figure 5.1.3a. Bes~des provid~ng many monitoring funct~ons the 
IC has an ouput dr~ver stage that replicates the des~red c~rcu~t 
~n F~gure 5.7.6 (excluding the resistors and transistor) and ~s 
shown ~n Figure 5.1. 3b. The output stage of the final circuit 
incorporating the UA 4002 IC ~s shown in Figure 5.7.7. The 
select~on of output Drive Transistors, T1 and T2 , was based on 
sw~tching speed and availab~lity and may not represet the opt~mum 
cho~ce. All res~stor values exept ~ and RF were selected ~n 
suggested application accordance 
procedure. 
w~th 
It 
the manufacturer's 
should be noted that the manufacturer's 
descr~pt~on of the internal circuit arrangement ~s only 
funct~onally descriptive. This was born out by many frustrating 
attempts to alter the external component arrangement to someth~ng 
different than what the appl~cat~on notes specif~cally suggested. 
One cr~t~cism of this IC is the ~nadequate description about the 
~nternal work~ngs. However, when the manufacturer's suggest~ons 
were implemented the results were very grat~fy~ng. 
Since the circu~ t uses a feedback loop for operation the 
circui t development and "Act~ve Dev~ce Test~ng" were performed 
simultaneously. For this development the Mitsubishi power 
trans~stor was used as the Dev~ce Under Test (OUT). An example 
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of the resulting waveforms of the PERG Base Dr~ve output for base 
current, I b , OUT's collector current, Ic' and co11ector-em~ tter, 
voltage, Vce are shown in Figure 5.7.8. The important parameter 
to view is the Vce of the OUT (top trace) as a decrease ~n Ic 
(middle trace) occurs. As can be seen, Ic reduces from 100 A 
init~a11y to a 50% value while the base current, Ib (lower race), 
reduces sig~ficant1y (since this is the ma~n funct~on of a 
proportional base drive circu~ t) . As noted ~n the prev~ous 
section, we regulate Ib to regulate V cb' however, w~ th some 
variation in V cb so that a somewhat constant port~on of the n-
region ~s ma~ntained in conductiv~ty modulation w~thin the 
trans~stor structure. The remaining part of the n- reg~on acts 
as a bulk res~stor and its voltage varies proport~onally with 
current. The base drive, also, provides an in~tially large base 
current pulse to get the OUT turned on quickly wi th min~mum 
sw~tch~ng loss. 
To demonstrate the controlabil~ty of the operatlng 
parameters of the base dr~ve, Figures 5.7.9a and bare glven as 
plots of Vbc (vertical axis) versus Ib(hor~zonal ax~s). The 
or~gin for both axes ~s denoted by the c~rcle ~n the lower left. 
One should take a moment to fully understand the s~gn~f~cance of 
these traces. Figure 5.7.10 g~ves the complete trace of a 
probable operat~ng l~ne. The two res~ stors Rb and RF (~n the 
PERG Base Dr~ve c~rcuit (F~gure 5.7.7) control the slope and Ib 
intercept of the operat~ng tra] ectory ~n F~gures 5.7. 9a and 
5.7.9b. For both figures the base res~stor, Rb = 5.65'2. For 
Figure 5.7.9a the feedback res~stor, RF ~s nearly tw~ce that of 
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Figure 5.7. 9b. For a larger feedback res~stance value more 
current is diverted into the base current result~ng ~n h~gher I b , 
for the same Vbc ' A more ~nformat~ve v~ew may be to cons~der I b , 
~.e., a h~gher Vbc (-Vcb ) means the trans~stor ~s operat~ng 
deeper into quasi-saturation (approach~ng full saturat~on). As 
Ib varies, as in Fgiures 5.7.8., the Vbc var~es. S~nce Rb and RF 
control the trajectory their values can be adjusted to provide 
opt~mum base dr~ve to the DUT. Again refer to Reference 4 for a 
practical detailed method of selecting Rb and RF . 
Tpe f~nal results of the PERG Base Dr~ve development are 
gi ven in Section 5.5. The values for ~ and RF were selectd 
empir~cally for these results. 
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Vbc vs- ~ 
(vert.) Vbc = SV/div 
(horiz) Ib = l~/div 
~ = 970n. ~ = 3.6.n. 
(vert.) Vbc = SV/div. 
(horiz) Ib = 125 mA/div. 
Rr = 470.n.. lb = 3.6.f'_ 
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6.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF POWER FETS 
In this chapter, five different power FETs are evaluated. The 
rat1nqs of these devices are qiven in Table 6.1. 
---------
No Typ 
---------
1 IRF 441 
---------
2 RFK 15N45 
(RCA) 
--_._----
3 RFK 15N50 
(RCA) 
---------
4 2SK 356 
(Toshiba) 
---------
5 2SK 386 
(Toshiba) 
---------
* supposed 
x unknown 
------
lolA] 
------
8 
------
15 
------
15 
------
12 
------
10 
------
6.1 Test Tasks 
Table 6.1 
Ratinqs of Power FETs 
-------- ---------- ------------ ------- --------
IOMIA] BVoss(V] RoS( on) I Q] Po(W] PACKAGE 
-------- ---------- ------------
------- --------
32 500 0.85 125 TO-3 
-------- ---------- ------------ ------- --------
40* 450 0.85 x TO-3 
-------- ---------- ------------
------- --------
40* 500 0.85 x TO-3 
-------- ---------- ------------ ------- --------
30 250 0.25 120 TO-3 
-------- ---------- ------------
------- --------
15 450 0.7 150 PLASTIC 
-------- ---------- ------------
------- --------
Three sets of device parameters will be evaluated as described 1n 
the follow1nq: 
A. SW1tch1nq T1mes 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
turn-on delay time td(on) 
r1se time tr 
turn-on t1me ton = td(on) + tr 
turn-off delay time td(off)' 
fall time t f 
• turn-off t1me toff = td(off) + t f 
B. Conduct1on Res1stance ~S(on) 
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• 
• 
RoS(on) dependance on gate-source voltage (VGS ) 
~S(on) dependance on case temperature 
c. Dev~ce parallel~ng 
6.2 Test Egu~pment 
In general, the test equipment used for the power FET 
character~zation ~s the same as that used for the bipolar transistors. 
The base drive circuit used in bipolar transistor test~ng is used here 
as a gate dr~ ve for the FETs. In order to avoid the effect of 
parasitics on the switching t~mes of the FETs the power circuit of the 
tester was arranged as t~ght as possible, so that very fast switch~ng 
times can be measured. The s~mple test c~rcuit for the FET devices is 
shown in F~g. 6.1. 
6.3 Test Method 
All data are generated as a function of the dra~n current up to 
the maximum rated pulse drain current. 
All data were measured using the gate-source voltage as the 
runn~ng parameter. In addit~on, the data were generated at different 
case temperatures. The sw~tching times definitions are given ~n F~g. 
6.2. 
6.4 Test Condit~ons 
All FET dev~ces were tested under the follow~ng c~rcuit 
cond~t~ons: 
• Supply voltage was approx~mately one half of the rated max~mum 
(breakdown) dev~ce voltage. 
• 
• 
gate-source resistance RGS = 4Q 
Duty cycle < 1% 
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... 
f1g.6.1. Test C1rcu1t for MOSFET character1zat1on. 
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Fl.g. 6.2. MOSF;:;'!' '5'til. tchl.ng tl.;nes defl.nl. tl.on. 
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• 
• 
6.5 
gate-source voltage VGS = 10 and lsV 
case temperature TC = 30; 75; 100°C 
Test Results Presentation 
The test results concerning various power FETs' characterizations 
are given in Appendices E to H. 
In Appendix E, the test results of power FET on-resistance values 
are given, while ~n Appendix F the test results the of switching-times 
are presented. In appendix G, comparisons are made among the FETs. 
F~nally, in Append~x H, the results of parallel operation of FETs are 
given. 
6.5.1 On-Resistance Characterist~cs 
The test results of the FETs' on-resistance values are given in 
Append~x E from F~g. E.l.l to E.s.2. There are two graphs for each of 
the f~ve dev~ces. A descr~pt~on of the two graphs are given below 
us~ng the data measured for the IRF 441 device. 
on-res~stance at Tc = 300 C (plot 1 in F~g. E.1.1) 
Th~s graph ~s a plot of on-resistance values as a funct~on of 
dra~n current at two d~fferent gate voltages VCS = 10 and lsV. The 
data were obta~ned at 300 C case temperature. 
on-res~stance at TC = 300 75 0 1000 f (plot 2 ~n Fig. E.1.2) 
For th~s graph, the gate-source voltage VGS was constant at VGS = 
10V. o 0 0 At three d~fferent case temperatures, TC = 30 ; 75 and 100 C, 
the on-resistance values were measured as a funct~on of drain current. 
Th~s graph prov~des the ~nformat~on of on-res~stance as a function of 
the case temperature. 
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6.5.2 Switching Characteristics 
The test results are given in Appendix F, from Fig. F.l.l to Fig. 
F. 5.6. There are six graphs 'for each of the five devices. SWl tchlng 
characteristics were plotted as a functlon of drain current at two 
different gate drives (VGS = 10V and 15V), while the drain-to-source 
voltage and case temperature were held constant at VDS = 200V and TC = 
30 C, respectively. 
Taking the IRF 441 device as an example those plots are as 
follows: 
• turn-on delay tlme td(on) ~plot 1 In Flg. F.1.1) 
• rlse tlme t (plot 2 In Fig. F.1.2) 
r 
• turn-on tlme t = td(on) + t (plot on r 
• turn-off delay tlme td(off) (plot 4 
• fall time t f (plot 5 In Fig. F.1.5) 
3 In Fig. F.1.3) 
in Fig. F.1.4) 
• turn-off tlme toff = td(off) + t f (plot 6 In Fig. F.l.6) 
6.5.3 Comparatlve test data 
The comparative tests data plots are presented in Appendlx G. 
The comparatlve test data were generated for on-reslstance data as 
well as SWl tchlng tlmes data. From these plots relatl ve comparl son 
among fl ve tested devl.ces l.n terms of on-resl. stance and SWl. tchl.ng 
tl.mes loS possl.ble. 
For on- resl. stance comparl. son three graphs are generated (Flog. 
G .1.1-G.1. 3) Wl. th the comparatl. ve data for all devl.ces at constant 
gate drl.ve voltage VGS = 10V and three dl.fferent case temperatures TC 
= 300 i 75 0 Ci 1000 C. 
The SWl. tchl.ng tl.mes comparlson can be made uSlng two sets of 
graphs generated for two dl.fferent gate drl.ves VGS = 10V (Flog. 
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G.2.1-G.2.6) and VGS = 15V (F1g. G.3.1-G.3.6). 
Each set of graphs conta1ns SlX graphs for SlX SW1 tching t1mes 
character1st1cs (td(on)' t r , ton' td(off)' t f , t off )' 
6.5.4 Test Data of Parallel Operat1on Character1zation 
All test data of parallel operat1on characterlzat1on, glven 1n 
Append1X H, are presented by oscllograms. The osc1lograms were taken 
at d1fferent draln current levels, and for each current level three 
oscllograms are taken showlng the load current shar1ng among dev1ces. 
Flrst osc1logram for each current level shows statlc current sharlng 
wh1le rest two show dynamlc current shar1ng dur1ng turn-on and turn-
off phases. 
6.6 Test Data Interpretatlon 
In th1S sect10n the test results glven 1n Appendices E to H, are 
dlscussed. However, because of a large number of data generated th1S 
dlScusslon w1ll be carr1ed out In terms of a Ilttle b1t more 
general1zed form. The goal lS to draw the clear conclUS1ons about the 
power FETs' behaV10r regard1ng the measured performances, and that lS: 
- on-res1stance characterlstlc 
- sW1tch1ng characterlst1cs 
- parallel operat1on behaVlor 
6.6.1 On-reslstance Cons1derat1on 
US1ng the plots gl ven 1n Append1x E 1 t 1 S ObV10US that the 
follow1ng conclUSlons concernlng on-reslstance RDS(on) of MOSFETs can 
be drawn: 
• Ros(on) lS lncreaslng funct10n of draln current ID for the 
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• 
• 
constant gate dr~ve (VCS)i 
~S( on) depends on gate-source voltage VCS· That dependence 
~s for all dev~ces very weak and tendency of hlgher VCS is to 
reduce RDS(on). Moreover, the ~nfluence of VCS on ~S(on) is 
more pronounced at h~gher currents, above the rated DC 
current, ~. e., at the currents allowed only in pulsed mode 
operation. The strongest influence of VCS on ~S(on) was 
observed for the IRF 441, where at the maXlmum pulsed drain 
current, change of VCS for SV. (from 10V to lSV) causes the 
decrease of RDS(on) approx~mately for 10% ( 2.2Q to 2Q). 
~s(on) ~ncreases w~th a ~ncrease of the case temperature TC 
for g~ven VCS. The change of resistance value wlth TC' also, 
depends on the dra~n current level and it was observed that 
the temperature coeff~clent of ~s(on) is greater at higher 
current levels. Pos~t~ve temperature coefflcient of ~s(on) 
~s very des~rable for parallel operation of MOSFETs because it 
automatlcally tends to keep current sharing balanced. 
In the Table 6.2 the lntervals of the on-resistance values in 
the full range of draln current, at three different 
temperatures, are g~ven. In fact, the Table 6.2 generalizes 
the data g~ven ~n Appendlx E. 
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Table 6.2 
On-res~stance values in the full range* 
of drain current at three d~fferent case 
temperatures TC = 300 ; 75 0 ; 1000 C for VGS=10V 
------------
RDS(on) [Q] 
at T =30°C C 
------------
IRF 441 0.8 
-
2 
------------
RCA RFK 15N45 0.45 
-
1 
------------
RCA RFK 15N50 0.55 
-
1 
------------
Rns(on) [Q] 
at T =75°C C 
1.3 
-
2.6 
0.7 
-
1.1 
0.7 
-
1.1 
RDS(on) [QJ 
at TC=100 "c 
1.4 - 3.6 
------------1 
0.8 - 1.5 
0.9 - 1.4 
0.35 - 0.45 
0.9 - 1.35 
* Full range mea~s from low current up to max~mum pulsed current 
allowed. At h~gher TC then 30°C derated max~mum pulsed 
current values were taken. 
Accord~ng to the values of on-res~stance RDS(on)' tested dev~ces 
may be categor~zed as Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 
Devices Relat~ve Categor~zation Regard~ng 
the On-Resistance Values 
LOW 
Rns(on) 2SK 356 
MEDIUM 
RDS(on) RFK 15N45, RFK l5N50, 2SK 386 
HIGH 
RDS(on) IRF 441 
6.6.2 Switch~ng T~mes Cons~derat~on 
From the exper~mental data presented ~n Append~x F we can draw 
some general conclus~ons concern~ng sw~tch~ng character~st~cs of 
MOSFETs. The obta~ned results for each measured character~st~c 
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(td(on)' t r , ton' td(off)' t f , t off ) are d1scussed separately. 
A. turn-on delay t1me td(on) 
The ma1n conclus10ns about td(on) can be summar1zed as follows: 
• td(on) 1S almost 1ndependent of dra1n current IDi 
• 
• 
• 
• 
td(on) depends strongly on the gate dr1ve cond1t10ns (VGS and 
RGS ) i 
td(on) decreases w1th a 1ncrease of VGS i 
td(on) depends on the dev1ce typei 
for all f1ve dev1ces td(on) 1S 1n the range from 80 ns to 60 
ns. The upper range values correspond to smaller V GS; 1. e. , 
VGS = 10V. 
Such behav10r of td(on) can be expla1ned recall1ng that td( on) 
eX1sts because some f1n1 te t1me 1S needed to charge up the gate 
capac1tance to the threshold voltage value. That t1me depends on the 
gate dr1ve cond1t10ns (VGG i RGs ) and the value of the gate 
capacltance, l.e., on the devlce type. It 1S clear that hlgher VGS or 
smaller RGS glve smaller td(on) and, therefore, for a constant drlve 
(VGS ' RGS = const), td(on) depends solely on devlce typo Slnce all 
measured devlces are of the Slmllar rat1ngs (except 2SK 386), 1 t 
should be expected that they have the slm1lar areas and, therefore, 
the gate capac1tances so the turn-on delay t1me 1S very slrnllar, too. 
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B. Rise T1me t 
---- r 
From the data obta1ned for the r1se t1me we can draw the 
follow1ng conclus~ons: 
• t r depends strongly on both dra1n current (I D ) and gate 
• 
• 
• 
• 
~s increas~ng funct~on of IDi 
~s decreas~ng funct~on of VGS i 
VGS relat1ve 1nfluence on tr ~s stronger at the h~gher current 
levels (the range over D.C. current rat~ng)i 
the range of tr measured for two d~ fferent V GS = 10 i l5V 1 s 
5-30 ns at low currents and 300-400 ns at max~mum pulsed 
current. 
The observed behav10r of tr ~s very eas~ly understandable Slnce for 
the constant gate dr~ve (VGS ' RGS = const) h~gher current ID requlres 
longer t~me·to be reached, wh~le for the h~gher VGS translstor sweeps 
faster through l~near reg~on because of the faster rate of the gate 
voltage increase (the 
therefore, tr ~s reduced. 
C. Turn-On Time t on 
faster gate capacltance charglng) and, 
Turn-on t~me (ton) ~s g~ven as a sum of turn-on delay tlme td(on) 
and r~se t~me (t
r
) 1.e. 
ton = td(on) + tr 
The general conclus~ons about ton can be summarlzed as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
ton depends on both ID and VGSi 
ton depends on ID ~n the very same manner as tr depends on !D 
because td(on) ~s virtually lndependent of I D, 
ton dependence on VGS lS because both td(on) and tr depend on 
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D. 
VGS; 
• At the hl.gher current levels (pulsed mode) t is vl.rtually 
on 
• 
determ1ned by tr Slnce td(on) lS relat1vely small; 
the range of ton for two d1fferent VGS and broad range of 10 , 
for all f1ve measured dev1ces, lS 60-500 ns. 
Turn-Off Delay T1me td(off) 
Concern1ng turn-on delay t1me (td(off» from the data obta1ned we 
can draw the follow1ng conclus1ons: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
td(off) is v1rtually independent of dra1n current 1D; 
td(off) depends on the gate dr1ve cond1t1ons (Vcs ' Res); 
for the h1gher VGS the value of td(off) lS greater; 
td(off) depends on transistor type; 
td(off) range lS 10-50 ns for dev1ce tested at two d1fferent 
VCS = lOilSV. 
For explanat10n of descr1bed behav10r of td( off) we have to recall 
that td(off) eX1sts because 1nput gate capac1tance needs some t1me to 
d1scharge from oversaturated gate voltage to the voltage wh1ch 
corresponds to act1ve reg10n gate voltage. Therefore, td(off) 
pr1mar1ly depends on gate capac1tance 1n con]Unct1on w1th gate dr1ve 
cond1t1ons (VCS ' Res) and lS 1ndependent of 10 for a glven dev1ce typo 
For h1gher Vcs the trans1stor gate voltage lS more oversaturated so 
td(off) lS longer. 
E. Fall Tlme t f 
The ma1n observat1ons regard1ng the fall t1me (t f ) are' 
• t f depends on the dra1n current 1D for a constant gate dr1ve 
and t f 1ncreases as 1D 1ncreaseSi 
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• 
• 
lS vlrtually lndependent of the gate voltage Ves at all 
current levelsi 
the range of t f obtalned for the measured deVJ.ces J.n full 
current range loS 15 ns-220 ns; 
Because t f represents the tJ.me whJ.ch devJ.ce spends sweepJ.ng through 
the actl ve regJ.on J.n turn-off phase and, sJ.nce off-gate voltage 1. s 
zero (not negatJ.ve gate drJ.ve was used), then for the glven current 
level tJ.me needed for the gate capacJ. tance to dJ.scharge from the 
vol tage at the beglnnlng of the actl ve reglon to threshold voltage 
does not depend on a posltlve value of Ves used to turn the devlce on. 
However, t f depends on Res because lot determJ.nes the gate tJ.me 
constant ln con]Unctlon wJ.th the lnput gate capacltance. For a hlgher 
IO longer tlme t f 1. S needed for a dl scharge of gate capacJ. tance 
because the voltage at the begJ.nnJ.ng of actJ.ve reglon lS hlgher. 
F. Turn-Off Tlme toff 
Turn-off (t(off}) tlme lS glven as a sum of turn-off delay tlme 
(td(off» and fall tJ.me (t f > J..e., 
toff = td(off) + t f 
The general conclusJ.ons about toff can be summarJ.zed as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
toff depends on both the draln current IO and gate voltage 
VGS i 
toff dependence on IO loS because t f depends on IO' Slnce 
td(off) does not depend on IOi 
toff dependence on Ves loS due to td(off) dependence on VGS ' 
sJ.nce t f vJ.rtually loS lndependent of VGS ; 
at the hJ.gher current range (pulsed mode) toff loS vlrtually 
determlned by t f sJ.nce td(off} loS relatlvely small; 
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• the range of toff for two different VGS = IOil5V ~n the full 
range of IO' for all f~ve measured dev~ces, ~s 25-270 ns. 
Some important conclus~ons explained earl~er are summar~zed in the 
Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4 
Summary regard~ng sw~tch~ng 
character~zation of MOSFETs 
Influence of the Increase of No. ~havior Depends on 
, .. ~ IO VGS 
characteristic 
IO for VGS VGS for IO = 
= const = const 
--- --------------~----- ------ --------------- ---------------
1. td(on) No Yes No Decrease 
--- -------------- ----- ------ ---------------~----------------
2. tr Yes Yes Increase Decrease 
--------------~----- ------ -~-------------~---------------
3. ton Yes Yes Increase Decrease 
--------------~-----~------ -~-----------------------------4. td(off) No Yes No Increase 
--- -------------- ----- ------ -~-----------------------------5. t f Yes No Increase No 
--- --------------~----- --------------------------------------6. toff Yes Yes Increase Increase 
In addition to Table 6.4 we have to po~nt out that gate c~rcu~t 
series res~stance RGS also ~nfluences the swithc~ng characterlst~cs. 
Its lnfluence is always to ~mprove the sWltching performances as it 
becomes smaller and smaller. In our lnvestlgation ~ t was kept at 
constant value RGS = 4Q. However, the min~mum value of RGS is l~m~ted 
by possible gate circuit oscillations. 
From Table 6.4 we can conclude that h~gher VGS ~mproves turn-on 
characteristics and degrades turn-off performances, therefore, there 
is trade-off between those two. 
Finally, ~n Tables 6.5 and 6.6 we have shown typ~cal SWl tch~ng 
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No. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
, 
t~me values for f~ve tested devices and relative comparison among 
them. 
Table 6.5 
Typ~cal Switching Time Ranges for VGS 
[10; l5V] and ~n Full Range of 10 (up 
to maximum pulsed rated)* 
~ td(on t t td(off) r on (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns) OEVICE TYPE 
IRF 441 60-680 35-370 100-440 10-20 
RCA RFK l5N45 60-80 35-370 100-440 30-50 
RCA RFK l5N50 60-80 35-3701100-440 30-50 
Tosh~ba 25K 356 60-80 30-420 90-500 15-30 
Tosh~ba 25K 386 60-70 5-120 65-190 10-20 
t f 
(ns) 
40-80 
120-240 
90-170 
30-140 
30-40 
* dev~ces have d~fferent I HO rat~ng see Table 6.1 
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toff 
(ns) 
10-100 
150-290 
120-120 
45-170 
40-60 
Table 6.6 
Relat1ve compar1son of tested dev1ces 
regarding switchlng performance 
fast IRF 441, Tosh1ba 2SK 386 
~-------- --------------------------------------
med1um RCA RFK 15N50, Tosh1ba 2SK 356 
~-------- ---------------------------------------
slow RCA RFK 15N45 
6.6.3 Parallel Operat1on Cons1derat1on 
All f1ve dev1ce types were tested for two-deV1ce parallel 
operatlon behaVlor. The ma1n concern 1n parallel operat1on 1S about 
stat1c and dynam1c load current shar1ng among deV1ces as well as the 
stab1l1ty of that operat1on. The analys1s of parallel operat1on was 
carr1ed out by mon1tor1ng the load current sharlng at d1fferent 
current levels for d1fferent gate-source voltages and duty cycles. 
Because all results qual1tat1vely were ldentlcal as for VGS = lOV and 
duty cycle d = 1%, only osclllograms for those condltlons are 
presented 1n Appendlx H. An lmpact of h1gher duty cycle lS to 1ncrease 
a case temperature and decrease steady-state current level (for 
constant draln supply voltage) due to 1ncrease ln on-res1stance value 
at h1gher temperatures. 
From the obta1ned data (presented In Append1x H uSlng format 
expla1ned 1n sectlon 6.5.4) we can draw the follow1ng conclUS1ons: 
• for all deV1ces under cons1derat1on stat1c shar1ng of load 
current at all draln current levels are relat1vely good. 
Generally speak1ng' the stat1c sharlng lS wlthln SA d~fference 
of the 1nd1 V1dual dra1n currents. It can be caused el ther 
because of the spread of on-res1stance values or because of 
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nonequal paras1 tic resistance of the test circu1 t for each 
dev1ce, although, all were done to make 1t equal. Our belief 
1S that the second reason 1S prevalent. 
• dynam1c shar1ng dur1ng the turn-on phase 1S good for all 
dev1ces and at all dra1n current levels and sl1ght d1fferences 
were caused primar1ly because of non-equal1zed paras1t1c 
1nductances in 1nd1v1dual clrcu1ts, 1n sp1te of all precautlon 
taken to avo1d that 
• dyanm1c shar1ng dur1ng the turn-off phase 1S, also, good for 
all dev1ces and at all dra1n current levels 
• the stable parallel operatlon were observed for all dev1ces at 
all dra1n current levels except for Toshlba 2SK 386 devlce. 
To elaborate on the last observatlon we w1ll use the Flg. H. 5.4 and 
F1g. H.S.7 (or f1g. H.S.8 and f1g. H.S.l1) wh1ch were taken under the 
same test cond1t1ons but in two d1fferent tlmes after the test 
beglnnlng. Namely, the osc1llogram ln Flg. H.S.4 (or H.S.8) was taken 
lmmedlately after the appllcatlon of the gate drlve (several seconds 
after), whlle the osclllogram in F1g. H.S.7 (or flg. H.S.ll) was taken 
after 3 mlnutes of parallel operat1on. As 1t can be seen the current 
shar1ng 1n the.beg1nn1ng of parallel operat1on 1S good but after some 
tlme (3 mlnutes) we observe the current robblng where one deVlce takes 
more current then another one (sum of those two currents In both 
flgures are the same due to the constant load current). Th1s tendency 
1S such that eventually one dev1ce takes the full load curre~t Of 
course, when load current 1S h1gher then rated current of the devlce 
WhlCh tends to take over the load current the devlce falls and 
lmmed1ately after fa1ls the another devlce because of the same reason. 
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In other words Tosh~ba 2SK 386 dev~ce exhib~ ts pos~ t~ ve dra~n 
current temperature coeff~c~ent (l~ke b~polars) and can not be used ~n 
d~rect (wlthout some add~t~onal network) parallel operat~on. 
All other dev~ces were tested for stab~l~ty but ne~ther has shown 
lnstable (current robblng) mode of operatlon. 
6.7 Some Comments on the MOSFETs Character~zat~on 
---- -- ---
In addltlon to the d~Scusslon presented ln the prev~ous sectl0n 
here we want to po~nt out some lmportant facts concern~ng the MOSFET 
characterlzatlon and appllcatlon WhlCh are not mentloned or, only, 
br~efly dlscussed earller. 
F~rst, a compar~son between the test data and spec~fled 
manufacturer's data can be carrled out only approx~mately because the 
test data are generated under somewhat dlfferent cond~ tlons and are 
much more detalled than speclfled. Nevertheless, ~t has been found 
the reasonable agreement between the test and spec~f~ed data for 
condl tlons Whlch are slmllar, for all devlce and for all reslstance 
and sw~tch~ng character~st~cs. However, the data generated for 
parallel opertlon of two deVlces are qu~te new regard~ng that they are 
not glven ln data spec~f~cat~ons. 
Second, ln order to ult~ze the full advantage of fast sWltchlng 
speed of power MOSFETs the layout deslgn of power c~rCUl t must be 
carefully done. In fact, due to very fast sWltchlng speed, l.e., the 
fast turn-on and turn-off tlme (generally ton < 500 ns; t f < 300 ns) 
the parasl tlcs of the ClrCUl t must be kept as small as posslble. 
Otherw~se the curreht sWltch~ng t~mes are determlned not by devlce bu~ 
the parasltlc components. It means that MOSFET Clrcult mus~ be very 
tlght. In addltlon, for operatlon wlth an lnductlve load ~urn-on ~lre 
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is determ1ned by load circu1t wh1le turn-off t1me lS affected by free-
wheel1ng d1ode. To obta1n fast toff the d10de must be faster than 
dev~ce. Also, ~n th~s case MOSFET C1rcu~t must be free of paras~t1c 
~nductance as much as poss~ble to ach~eve the fast response and low 
dra~n voltage sp~ke. 
Th~rd, as we have expla1ned the sW1tch1ng performances of MOSFETs 
are strongly affected by the gate dri ve cond~ t10ns (see Table 6.4). 
In fact, the sw~tch~ng performances depend on how fast we are able to 
charge and d1scharge nonlinear gate capac~tance. Pract~cally, ~t 
means that the gate c~rcu~t time constant t - R x C ~n 
- GS gate 
conJunct~on w1th the value of gate supply voltage (VGG = VGS ) controls 
sw~tch~ng speed. However, turn-on character1st1c can be 1mproved by 
us~ng h~gher V GS and smaller RGS ' wh1le turn-off character~ St1C 1 s 
sl~ghtly affected by VGS (only through td(off)> and gett~ng worse w~th 
h~gher VGS ' but can be ~mproved by reduc~ng RGS (reduc~ng t f ). 
Unfortunately, RGS m1nimal value lS llm1ted by osc~llat~ons of gate 
C1rCU1 t because the 1nput gate capac~ tance along W1 th the paraS1 t~c 
~nductance of gate circuit for suff~c1ently low RGS form poor damped 
resonant C1rcu1t. In add1t~on, smaller RGS 1ncreases the power 
d1ss~pat~on of drive c~rcu~t. Therefore, the cho~ce of RGS lS up to 
des1gner depend~ng of concrete sltuat~on. The upper value of VGS lS 
llm1ted by the gate breakdown voltage (usually 20V). The h~gher the 
VGS the smaller paras1t~c 1nductance 1S allowed ~n gate c1rcult, due 
to poss1ble gate sp1ke voltage Wh1Ch can cause the fa1lure of devlce. 
F1nally, 1n parallel mode of operat1on 1n order to ach1eve the 
good stat1c and dynam1c load current shar~ng the Clrcult deslgn shoula 
be symmetrlcal so that the both devlces see the same Clrcu:~ 
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parameters. It means that all connect1ons must be of equal length as 
well as all contacts should be wlth the same reslstance. Also, the 
thermal coupl1ng of dev1ces should be good~ although that 1S not 
essentlal as ln the case of blpolar dev1ces. Only dev1ces w1th the 
negatlve draln current temperature coeff1cient may be paralleled 
dlrectly. 
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7.0 ASCR Test~ng 
An alternate power switch to the transistor ~s the 
thyr~stor. It has advantages of h~gh current capab~l2ty at :ow 
cost but has a disadvantage of not be2ng a self-comrnutat2ng 
device (except the Gate-turn-off type). The Asymmetr2cal S2l2con 
Controlled Rect~f1er (ASCR) ~s of th1S thyr~stor fam1ly and 
enJoys the advantage of hav1ng the h1ghest sW1tch1ng speed. To 
. 
accomplish the h1gher speed the dev1ce lS fabr1cated to have 
d1fferent forward and reverse block1ng voltage rat1ngs 
("asymmetr1c" rat1ngs). 
The test~ng of the Slemens company's BStH6140f dev1ce lS 
reported 1n th1S sect1on. The summary 1nformat1on 1S glven 1n 
the last subsect1on. The test procedures followed are standard 
for ThYS1 stors and test parameters are sim1lar to those 2n the 
devices spec1f1cat1on sheets, F1gures 7.1a and b. 
7.1 Test Results 
The signif1cant test results can be d2v1ded into two areas; 
resul ts from test1ng the input gate to cathode character1st1cs 
(VGT , I GT ), and results from the output switching time (tq) and 
conductlon drop (VF ). 
The test results are summar1zed 1n Table 7.1. In early 
test1ng two of the four Slemens deV1ce samples were destroyed due 
to operator/hardw~re error. Therefore, data for only two deVlces 
are available. The test1ng was performed in a stralght forward 
manner using semi-automated test equ1pment and uS1ng test 
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Sperr· und Blockierrichtung 
Hochster posltiver bzw 
negatlver Sperrstrom 
DurchlaBnchtung 
Grenzeffektlvstrom 
StoBstrom 
GrenzlastlOtegral 
Schleusenspannung 
DlfferentlellerWlderstand 
ITnnS!I, 
IrSM(11 
UITOI 
rr 
Dynamische Werte, Ein- und Ausschaltverhalten 
Emraststrom ILAT 
Zundverzug 
Kntlsche penodlsche 
Laststromstellheit 
bel zusatzhcher Beanspruchung 
aus einer RC·Beschaltung 
PeTiodischer Elnschaltstrom 
aus RC·Beschaltung 
Kntlsche Spannungsstellhelt 
(Typ eSt H 61 ... ) 
(Typ BSt H 61 .59) 
Frelwerdezelt 
(TypBStH61 .f) 
(TypBStH61 .. g) 
Steuerkreiswerte 
ObererZundstrom 
Obere Zundspannung 
N Ichtzundcnder Steuerstrom 
(dl/dt}cr 
ImlRel 
(dU/dt}cr 
IGT 
UGr 
100 
10mA 
250A 
l850A 
1650A 
t1200A2s 
13700A2s 
10000A's 
SOOOA's 
1.03V 
1,65mO 
0.5A 
1.0A 
2,2f.ls 
1,51ls 
150A/J,1s 
100A 
50A 
200V/IlS 
1000VlllS 
100V/lls 
500VlllS 
2000VlllS 
100mA 
250mA 
4S0mA 
1,OV 
1.5V 
2,OV 
Nebenbed'ngungen 
,,,, ... 140 C,bel 0,67 UOR'"O.67 URRI.t 
... l40'C,bel UORIJI, URRM 
.9;- 2S"C I Smushalbwelle 
- 140~C J 50 Hz. UR -= OV 
.9;- 25·C \ 
_ 140.C J t .. 10ms. Ui>.'" OV 
.9;- 25°C}t-2bls5ms 
- 140°C UR .. OV 
} ErsatzgeradefUrS. -140·C 
s.... l40·C I Uo - l8V. 
- 25·C f 10-lA, d/o/dt-=lA/J,1s. 
- -40'C tgt",1511S 
10 - 1 A l dlG/dt- 1 A/J,1s. s. .. 25·C 
IG - 3A I Uo ... 0.5 UORI~,l/R .. 2 tgd 
IrM -16A 
.9; "" 140~C. f ... 50Hz. Uo" 0,67 UORM 
langlmpuls mit linearem 5tromanstleg auf 
ITlvI- 480 A 
Zusatzhch zulassige Elnschaltstromspitze 
aus RC.Entladung,IrMIRcl- 100A 
notwendige Ansteuerung 
10'= 1 A.d/o/dtr:. 1 A/v-s 
dl/dt .. (dl/dt}cr I 
notwendlge Ansteuerung 
10 r:. 1 A. dio/dt '= 1 A/J,1s 
di/dt::s 10AtJ,1s 
notwendige Ansteuerung 
la All lOT 
0,33 UORM Unearer 
s. ~ 140·C 
f- 50Hz 
Uo-
0,67 UORM 
0,67 UORM IS. - 140·C 
1,0 UoRM Spannungsanstieg. 
0.67 UoRM Steuerkreis 
0,33 UORM offen. 
9j -140·C,-di/dt- -10Atlls 
UR .... - 0,67 URRM. Uo - 0.67 UORM 
du/dt- 50V/J,1S,/rM -160A 
Tablette vor Kommutierung voll durchge-
schaltet 
9, - 140·C I 
25°C f UoC: 2V 
_ -40·C 
s. - 140·C I 
- 25·C Uor:. 2V 
_ -40·C 
~ - 140·C, Uo - 2V 
SmA - l40·C, Uo:i 0.5 UORM 
Nlchtzundende Steuersp3nnung UOO 0.2V 91 - l40·C. Uo ::s 0.5 UOR .... 
---------------------------------------------------------HochstorzulasslgerSteuNstrom 1e',1 lOA Scheltelwert Fip,ure 7.1a 
10011 3A Effektlvwert SieI!len I s Device Data 
---------------------------------Hn,.hc;.t~ 711' ~<;C::ln~ ~t&lll~r\liP,11 letA ?nw r. ... n7vv .. rt 225 
Thermlscho Werte 
Hochste, dauernd zulassige 
Sperrschichttemperatur 
Betrlebstemperaturbereich 
Lagertemperaturbereich 
Warmewiderstand fur Konstantstrom R'hJC 
(ohne Obergang) 
Warmeubergangswiderstand Rehel( 
Mechanlsche Wertft 
AnproBkraft 
Kriechstrecke 
Luftstrocke 
F 
Gewicht 
Ruttelfestigkeit 
Feuchteklasse 
Kennlinien 
'T 
Durehl.Bkennllnlln (Strlublndlr) 
Plrameter. Spe,rschlchulm:leratur 9. 
400 r-'1r"'"1r-1r"'"1r"'"1r-1r"'"1r-;r-;r-;Hr:.=;51 '--r-nlr-r . ....---,.--r--rn.,.-; A~~~+-~~_~I~I_~!.~r-+lr"r-~t--~'~!--tI~Y~ 
I :11.,. I fl.f-
350 I ~ I! ~HJ I i 
300 I ,_ I l I ! ; ~_L.)I"" : /1 
~ 1 - "1.140•C ~ I I T -'1/--4-+-1 
2SOp, __ "-2S'C 1 ' : ',: T/. 
I I I', I r i J"' I 1/ .' 
I I f I I :' I ,-. i 1/,.11 ""',-+-1--1 
I It I I r. V ! I t 
150 f , ,! ! 1"1 ' /UL '~l -1-4-1 
I I I. ' I..l.-.:. 1/ I I T 
100 I , I ! I i I I I"~-l.!'-++--H 
I I I I /. l I ,-I 1;- I 
I I I f I,' A-II, I I 
200 
so 
I ! I 1 I ! I I I I I 
140"C 
-40bls +140'C 
-40b!s +150'C 
O,17K/W 
O,30K/W 
0,40K/W 
O,015K/W 
O,030K/W 
2000N ~18% 
5mm 
5mm 
60g 
50m/s2 
C 
Nebenbedmgungen 
doppelseltlge KGhlung 
anodenseltige KGhlung 
kathodenseltlge KGhlung 
doppelseitige Kuhlung } siehe Montage-
einseltige Kuhlung anleltung 
Sollwert 
Anode-Gitter 
Anode - Gitter 
bei 50 Hz, ohne Kuhlkorper 
nachDIN40040 
Elng.ngskenn"",en (Streuband) 
mit Ziindberelchen und Verlusll8Islungshyperbeln 
. 
-
5 ~- , 
T I T I 
10 2 II : I i I 
. 
-
0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 V 2.0 40 2 3 4 5 6 7 V 8 
-Ur -uo 
Tr.nslenterW.rmewiderstand fur Konst3ntstrom DIHerenz zWI~chen translenten Impulswarmew,derstanden und 
tr.nslentem Warmewiderstand fur Konstantstrom, 
Impulnlrome40 b.sGO Hz 
. ~-t~r···: - ---+----
!. __ :a!~::·.-··· .. ~ --. -
a t- - - • I .... 
~ 
j.. 
, 
.~. 
rho 
~!.. 
~.-
rf ti 
, tr· 
Figure 7 Ib 
Siemen's Device Data 
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UNIT VGr IGT 
(V) (MA) 
1 0.94 72 
2 0.94 72 
*t tests at : 140°C q 
UNIT VGT 
(V) 
15 1.57 
26 1.50 
28 2.53 
*t at 140°C 
q 
IGT 
(MA) 
57 
54 
64 
TABLE 7.1 
SIEMENS - BStH6140f 
IDRM IRRM 
1 
VF 
(400V) (400V) (400A) 
pA pA (V) 
5 6 1.5 
6 7 1.7 
TABLE 7.2 
GENERAL ELECTRIC - CA 358 
(Manufacture's Data) 
IDRM IRRM 
2 
VF 
(400V) (400V) (400A) 
pA pA (V) 
15 30 2.39 
15 32 2.57 
14 84 2.47 
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t * IH IL q 
(10A/ps) 
ps (MA) (MA) 
22.6 44 260 
24.7 51 I 260 
t * IH IL I q 
(10A/ps) I (MA) (MA) , lIS I 
i 
8.6 41 395 
6.6 55 705 I 
I 
7.8 63 480 I 
I 
parameters from the dev1ce data sheets (Figures 7.1 a and b.) 
S1nce only one manufacturer's dev1ce (S1emens) 1S be1ng 
tested a set of anot~er manufacturer's test results are 1ncluded 
1n Table 7.2 for compar1son. The data 1n Table 7.2 are for three 
samples of a General Electr1c CA358 Asymmetr1cal SCR. For 
further 1nformation refer to F1gures 7.2a and b. 
Referr1ng to Table 7.1., the tr1gger voltage and trlgger 
current, VGT , I GT , for the S1emens device are glven. From the 
low values of the gate to cathode, voltage V GT' and the large 
gate current, I GT , 1 t appears these devices do not have an 
ampllfY1ng gate. This can provlde some speed up ln sW1tchlng but 
consequently, requ1res a large gate dr1ve. The next two 
parameters 
currents, 
are the forward and reverse off-state leakage 
respect1vely. It should be noted that these 
measurements for IDRM and IRRM are taken at 400V. It appears the 
S~emens deVlce ~s not asymmetrlcal as orlglnally belleved. Th~s 
shown better 1n F1gure 7.3 oscillograph (wlth a negat~ve 
horlzonal voltage scale). A true asummetr1c would have a reverse 
breakdown at less than 60V. Also, the very low (leakage) current 
values ~nd1cate a smaller than expected amount of "deep level" 
dopants Wl th1n the s1l1con thyrl stor structure. For very fast 
thyr~stor sW1tch characterlstlcs the s~l1con structure m~ght be 
doped Wl th materlals such as gold to help facllltate 
recomb1natlon of mlnorlty charge carr1ers and hence, speed up the 
sWltch's turn-off. These curents lnd1cate that the Slemens 
devlce can be a fast switched thyrl stor or "Inverter Grade" 
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'V:J.,' 0" 
Supersedes 2097/81 
ASVlMHRIC ENERGY SAVER SERIES 
I CA358 Silicon Controlled Rectifier 
1400 Volts 260A RMS 1 AM"IFY~G~GATE ~ 
The General Electnc CA3S8 Asymmetrical SCR's are desIgned specIfically to meet the 
demanding requIrements oC hIgh power inverter and chopper cIrcuIts The CA3S8 IS 
rated at 260A RMS at 1000 Hz and Cully characterized Cor operation up to 10 KHz .. Its 
high oCC-state voltage combined with its low on-state voltage and short tum off tIme 
makes this innovative thyristor Ideal Cor today's changing technology. 
Equipment designers can use the CA3S8 ASCR in such apphcatlons as DC choppers, 
PWM Inverters, UPS systems, and vanable speed AC motor controls - wherever the 
SCR does not requIre reverse blocking capability. 
Compamon antI-parallel dIodes to be used WIth ASCR's are also avaIlable. 
FEATURES BENEFITS 
• Faster tum oCC hmes than Inverter grade SCR's WIth 
lower forward voltage drop at comparable current. 
• Improved overall system effiCIency due to dramatIcally 
reduced conductIon and SWItching losses 
• HIgher surge current capablhty than Inverter grade 
SCR's. 
• Improved system overload capabIlity 
• DIrectly replaces conventIonal Inverter grade SCR's In 
most appltcatlons where an antI-parallel dIode IS 
present and also UtlltZes eXIsting gate drive CIrcuitry. 
• Slmpltfied and less costly cIrcuIt desIgn 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RATINGS 
REPETITIVE PEAK OFF·STATE REPETITIVE PEAK REVERSE 
TYPES VOLTAGE. VORM I VOLTAGE. VRRM 
TJ • -40°C to +125°C TJ •• 4QoC to +125°C 
CA358PD 1400 Volts 10 Volts 
CA358PC 1300 10 
CA358PB 1200 10 
CA358PA 1100 10 
CA358P 1000 10 
CA358T 900 10 
CA358N 800 10 
Storage Temperature, Tstg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••••••••••••••• - 4QOC to +ISOOC 
Operattng Temperature, TJ •••••••••••••••••••••.•...•..••..••.•••. - 4QOC to +125°C 
NOTES 
1 6S·C. 1.000 Hz. 50% duty cycle. sine wave. 800 Ibs pressure 
2 Half sine wave waveform. 10 ms max pulse WIdth 
Figure 7.2a. ASCP-r.A358 
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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CHARACTERISTICS AND RATINGS 
TEST SYMBOL MIN. TYP MAX. UNITS TEST CONDITIONS 
Repetlllve Peak Off·State IORM - 12 20 mA TC: +125°C.: VORM 
Current 
Repetitive Peak Reverse IRRM - - I A TC: +115°C 
Off·State Current v: VRRM =lOV 
Peak On·State Voltage (For VTM - 19 -i:6" Volts TC: '/JS"C. IF:Jea Amps (.>u.f~ 1) incoming test correlauon only) :J. I I~ ItItIO 
Conventional Circuit tq (I) IT: 2000A I 
Commutated Turn-Off Time (2) TJ : ~ ,,z,S'C 
-I - - 15 (3) dv/dt: 400 V/JlSec IJ$CL 
-2 - - 20 IJ$CC 
(4) dl/dt: 100 A/JlSec 
(5) Pulse Width: SOO psee 
(6) VR : 5 VMAX Use LEM IJ1TVf ]),CIJ14' 
(7) VREAPPLY : 0 67 VORM 
DC Gatc Tngger Current IGT - 70 2SO mAde TJ : +25°C. Vo : 6 Vdc. RL: 3 Ohms (For incoming test correlauon 
only Recommendcd gatc supply 
-
100 400 TJ : -40"C. Vo : 6 Vdc. RL: 3 Ohms 
for opllmum performance IS 2OV. 
200 With pulsc nsc lime 
-
15 17S TJ : +115°C. VO: 6 Vdc. RL: 3 Ohms 
< 0 2 mlcrosccond ) 
DC Gatc Tnggcr Voltage VGT - 3 S Vdc TJ : -40"C to OOC. Vo : 6 Vdc. RL: 3 Ohms (For incoming test correlauon 
only Recommended gatc supply 
-
for optimum performance IS 2OV. 
115 30 TJ = OOC to +115°C. VO: 6 Vdc. RL: 3 Ohms 
200. With pulsc nse tlmc o IS 
- -
TJ = 115°C. VORM. RL: 1000 Ohms 
<0 2 microsecond) 
DC Gate Current not to Tngger IGNT 3 - - mAde TC: +115°C. SO% VDRM 
DC Gate Voltage not to Tngger VGNT 4 
- -
V TC: +115oC. 50% VORM 
Cnucal Exponenual Rate-of·Rlse dv/dl 400 600 - V/psee TC: +125°C. Gale Opcn 
of Forward Blocking Voltage 08VORM 
(Higher values may cause deVice 
sWllchmg) 
Cnllcal Exponcntlal Rate-of·Rlsc dl/dt Sec Curvc 10. Note #2. 
of On·State Currcnt 
Non·RepellUVe (I) 
- -
800 A/psee 
Repetltlvc 
- -
SOO 
Peak One Cycle Surge ITSM 
(Non· Rep ) On·State Currenl 
Ix: MEAN VALUE) X 2,200 A 60 Hz. 800 Ib Mountmg 
(0': STANDARD DEVIATION) i·O' 2.000 A 
i-30' 1.500 A' 
x 2,100 A 50 Hz. 800 lb Mounung 
x·O' 1.900 A 
x -30' 1.500 A 
121 for Fusmg 12t X 2.0 x 10'1 A2sec I ~ 8 3 Milliseconds. 800 Ib Mounung 
Ix=MEAN VALUE i -30' 104 x 10'1 
(0': STANDARD DEVIATION) i I x 10'1 A2see I ~ 2.0 Mlillscconds. 800 Ib Mountmg 
x-30- 66 x 1()3 
Thermal Reslstanet' RIIJC - 12 135 °C/Watt Junctlon·ta-Case (Oouble-Sldc Cooled) • ~ A 
, 
Mounting Force 800 LBS 
- -3.S6 KN 
(I) dl/ dt Ratmgs Established In Accordance wuh EIA NEMA Slandard RS397. SEC 5 2.2 6 for Conditions of Maltlmum Ratcd VORM. 20V. 200 Gatc 
Tnggcr Sourcc With 2 JlSccond Shon CirCUlI Current RISC Timc 
Figure 7.2h. ASCP.-CA358 
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..-;I::, / 
Figure 7.3 
Breakover Voltage 
Figure 7.4 
Forward Voltage Drop 
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Blocking Voltage 
(vert.) IA = lQna/ div 
(horiz) VPJ.{ = -30Ov/div 
Forward Voltage 
Measuranent 
(top) Anode Current 
IA = lOOA/div 
(bot) Anode to Cathode Voltage 
VPJ.{ = O.'N/div 
t = 5 IIt!/div 
thyristor but does not appear to be optimized as a true ASCR 
might be. This becomes obvious by comparing Table 7.1 with Table 
7.2. (See last subsection) 
The next table listing is the forward voltage drop, from 
anode to cathode, when 400A is past through the thyr1stor (see 
Figure 7.4 for an example test waveform at 200A). These are very 
good values for low on-state loss and again, ind1cate the 
probable use of low levels of "deep level" dopants. The turn-off 
t1me, t g , 1S listed next. This value indicates the amount of 
time needed to clear sufficient charge from the thyristor so that 
the thyr1stor can 1mmediately block a reapplied forward voltage. 
The test1ng was performed at an elevated temperature with test 
parameters given 1n F1gure 7.1a. These values undes1rably exceed 
the data sheet values by a sign1ficant amount. Th1S is a direct 
resul t of the fabr1cat1on processes referred to earl1er when 
d1scuss1ng the low values of IDRM and I RRM . The last two 
quant~t1es ~n the table are the "holding" current and "latch~ng" 
curent usually not found 1n manufacturer's data sheets. These 
g~ve the lower l~mit of allowable current dur~ng steady-state and 
turn-on, respect1vely, to guarantee the dev~ce w~ll not 
self-commutate off. These are of l~ttle consequence to our 
lmmedlate evaluat10n of these dev1ces. 
Because of the very poor test results thus far and as 
concluded below, further test~ng requlrlng elaborate set-up, such 
as, dv/dt was not persued. 
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7.3 Conclus1ons and Recommendat10ns. 
By all 1ndicat1ons these Siemens dev1ces are not 
Asymmetr1cal SCRs. Ne1ther the data sheets, F1gures 7.1i the 
test data for lDRM and l RRM , or the osc111ograph, F1gure 7.3, 
1nd1cate that these are ASCR' s. Also, from Siemens general 
product catalog these dev1ces are 11sted for use 1n both phase 
control and 1nverter type applicat10n and not opt1m1zed for only 
one app11cat10n. Th1s is supported by the measurements 1n Table 
7.1 for low VGT , suggest1ng a non-amp11fying gate and low VF 
suggest1ng a very low res1st1v1 ty s11icon mater1al compos1 t10n 
un11ke that found 1n thyr1 stors opt1m1zed for fast SW1 tch1ng 
app11cat10ns. Of greatest 1mportance 1S the commutated turn-off 
t1me, t q , wh1ch far exceeds the data sheet specif1cat10n of 15~s 
(under the same test cond1t10ns). 
As a p01nt of compar1son, Table 7.2 11sts the manufacturer's 
measurements of an ASCR opt1m1zed for fast sW1tch1ng and 
emploY1ng on amp11fY1ng gate. The, t q , rating for th1s device 1S 
the same 15~s as the S1emen's ?eV1ce. However, 1t has a measured 
value near half, of 1tS rat1ng as to be expected. What suffers 
1n th1s second dev1ce type 1f the forward on-state voltage drop, 
VF , wh1ch 1S approx1mately 60% h1gher than the S1emens' dev1ce. 
To conclude, 1n 1nverter dr1ves of substant1ally high 
SW1 tch1ng frequenc1es, the SW1 tch1ng loss and energy lost to 
commutat1on s1gn1f1cantly exceeds the on-state conduct1on loss. 
Hence, the value, t , 1S most 1mportant and S1emens' BStH6140f is q 
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inadequate compared w~th other types of Asymmetr~cal SCRs 
opt~mized for fast sw~ tching such as General Electric's CA358. 
If, however, a very low switch~ng frequency ~s to be used, then, 
the low forward drop of Siemens' BStH6140f ~s advantageous and 
should dom~nate ~n device selection. 
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